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t 
~OMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
~a~(77) 683 final. 
-. 
Proposal for a 
COUNJIL REGULATION (~) 
Brussels, 13 December 1977. 
1\IO~Zl 
on the application of Joint Committee EID-Decision (1) No •••• •• •••• • /11, 
adding to and mOdifying Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of originating products and methods of administrative co-opera-
tion and replacing certain Decisions of the said Joint Committee 
(submitted to the Council by the Commission) 
(1) Austria, Finland, Iceland, No~, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland. 
COM(77) 683 final. 
.. 
EXPLANATORY NOTE 
1. The system of origin rules used by the Community in its preferential 
trading Agreements is based on the concept of sufficient working or 
processing. As the general rule this is defined as sufficient working 
or processing to cause the product to be cl•$s.ified in a different 
tariff heading than that of each of the imported components used. 
There are two lists of exceptions• one, List A, is when in addition 
' certain specific rules have to be met and the other, List B, where 
a change of tariff heading is not obligatory provided that certain 
conditions are met instead. 
... 
2. The tariff headings used for this system are those of the Customs 
Co-operation Council Nomenclature (CCCN) (formerly the Brussels Tariff 
Nomenclature (BTN). The CCCN will be considerably modified as from 
1).1.1978 and consequently to maintain the present economic effects of 
' ' 
the Lists A and B they will have to be modified. The Lists A and B 
. annexed to the draft decision contain the.necessary modifications. 
3• Nevertheless at the time the Decisions are made it is proposed that 
the Joint Committees adopt a joint declaration covering the possible 
cases where the modified Lists A and B result in economic consequences 
prejudicial to the sectors involved. The Joint Committees shall in 
such cases re-examine urgenti7 the origin ruie for the product in ques• 
tion and it necessar:r change. the rule - so as to re-establish the si tua• 
tion existing before 1.1.1978 • following the procedures laid down in 
the Origin Protoc.ol. 
The declarations shall be valid until 31 ,.December 1979 to give a rea-
sonable period to evaluate &n7 unforeseen results of the Amendments. 
4. For reasons of simplification it is proposed to replace the Lists A 
and B as a whole. 
5• In addition, the CCCN has been modified to provide a simplified method 
for the tariff classification· of sets, which has necessitated the intro-
duction into the Origin Protocol of a new·rule on sets designed to main• 
tain the status quo, with the exception ot introducing. a tolerance rule 
of 1~ tor non•origillat:l.ng articlea aa. a measure or simplification~ 
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E. ~he Ptot~cola ~o 3 concerning the definition of the concept of 
'~ori.gj nat.ine- p:-oducts" an_, methode of adminir;trative eo·~o:pE:raticn 
to th~ EDC-~TA Agreement~ have undergone since their entry into 
.force ,,\ certain number or modifications whi.ch a.re ~ontained in the 
'•arious DecisirJns adopt-ed by the Joint Committees. Other Joint 
Committe~ Decirdons have .introdur.ed some procedures simplifying the 
~ppli~ation of the Protocol&• 
With the aim o! making the task of traders and customs'administration 
simpler e.nd ~n the intere·at of assuring the proper working of the 
Agreement, it is felt to be time to replace.the Decisions refered to 
above and certain posts of Protocol No 3 b7 a single Decision, thus 
furthering the possibilit7 of eata~lishing a· single text including all 
the proYisione concerned. 
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Joint Declaration concerning the review of the changes to Lists A and B 
as a result of the Customs Cooperation Council Nomenclature modifications 
I 
As a result of the amendments made to the Customs Cooperation Council 
Nomenclature, new Lists A and B have been introduced by Decision No 177. 
If it should appear that, as a result of the simplification in wording, the 
new lists have the effect of changing the substance of any rule or rules 
existing prior to the said Decision, and if such change results in a situation 
prejudicial to the.interest of the sectors concerned, then, where any of 
the contracting parties so requests, an urgent examination shall be conducted, 
before 31 December 1979 and under the proceudre laid down in Article 28 of 
Protocol No 3, with a view to determining whether it is necessary to restore 
the effect of the rule or rules concerned as it was before the adoption of the 
said Decision. 
Propoeal for a 
Cou:tei'l Regulation (EEO) Mo ·· /77 on the application ot 
Joint C:omiilittee El:..'C-Decision (1) No /77, adding to and 1,11odifying 
P .l."ot.ocol Ho :~ e Jncerning the de fini t~ on of the concept of o:rigina ting 
p•.·och\cts tl'nd methods of administrative co-operation and replaci.ng 
certain Decisions of the said Joint· Committee 
-----------------------------------------------------------------' 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, · · 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing· the European ~Economic Communi t:y, ;. 
and in particullar Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal of the Commission, 
whereas an Agreement between'the European Economic Community and 
(2) (3) vas •igned on (4) 
and entered into force on · (5); 
whereas by v!lrtue of Article 28 of Protocol No 3 concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of originating products and methods of administra-
tive cooperation, which forms an integral part of the above Agreement, 
the Joint Committee has adopted Decision No /11 adding to and 
modifying Protocol No 3 and replacing certain Joint Committee Decisions; 
whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the Community, 
.. /. 
(1) Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland 
(2) the Republic of Austria, The Republic of Finland, the Republic 
of Iceland, the Kingdom of Norway, the Portugese Republic, the 
Kingdom of Sweden, the Swiss Confederation 
(4) 
(5) 
Austria, Sweden, Switzerland : OJ. No L 300 of 31.12.72 
Finland : OJ No L 328 of 28.11.73 
Norway : OJ No L 171 of 17.6.73 
Iceland, Portugal : OJ No L 301 ot 31.12.72 
Austria, Iceland, Portugalt Sweden, Switzerland a 22 Jul;r 1972 
Norway : 14 May 1973 
Finland 1 5 October 1973 
Austria, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland t 1. January 1973 
•'' ..... · ~ ' ' Iceland : 1 April 1973 
Norway 1 1 July 1973 
Finland a 1 JanuaJ7 197'+. ·· ·· .. 
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HAS ADOPTID THIS RIOULATION 1 
Article 1 
For the application of the Agreement between the European Economic 
.. 
Communit7 and (1), Joint Committee Decision • 
No /??.shall be applied in the Communit7. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 Januar7 1978. 
. .. 
This Regulation shall be,binding in ita entiret7 and directl7 applicable 
.in all Member·States. 
. 
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Done at Brussels• 
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( 1.) The Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of 
Iceland, the Kingdom of Norwar, the Portugese Republic, the Kingdom 
ot Sweden, the Swiss Confederation •. 
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1·1', ·. ·Joint Commi':tee decision No 177 of 
· -·· ·· ··.adding to and amending Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of tne t:oncept 
1 • -of "orir,finating products" and .et hods of adlllinistrative cooperation and replacing l :. '- «;ertaii'('Joint ro111111ittee decisions --- --- .. · --_. · .. ·._- · · 
I 
·: 
.. 
. , . 
-, TME JOINT COMMITTEE, 
r• 
... 
. 
. '• ' 
. . 
:·.·. 
tlaving regard to the Ar.~~e.ent between the European F.c~ic ~~unity 
and the <1>, signed in Brusse\~ on (2), 
Having regard to Protocol No 3 concerning the-definition of the concept 
of "originating products" and •ethods of administrative rooperation, and. 
in particular Artic\e 16 and 28 thereof, 
· . ." ~ ·:. Whereas for the purposes of 1mplementinv the Agreement, the rules of 
.... ·• . origin Laid down as regards both the conditions under which t~roduc:ts 
. · '! acquire the status of originating products and proof of such status and . 
' · the detailed rule:; for verifying 1t in accordance whh the said P-rotocoL, 
: •. have been amended b)' a nunber of Joint Committee dechions; whereas other 
:; · • decisions of the said Committee have introduced ceruin procedures 
simplifying implementation of that Protocol; 
.... 
: I ' 
Whereas it is therefore appropriate for the proper functioning of tho 
Agreement to incorporate in a single text all the provisions.in ~uestion 
with • view to faci\,tatino the work of users and custOMs ad•;nistr•tions; 
Whereas, furthermore, the Customs Coooeration Council has adooted a 
. · recommendation ••ending the Customs CooPeration cOuncil Nomenclature 
.• (hereinafter referred to as the Nomenclature); whereas Lists A and B 
:: :··. .- 'set out in Annexes ll and Ill to Protocol No 3 should accor<lingly be 
··' · · .. ·. amended and a specific rule on the origin of goods put"Up in sets introduced, 
... ,. . . . : . . ··. ·' . ' :- . . . . . 
:~--~ ~ .~AS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : : ~/ ·. >.·:· · .. '· •. :.' •. : ·: 
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Article 1 . .. 
The text of Tit le n of Protocol No 3 cemc_ernfng,..the definition. of the 
concept of "originating products" and .. Jilethods. of ••tnistratfve cooperation 
s_hall be deleted ~ replaced bY the following : · 
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(1) 
(2) 
the Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland, th~ Republic of Iceland, 
the Kingdom of Norway, the Portug~se Republic, the Kingdom of Sweden, 
the Swiss Confederation. · ·_··. . · ·: .• > · • . 
Austria, Iceland, Portugal,. Sveden, SVitnrland : 22 July 1972 . 
Norway : 14 "ay 19?3 . . ..... · :·. •. .- ~-:; :· -. 
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TITLE Ii. 
Methods of administrative cooperation 
Article 8 
\'' 
. .. 
- ---·---. .. 
.. ' 
I 
i .... · 
I. '~.:. ; ' 
1. 'Originating products within the meaning of this Protocol shall, on 
importation into the Community or into (1~ benefit from th~ Agreement 
upon submission of one of the following documents : . 
'· ... 
l ··-. • ~, .. , ; ' 
f ' '; ' ' 
•• , ,t••,.. . 
I .. : ... ·, ·' 
. . . 
a). an EUR. , Movement certificate, hereafter called EUR.1 certificate, 
a specimen of which is given· in Annex V to this 'Protocol, or 
. 
b) a form EUR. 2, a specimen of which·i, Q~Ven in. Annex VI to this .. 
.'. 
! i ·. ~ .. ; • I. . . . . 
I ' I' • '• 'i . .. ' '. 
Protocol, for consignments consisting only of ori~inating products and . 
provided the value does not exceed 1 500 units of account per consignment, 
: ' 1 . . ' 
1.·• :' ..... ,· . . . 
. ' .. 
! : . .- )·: . .': ... 2. The following shall be admitted to be originating products within 
t
' ; .· . · &ileaning of thh Protocol, without 1t being necessary to produce the 
: ·:, · ·: · · either of the documents referred to in paragraph , ' . 
·' . ,:, ' 
1 ·~. • ·• a) goods sent as small packages to private pel"sons,,provided that 
I 'value of the goods does not exceed ,00 units of account; 
the 
1
•·. :,: 
: '· 
1
··.· .· ; . 
• ,, ' I f 
. . ... ·:.. . 
. b) goods forming part of tr~vellers' personal lugg~ge, provided ~h~~ 
the value of the goods does not exceed 300 units Qf account. 
lhese provisions shall be applied only when such goods are 
1 f ....... . 
1
: . : .. .' ~ : .. :; . 
• •. ' I • 
... ~·· ~ .. ~ 
• not imported by way of trade and have been declared ~s meeting the 
conditions required for the application of the Agrce~ent, and 
where there 1s no doubt as to the veracity of such declaratinn. 
Importations which are occasional and consist solely of goods for the 
personal use of the recipients or travellers or their families si;JLL 
not be considered as importations by way of trade if it js evident 
·from the nature and quantity of the goods that no c~mer,ial purpo$e 
is in view • 
. .. ~~· .:: . . 
I '.: ":.': 3 •. The unit of account (UA) has a value has a value of ~.88867088 grams I . ~ .· \ :, of fine gold. Should the unit of account be changed, the Contracting 
•. I 
·. 
I r . . r Parties shall make contact with each othel" at Joint Committee level . . · · · to redefine the v•lue in ter111s of gold ... · · · · , • . . · I ~ . ~... ·. L ~ccessor·~·~s,' spa.re ·pa~~~ .. ~htt'·~:oal~ cfis~a~·~·~~/·~;:·~:.a: ~~·~~: of equipme'nt, 
. , .: ~·~· • :; ' : ,'machine, apparatus or ve~icl~· "W,ri-ich 'are part··of. th~· r:iormal' equipment 
ll .. ·· .. • .. ·,: . .. ( and included in· the, price thereof .9r ·ar.e ·n«;~~ separately ·invoiced ar~ r.egarded as •one with the piece of: equipment;· .mach)ne~ apparatus or ' t •. f • , I t • 1 • 1 ' • ., VehiCle i!l QUeSt ion.· ' ' ' 0 ,': .' ::, 1, ; • ••• , :.', •• ; .··, 'I·, ' 1 : t - • I : ', 1 '• ~ , ' ' • • ' ·, I • ',• i · ., ' · 
.. 
... 
. ' .. 
.. 
I · 5. Sets in the .sens'e of .tti~ ·Gene~al 'Ru·l~ 3. oi ~he. Customs, ~oo~eration C~unci l . Nomenclature shall.be regarded' as origiri~ting when all.'.component articles are 
1 originating products. tleverthcl.es~, when a set .is corrposed of originoiltina .,n. 
. .. . non-originating article's, the set as a whoLe shall be regarded as origin~t1ng 
., , .. provided that the value of the non-originating articles does not exceed 15 x 
of the total,·value of the set.· · . 1 ·: ·· . 
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Article 9 
. ·1. An EUA. 1 certificate shall be issued by the cust0111s authorhics 
of the exoorting State ~en the goods to which it relates are ~xported. 
it sh3ll be ~ade available to the exporter as soon as actual exportation 
ha$ been effected or ensured. · · · 
2. 'l'he fUR. 1 certificate shall be issued by th~ cust0111s authorities 
of a Member State of the European Econom4c Community if the gocds to be 
etported can be considered as products originating 1n the Com.unity within 
.. the meaning of Article 1 ( 1> of this Protocol I 
The EUR. 1 certificate shall be issued by the customs authorities 
of (1) if the goods to be exported can be consldcre~ as products· 
originating in (1)within.the meaninu of Article 1 (2) of this Protocol • 
3. The customs authorities of the Member States of 'the Community or (1) 
may issue EUR.1 certificates under the conditions laid down in th~ Agreements 
referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol if the goods to be exported can be 
considered as products originating in the Co111111unity, in ·or in . ., 
' . 
.. 
• I 
. , . . ·, . , · J or · <2>. within the meaning of Article 2 
and, where applicable, Article 3 of this Protocol and provided that the goods · 
, •. covered by the EUR.1 certificates are in theCommunity or C1> • 
................. . -·----
' . . Where Article Z, and where appropriate,•Article 3 of this Protocol are applied, 
EUR .. 1 certificates shall be ·issued by the customs authorities' of each of ·. 
j 
.. 
' . ,• 
'. 
I 
• the countries concerned where the goods have either been held before 
their re-exportation in the same state or undergone the working or 
proc~ssing referred to in Article 2.of.th1s Protocol, upon presentation of 
'the EUR.1s certificates issued previously • 
4. An EUR.1 certificate may be issued only where it can serve as the 
documentary evidence required for the purpose of imple-enting the 
,Preferential treatment provided for in the Agreement. 
The date of issue of the EOR.1 • certifit.Ate must be indicated in 
the box of the ·EUR.1 certificate reserved for the customs authorities. 
. ··----·- .. , .. . - ... - .. 
,. 
i 
r ..... 
5. In exceptional circumstances an EUR.1 certificate •ay also be issued 
after exportation of the goods to which it relates if it was not 
issued at the time of exportation because of errors, involuntary 
omissions or special cfrcu .. tances •. • 
o, I ':".: • o• ·, I o :; :', o •~; -~ : •• ~ ~.-. 'i: ,: • o • 
(1) Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland. 
(2) Quote the EFTA countries ~-.enctng with that one which is concerned in 
the Decision in question. · · 
·~ . 
. . ...... 
. . 
. . . .... 
the 
,;. 
. . 
' I 
.. :' .. ··. 
• 
.. 
· ~.e customs authorities may issue an EUR.1 certificate ·retrospectively 
only after verifying that the particulars supplied in the exporter's 
a pp l; cat ion agree with those on the corresponding document .• 
·' 
EUR 1 certificates issued retrospectively must be endorsed with one of the 
following phrases : "NACHTRAGLICH AUSGESTELLT", "OELIVRE A POST~RIORI", 
"RILASCIATO A POSTERIORI", "AFGEGEVEN A POSTERIORI", " ISSUED RETRO-
SPECTIVELY" r. "UDSTEDT EFTERFt>LGENI>E" , "ANNETTU JAU<IKATEEN", "UTGEFID EFTIRA", 
"UTSTEDT SENERE", "EMITIDO A POSTERIORI", "UTFARDAT I EFTERHAND". 
6·. In the event of the' theft, loss or destruction of ~ EUR.1 certi.ficate, 
the exporter may apply to the customs authorities which issued it for a 
duplfcate to be made out on the basis of the export documents in their 
possession. The duplic•te issued in this way must be endorsed with one 
of the following words : "OUPLIKAT", "DUPLICATA", "DUPLICATO", "OUPLI• 
CAAT", "DUPLICATE"., "KAKSO~SKAPPALE", "SAMRIT", "SEGUNDA VIA". 
The duplicate~ which must bear the date of issue of 'the original 
EUR.1 certificate, shall take effect as from that date. 
·I 
.,7. The endorsements referred to in paragraphs 5 and .6 shall be inserted in 
the "Remarks" box of the EUR.1 certificate. • 
a. It sh~ll always be possible to replace one or more EUR.1 certificates 
.. 
·· by one or more EUR.1. certificates, provided that this is done at the cust·otns 
office where the goods are Located • 
"'·· · ··?~ for the purpose of verffyfnv vhether the condition• stated In paragraphs 2 and 3 have bean •et, the custoas 
. \. 
authorities shall have the right to call for any docvaentary evidence or to carry out any check vhiiA they 
consider appropriate, Article 10 
... 
. 1. An ~UR."1 certificate shall be issued only on application having been 
made in writing by the exporter or, under the exporter's responsibility, 
by his authorized representative, on the for~a specimen of which is 
given in Annex V to this ProtocoL, which shall be completed in accordance 
with this Pro~ocol. 
" 
~. It shall be the responsibility o1 the customs authorities of the exporting 
country to ensure that form. referred to in paragraph 1 is properly 
completed. In particular,they shall check whether the box reserved 
tor the description of the goods has been completed in such a manner 
as to exclude any possibility of fraudulent additions. To this end, the 
description of the goods must be given without leaving any blank linea. 
· Where the box is not completely filled a horizontal line must be 
. drawn below the last line of the description, the empty space being 
crossed through. . 
3· Since the EUR.1 · certificate constitutes the documentary evidence 
for the application of the preferential tariff and quota arrangements 
laid down in the Agreement, it shall be the responsibility of the 
customs authorities of the exporting country to take any steps necessary 
to verify the origin of the goods and to check the' other statements on 
the certificate. . 
" 
~· The exporter or his representative shal~ submit with his request any 
appropriate supporting docu.ent proving·that the goods to bG exported 
qualify 1or the 1aaut of an &UR.1 certificate •.. 
I ,'• ' • , 
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J. When (jn EltR.1 certificate is issued within the meaning_ of Article 9 (5) 
of this Protncol after the goods to which it relates hav~ actually been 
.expor~ed~ the exporter must in the aoplication referred to in paragraph 
a> i~dicate the place and date of exportation of the gcods to which . l!'. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. . 
. . I 
.. 
. 
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~ ....... 
... ' I • ... ~ .• ' 
• the EVR.1 certificate relates ; 
b) certify t~at no GUR.1 certificate was issued at the ti•e of exportation 
of the goods in Question, a~ state the reasons • 
• ,; 
;t 
6. Applications for EUR.1· ·certificates and the EUR.1 certific~tes referred 
to in the second subparagraph of Article 9 (3) of this Protocol, upon presentation of 
which new EUR.1 certificates are issued, MUSt be preserved for at least'two 
·. year• by the customs authorities of the exporting· country. 
Article· 11 
. 
· EUR.f eertU1eatn shall be m1de out on·the for• a specimen of which 
is given in Annex V to \his P~otocol. This for~ shal~ be printed in one 
or more of the l<mgu11!1es in which the Agreement is drawn up. EUR .• 1 certificates 
shall be made o1Jt in ontt of those lanouagP.!; and in accordance with th~ 
provh\on3 of thP. rJnm'!!ltlc law of tl•e exporting Sbttt; if they ;~re 
handwrhtrn, they sh~ll he completed,, in ink in capiUl letters. 
2~ Each EUR.1 certificate shall Measure 210 x 297 mm, a tolerance of up to S .. 
less and 8 111111 more being per111issible u regarcJs length. lhe paJ.Ier u!>ed 
11ust be white-shed writing p~per not· containing mechanical pulp i1nd 
weighing not less than 25 g/m • It shall have a printed green guilloche 
pattern baekgrounrf mak·ing any falsification by •echaniul or chemical 
Means apparent to the eye~ 
:S. Yhe M-ember States of the Community and (1) may reserve the right · 
to print the EUR.1. certificates themselves or may have them printed by 
approved printers. In the latter case, each EUR.1 certificate must include 
1 reference to such approval. Each EUR.1 certificate MUst bear the name and 
address of the printer or • mark by which the printer can be identified • 
. It shall also bear a serial nunber, either prlnted or not, by whi.ch it can· 
• . be identified • 
Article 12 
1. An EUR.1 certificate 11ust be submitted, within four months of \i11• date 
of issue by the customs authorities of the exporting State, to thF. 
customs authorities of the importing State whrrP. the g~orfs are entt'r~A. 
•n accordance with the procedures laid down by that State. The said 
I)IJthorit ies 11ay require a translation of a certiftcate. They may also 
require the im~ort declaration to be accompanied by a statement irom 
t~e importer to the effect that the goods meet the conditions require~ 
for the iMplementation of the Agreement. 
~~ Without prejudice to Article 5 <3) of this Proto~ol, where,· at the request 
of th~erson declaring the goods at customs a dismantled or non-assembled 
artic(e falling within Chapter 84 or 85 of the Nomenclature is imported 
by i~stalments o~ the· conditions laid down by the competcnt'author\iies, 
it shall be considered to be a single article and •n EUR.1 certi'hcate 
••f b~ !uchmitted for the whole ert1cle upon h1portation of the fir;t: 
tnstalment. 
. . 
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3. ,\n EUI\.1 certificate which h submitted to the customs authorities 
~f the importing State after the final date for presentation specified 
in paragraph 1 may be accepted for the purpose of applying preferential 
treatment, where the failure to submit the certificate·by·the final 
I 
., 
. ' 
' . 
•. ;;',( 4 
;· ·v. ·~. • 
: . ~ ,, 
' ~ . . 
. i '; . 
. . . 
date set is due to reasons of force majeure or exceptional circumstances. 
In other cases of belated presentation, the customs authorities ~f 
the importing State may accept the EUR.1, ·certificates where the goods have 
been submitted to them before the said final date. 
The discovery' of slight discrepancies between the statements made· in· 
the EUR.1 certificate and those made in the documents submitted to 
the customs office for the purpose of carrying out the formalities for 
importing the goods shall not ipso facto render the certificate null 
and void, provided it is duly establiahed that the certificate correspoAds 
to the goods • 
·· .. ·~·.·· · 5. EUR 1' certificates shall be preserved by the cus.toms authorities 
. . . . · of. ·the importing State in accordance with the rules in force in that 
:: ::1, · State. · • 
I ,,1 
. . 6. Proof that the conditions set out in Articl- 7 of this Protocol have 
been met shall be provided by submission to the customs authorities o1 
·.: the importing State of either 1 ' ' ' .. •• 1 0 
',• ··. 
· ::.<.:.:;.:·. • a) a single supporting transport· document, ·made out in the e~porting 
.. ,. State, under the cover of which the -transit country has been crossed; · 
· ·:.!. or 
.. 
: .. ~ 
·, . 
.. 
b) a certificate issued by t~e custo-s authorities of the transit counttY 
containing : 
.Ci) an exact description of the goods, 
•. . ·. . . ' (ii) the date of unloading and reloading of the goods and, where .... ' 
. ~ ' . . 
... 
. . . ~ 
. ~. . . 
' . 
applicable, the na•es of the ships, · . 
'(iii) certi1ted proof of the conditions undet which the goods have 
stayed in the tr•n•it country; · 
. 
·· c) or, fatling these,any substantiating documents. 
. . ,, 
Article i3 
I t 
... 
• 
' . 
.. 
\... 
~. The custOIY·S euthCJrities in the exporting State may at1th(!r~ze any 
exporter, her~inafter referred to as "approved. expor·ter", who sat isfios 
the condidons set out in parag:raph 3 and who: 1ntends to carry out 
·transactions for which EUR. 1 c:ertificates may be ·rssued, not to sub. .. h: 
to the customs office in the exporting St~te at the time of export 
tithar the go•'lds or the application for an EUR. 1 certificate relating 
to thost goods, for the purpose of obtaining an EUR. 1 c~rtif~cate 
.unde.r the conditions la.id down in Article 8 (4),.ArticLe 9 (1).to (4) and 
Arti~le 12 (2) of this Protocol. 
. . 
The customs authorities in'the exporting State may declare cettain 
categories of goods ineligible for the special treatment provided 
for in paragraph 1. 
3. The authorit~tion referred to in paragraph 2 shall be granted only to 
exporters .making freQuent shipments and who offer, to the satisfacti.on 
of the authorities, all guarantees necessary to verify the originating 
' status of the products. ' 
The customs authorities shall refuse such authorization to exporters .. 
who do not offer all the guarantees whi~h'they coosider necessary. 
· · The customs authoriti~s may withdraw the authorization at ·any time. 
., . 
They must do so where the approved exporter no longer satisfies the 
condit~ons or no longer offers. these guarantees. · 
, ' . ~ . ' . 
. ·.· 
\. ... 4. The authorization shall stipulate, at the choice of the customs 
authorities, that box No 11, ".Customs Endorsement", of the EUR. 1 
certificate must 
a) either be endorsed beforehand with the stamp of the competent customs 
office of the exporting State and the handwritten or non-handwritten 
signature of an official of that office, or 
b) be endorsed by the approved exporter with a special stamp which 
has been approved by the customs authorities o1 the exporting State 
and corresponds to the speciMen given in Annex Vll to this Brotocol; 
this stamp may be preprinted on the forma. 
Box No 11, "Customs Endorsement", of 
the EUR. 1 certificate shall be completed. if necessary by the approved 
exporter. 
5. In the cases referred to in paragraph 4 (a), one of the following phrases 
shall be entered in box No 7, "Remarks", of the EUR. 1 certificate : 
"Simplified procedure", "Forenklet proc_edure", "Vereinfachtes Verfahrcn" 1 
"Procedure simpli'fUe"• "Procedura semplificata", "Vereenvoudigde pro-
cedure",. ;:Vk~ inkertaistettu 11enette ly", "Einf.6ldun afgreids tu"," Forenk let 
procedyre , Procekimento si!IPl ifi cado", "F6renkla,:t -Qrocedur'~· • 
. The ;)pproved e~porter shall if neGessary indicate 1n box No 1"3, ''Request 
for Verification", of the EUR. 1 certificate the name and address o'f 
the cuatOAJs authority COMpetent :to verify the eua.1 certificatf". 
' 
6. In thv autnorizatiot"Pthe cuatOMa ~uthor1ties .ua·u specify in paf"ti.culM• : 
•) the eonditiont undel' whtob tile appUutiottt 'fo4'-.IUR. 1 cenificates Q 
are •ado, ·· · ··-. .: ·· · · . · . . . ... : · 
' ' • t' I' ' ' '' ll '\ f f ~· • •: • ~· ' 
.... ,:: .. t • '. ~ .. . • " 
I 
' r 
e I 
. . 
.. 
•8• 
• 
.. 
b) the ·conditions under which these applications and the EUR. 1 
certificates used as the basis for the issue of other EUR. 1 • 
certificates under the conditions laid down in the second sub-
.. 
, .. 
• .. 
,. 
. . . · 
·paragraph of Article 9 (3)of'this Protocol are kept for at least two years.' 
... 
c) in the cases referred to in paragraph 4 (b), the customs authorities 
competent to carry out the subsequent verification referred to in 
Article 17 below. . • .. 
Where the simplified procedure applies, the customs authorities of 
the exporting State may prescribe the use of EUR. 1 certificates .. 
buring a distinct.ive sign by which they aay be identified. 
. 
7. The approved ,xporter may be required to inform the customs authorities, 
in accordance with the rules whicb they lay down, of goods to be 
dispatched by him, so that ~he competent customs office may make 
any verification it thinks ne O!sury before the despatch of the 
goods. 
The customs authorities in the exporting State may carry out·any 
check on the approved exporter which they consider necessary. The 
approved exporter must allow this to be done. 
' . 
a. The provisions of this Article shall not prejudice appl1c~tion of 
the rules of the Community, the Member States and Avstria ~ 
customs forMalities and the use o' customs documents. · 
Article 14 
.. , . 
.. ' . . 
..... . 
·· · · 1. Form EUR. 2 shall be completed and signed by the ·exporter or, under 
:. ::; • · his. responsibility, by his authoritzed representative. It shall be 
·<)/: · · 111ade out on 'the form of which a specimen is given in Annex VI. This 
. ·~ forM shall be printed in one or more of the languages in which. the 
Agreement is drawn up. It shall be made out in one of those languages 
.... and in accordance with the provisions of the domestic law of the ex• 
porting State. If it is handwritteft it must be completed in ink and 
r4n capatal letters. · · 
.. 
2. One form EUR. 2 shall be completed for each consignment. ''.: . 
•. . . 3. 'Form EUR. 2 shall be 210 x 148 mlft. A'tolerance of up to plus 8 mm 
or minus 5 mm in the length may be aLlowed. The paper used shall be 
·::: \ .·. · white-sized writing paper not containing •echanical pulp and weighing 
not less than 64 g/m2. · . · · 
~ . 
~ ~ The Member Statl!s 'of the Community and (!)may res~rve the right 
to print the forms EUR.2 themselves or may. have ·them printed by printers 
•approved by them. In the ~atter case each form must bear a reference 
to such approval. In addition, the form must bear the name and address 
. of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It 
shall also bear a aerial number, whether ot. not printed, by which it 
can be idefttified. . .. • . . . . . .. . 
f • • • 
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4. If the goods contained in the consignment have already been eubject 
to verification in the exportfng country by reference to the definition 
of th~ concept of "originatin'3 products", the .exporter aay refer to 
thIs check in the "Remarks" box of fol"'l EUR. 2. 
: s. An exporter ~o has completed a for• EUR. 2 shall be obliged to su~it, 
at the reque$t of the custo•s authorities of the exporting coLntry, 
aupporti~g evidence concerning the use of thia form. 
.!!.!icle 15 
.... · .. · ... 
'· · ,. Goods sent from the Comrnunit)' or from · ... ·· '(1) for exhibition in a country other 
. 
. 
.. 
. 
r. ~ i ( 
t 
I 
1-" . .
}, 
.. : 
'•' ,_. 
•• r . 
than those referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol and sold after the exhibition 1 
· · 'for iitportation into (1)ot into the Community shoall benefit on 
i~nportation fr0111 the provisic1ns of the Agreement on condition that the 
goods meet the requirements t)f this Protocol entitling the• to be 
recognized as originating i(' the t0111munity or in · (1) oand provided 
tMt it is shown tc the sathfaction of the cust011s authorities that a, 
.. ._. .•. 
a) an exporter has consi~ned these goods from the C~unity or fr011 
(1)to the country in which the exhibition 1s held and has 
exhibited them ~here; 
./: -~·. ·. 
. . . 
. ' . 
. ,. ·' . ; . 
.. ' 
... 
b) the goods have been sold or otherwise di~p~sed of by that exporter . 
to someone in (1) or 1n the Cam-unity; 
· c) the goods have been consigned during the exhibition or 1 .. ed1ately 
• 
1 thereafter to (1) or to the C~•unity 1n the state in which 
they were sent for exhibition; 
d)" the goods have not, since· they were consigned for exhibition, been 
used for any purpose othe·r than dtt~onstrati.on at the exhibition. 
·: ·:~ · ... · 2. An EUR.1 certificate must be produced to the cust0111s authorities in 
· ~·.;.:\~ .. , · .the nor11al lllaMer. The na11e and address of the exhibition 11ust be 
,1ndi ctated thereon. Where nec:essary, addhiona l docUIIIentary evidence 
.of the nature of the goods 11nd the conditions under' which they Nve been 
.exhibited 1111)' be r•quired. . . 
><.: ·<~ .. Paragraph 'I shatl apply to. 1my trade, industrial, agricultural or 
·. ;. .\·· crafts exhibition, fair or :ai•1Lar public: show or display wMch is 
not organized for private ptJtposes in shops or business pre•ises with 
: ~·:.. . a viev to the sale of for•113" goods, and· during wMch the goods remain 
:·•:- ·:·.:·:> . Wider custoats controL. 1 
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Article 16 
··'. 
... ··' . i 
... ' ~· ' .. 
• • 
. ~ ·. ,. I ~ ': ... ·· ' 
. ··.·.. . 
In order to ensure the proper application·of· this·Title; the Member 
States of the CommunHy al'ld . (1) shall assist each· other, through 
·their respective customs admin1st~ations, in checking the authenticity 
and accuracy of EUR .1. certificates, including those issued under 
Article 9 <3> of this Protocol, and the exporters' declarations made 
... •. 
• ~ I • 
on forms EUR.2. ,, 
. . 
Z• The Joint Committee shall be authorized to take any decisions necessary 
for the methods of administrative cooperation to be applied at the 
· ··· · due time in the Community and ·1n . _ (1)• 
3. The customs authorities of the Member States and (1) shall provide 
each other, through the Commission of the European Communities, ~ith 
.. · · specimen impressions of stamps used in their customs o~fices for the 
·:. .. issue of EUR .1 certificates • 
... 
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4. Penalties shall be imposed on any person ~ho, draw~ up or causes to be 
drawn up, a form which contains incorrect particulars for the purpose of 
obtaining a preferential treatment for goods. This paragraph applies mutatis· 
mutandis-in the case of the use of the procedure laid down in Article 13 of 
this Protocol. 
s. The Member States and (1) shall take all necessary steps to ensure 
that goods traded under cover of an EUR.1 certificate, which in the 
course of transport u~e a free zone situated in their territory, are 
not substituted by other goods and.that they do not undergo handling 
other than normal operations designed to.prevent their deterioration. 
6. When products originating in the Community or (1) and imported 
into a free zone under cover of an EUR.1 certificate·undergo treatment 
.• or processing, the customs authorities concerned must issue a new EUR.1 
certificate at the exporter's request if the treatment or processing· 
undergone h in confol"ftlity with the provisions of this Protocol~ ... , 
. ~ ... ·· : 
Article 17 
,. Subsequent verifications of EUR~1 certificates and of forms EUR. 2 
shall be carried out at random or whenever the customs authorities 
of the importing State have reasonable doubt as to the authenticity 
.of the document or the ac~uracy of the information regarding the true 
origin of the goods in question. 
.. 
. .. 
z. For the purpose of implementing the provisions of paraQr~oh 1, the customs 
a~chorities of the importing State shall return the EUR.1 certificate 
or the form EUR. 2 or a photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities 
of the exporting State, giving, where appropriate, the reasons of 
substance or form for an inquiry. The invoice, if it has been submitted, 
• 
• 
or • copy thereof shall be attached to the EUR.1 certificate or to the form EUR.2 
and the customs authorities sha~~ forward any information that has been obtained 
suggesting that tne particulars given on the said .certificate or the 
said form are inaccurate. 
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It the cus;toms authorities o•r the importing State decide to Guspand 
the prcvisiont~ of the #.greeml~tnt while awaiting the results o'f the 
verific:ation, they shaU ofhr to release the goods to the importer 
subject to any precautionary measures judged netessary. 
~3•' ihe customs authorities of tl~e importing State shall be informed of 
:. the results of the verification as soon as possible. These re$ults · 
· must be such as to make it pt,ssible to determine whether the d;~puted 
:: EUR.1 certtficate or for•. EUR. 2 appl ie$ to the goods actUDlly 
exported, and wh~ther these l~oods can, in faat, qualify for applicatioA 
of the preferentb l arrang'eml~tnts. 
"Where such dhputes cannot ~lf settled between the cust011s authorities 
of the importing State and ~hose of. ttle exportinQ S~ate or where \hey · 
raise a question as to the interpretation o'f thia Protoco~ they shall 
be submitted to the CustOMS ~~ittee. 
for the purpose· of the subse•quent verHication o1 EUR.1 certificates, the 
cuntoms authorities of the t~orting country must keep the export . 
doc\Mftents, or copies of EUR •. 11 · certificates. used in place thereof, fot not 
less than two years. • • 
Article 2 
·The text of Articles 23, 24 and 25 of Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and methods of 
· adMinistrative cooperation 1• hereby replaced by t~e f~l~owing ' 
· ll .... ti::..::c~l e;:...;:2;.;;.3 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 2, products 
of the kind to which the Agreement app~ies, which are used in the manu-
facture of produ'cts for whi eh an EUR. 1 certifi c:ate or a form • 
.EUR. 2 is issu~d or completed, can only be the subject of drawback of 
customs duty or benefit fro• an exemption from customs duty of whut~ver 
kind when products originating in the Community, (1)or one of the 
six countries referred to in Article 2 of this Protocol are concerned, 
2. Without prejudice ~o the provisions of Article 1 of Protocol 2, products 
originating in the Community as originally constituted or in Irel~nd 
which are used in the manufacture of products obtained in accorrl~nce 
•. with the conditions laid down in Atticle 25 (1)of this Protocol, may not 
be the subject, in the Stattt where such manufacture took place, of drawback 
of customs duty. or benefit 11tOII an exe...,tion of cust0111 duty of whatever 
kind until 30 June 1977. · · 
3. In this.and the following·Articles,.the ter- -custO.s duty" also means 
charges having equivalent •ffect to custo-s duty. / . 
•" 
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Article 24 
EUR.1 certificates may, where I!PJ:iropri'ate, be required to indicate 
th•t the products to.which they relate have acquired ~h~ status of 
originating products and have undergone any additional orocessinn 
under the conditions set out in Article 25 (1)of this Protocol until the date 
which the customs duties applicable to the said products are abolished 
between the Community as originally constituted and Ireland on the· 
.· ... 
one hand, and <1> on the other. · 
• 
· . · '2. In other cases, they 11ay, wher"· approp'riate be required to indicau 
.the added value acquired in each of the foHowino territories a·· 
. . " 
. · (i) the Community as originally constituted, · · 
(iU Ireland, ... 
~·. . . ~ (iii) 'oen-ark and the unite~ Kingdom, 
. ·. 
; 
' . 
Civ) · (1);, 
'(y) each of the six countries specif.ied ~n Article 2 of this Protocol. 
' ... 
·. 
.··• 
.. 
. . 
Article 25 
1. The following prod~cts may benefit, upon import into (1)or Denmark 
onrthe United Kingdom, from the tariff provisions in force'in (1) 
or in the latter two countries and covered by Article 3 (1) of the 
··: ·. •Agreement : .. 
,, ';···. 
a)'products which meet the conditions of this Protocol and for which 
. '• 
,; ..... ' en EUR.1 certificate has been issued indicating that they have p .. i~ • • .... 
.. _-· 
...... : 
acquired the status of originating products and have undergone any 
additional processing solely in .. (1)or in the two countries 
referred to above or in the other six countries specified in 
Article 2 of this Protocol; 
•a' '• 
·. '• •' 
.. b) products, other than pr.oducts o1 Chapters 50 to 62, whfch meet the 
.. ·.: -. · .•. ·. conditions of this Protocol and for which. en EUR.1 certificate 
·• · ·. has been issued indicating : 
. · :.:: · ·:··: >':,. .. u· that they have been obtained by the processing of good~ which 
:-.:;· ·.··.:. ·:.. Upon export frOfl the Community as originally constituted or fro• 
·. ·. •_:;··L:. '··1 • •· ·' Ireland, had already acquired \here the status of originating 
.: \·:F/.: ·:·:.: ;: :.. products; 
2) and that the· added value acQuired in .. (1) or in the two countries 
referred to above or in the other six countries specified in 
,, Article 2 of this Protocol represents 50 X or more of the value 
of those products; · 
., c) rroducts listed in column 2 below which meet the conditions of this 
Protocol and for which ~ EUR•1 certificate has been issued indi• 
eating that they have been obtained by the processing of goods listed 
in column 1 below w~ich, upon export fr011 the Community as original~Y 
constituted or from Ireland, had •lready acquired there the status 
of ol'iginating products. . . . 
.. , 
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.J.."iJ:n,•J lnr .. ··~r n "'"'r·,ur:'"'''"ll 
~:arn•cn••· ... ·h.:1hcr .,, nor clur~<. cumrl.:•c 
end rc4Jr 1v wc~r • 
PolyYinyl r.coht• 
11•is r;~r~~r;~rll sh;~ll only ;~rrly to pro.l.u:ts which by Yirtue o( thi5 A,.:r.:t'mo:nl onJ ,,(. 
chc rruw.:nl• ~nnc~cJ rh('rcto will hcndit ''''", the llhulilittn of C\1~111111• Joui .... Ill lh.: 
Ct\nclu~inn of the pcrill\l or' t;arifi clismlntlint~ laid down (or each' !)toJuCI. 'fhi, r;~r.l• 
guph ~h~ll cease: IO M ;arrlicoblc' upon tl!c expiry of tho period oJ l:ui(f uitnl,)llllin,J 
laid down for c.2c~. proJuct.' 'h 
: z. For the applicatiol'l of paragraph 1 EUR. 1 certi'ficates and forms 
cUR. 2 may be endorsed with one of the following expressions : "ART. 25.1 
GC:GEBEN", "APPLICATION ART. 25.1", "APPLICAZIONE ART. 25.1", "ART. 25.1 VOL-
... 
' ~· I 
.. 
~ . 
• 
· .
• 
I· 
' 
.I 
. 
i 
I 
t 
.. 
.·: . I>AAN", "ART. 25.1 STATISFIED", "ART. 25.1 OP FYLDT", "25.1 ARTIKLAA SOVELLETTU" 
"AKVAEDUM 25.1 FULLNAEGT", "ARl'. 25.1 OPPFYLT", "ART. 2S.'Io CUMPRlDO", "ART. 2SJ TILL.AMPL 
These expressions shall be inserted in the "Remark.s" boK of the EUR.1 certificate ·•. 
. ,· ... 
or form EUR.2 and in the case of EUR.1 certificates shall be authenticated by 
~eans of the stamp used by the appropriate customs office • 
· ·;3.· \olhere, under the simplified procedure, paragraph 2 is applied, the phrase!~ 
.-. ~· laid down in that p3ragraph shall be authenticated, as appropriate, either by 
th~ stamp used b/ the competent customs office of the e~porting State, or by 
the special stamp referred to in Article 13 (4) (b) of this Protocol, which may 
be preprinted on the ~UR.1 certificate. 
4. In any cases other than those referred to in paragr~ph 1, (1) or the Community 
may adopt transitional provisions for the purpose of not levying the duties 
provided for in Article 3 (2) of ~he Agre~ment on the value corresponding to 
the value of the products originating in (1) or in the Community which have 
been worked or processed to obtain other products fulfilling the conditions 
loid down in this Protoeol'and which are subsequently imported ~nto (1) 
or into the Community •. 
-------------------------------, (1) Austria, Finland, Iceland, N?rway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland. 
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Annne5 I to III and V to Protocol. No 3 concerni"9 the tiefinition of the concept of 
''('.;-~ginat ing products" and methods: of 1dlninistrat we cooper~t ion are t.ereby 
·replaced by AMexes l to Ill and. " annexed to this Oeci~ion. 
Annexes. VI and Vllto this decisictn s'hall be added to Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of orig·inating products and Methods of aO.inistrative 
co-operation.· 
-.rticle~ 
This Decision shall replace the (t,llowing .Joint CoMMittee decisions. 
1. Decision No 3173 laying down the Methods of adtnini.strative cooperation 
in the customs field for the purpose of iMpleMenting the A~reement 
between the European Eco~ic Community and the Republic of Austria(1). 
.. 
2. Decision No 5/73 ·concerning movement certificates A.OS.1 and A.W.1 
contained in Apnexes Y.and Vl to Protocol No 3(2). 
. 
3. Decision No 7/73 on goods which are'en route on 1 April 1973(3). 
·'" .. 
4. Decision No 8/73 on·A.W.1 certificates conta:lned in Annex VI to Protocol 
No 3(4>. 
5. Decision No 9/73 supplementi~l and• amending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol'No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative coopention<S). 
6. ·Decision No 10173 amending Pr•,tocol No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating p1roducts" and method!> of administrative 
cooperation, -and Decision No :3173 of the Joint Co111111ittce laying down 
•ethods of administrative c~~eration in the custo-s field(6). 
1. Decision No ·11/73 amending Annex Il to Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating produ~ts" and •ethods of 
administrative cooperation<?). •. 
·' 
•• 
a. Decision No 1/74 SUppleMenting and aMending Protocol No l concerning 'the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and •ethods of 
administrative cooperation(&) • 
. ::.;::;·<.. . . . 
9. Decision No 2/74 establishing a a1.,~ified procedure fot the issue of 
. , . . EUR. 1 •ovement certi fi cateaC9) • ... 
},~t. :· -g: ~~ :: t ~:g; ~::!: ~~~·, pp: ~, 5'~i~·:;~1l;;\~~&~:i·: !{J(J:\~ :;. : . 
(3) 'OJ t-lo L 160, 18.6.1973, p. ~18 ··• ...... • ··-.-~•·.., ..... _..\ :-t_., .. (,,.,·~·l:··~·~'\·• ... ~" '· ~·· ·.: 
(it) OJ I-IQ L 160, 18.6.1973, p. ~19 ·• .. . 
(~) OJ Nn L 347, 17.12.1973, P• 13 
(6) OJ No L 365, 31.12.1973, P• 112 
(7) OJ NQ L 36S, 31.12.1973, P• 160 
(8) O;J No t. 224, 13.8.1974, P• ;t 
(9) OJ No L 224, 13.8.19741 . P• :s 
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10. Decision No 3/74 supplementing and modifying Lists A and B annexed to 
Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation -no>·. 
11. Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and methods of 
administrative cooperation C11). 
12. Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol'No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating pro'ducts" and methods of administrat'ive 
cooperation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 and repealing 
·Joint Committee Decision 4/73 (12). 
13. Decision No 1/76 amending List A annexed to Protocol No 3 concerning 
the de·finition of the concept of "originating products" and methods 
of administrative ~ooperation (13). 
14. Decision No 2/76 supplcmenting·and amending Lista A and B annexed to ' 
Protocol No 3 concernin~ the definition of the concept of ·•originating 
products" and methods of adl)linistrative cooperation and the list 
contained in Article 25 of that Protocol <14>. 
15. Decision No 3/76 supplementing Note 11; Artic.le 23 in Annex I to 
Protocol Ho 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "9riginating 
products" and Methods of administrative eooperation (15). ~ ...• 
Article S •• 
. . 
. :."t.:' 
This Oevision shalL. enter:into f~tce on·1 ~anuaty 1978. 
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Finland 
Article .l 
Anneus I ·;o UI ant! V to Proto~~ol ·No 3 ·concerning the def.Pnition of the concept · 
of "ori~in.eti1ag JH'•oth.lcU" ane llftthods of ad111inhtrative cooperation ar• hereby 
repleJced by Anne)(es I to Ill and V annexed ·to this Decision. . 
Annexes VI and VU to this dechion shall. be added. to Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept o1F originating products and methods of administra-
tive cooperation. 
Article 4 
Th-is Decision shell replace the following Joint Co11111ittee decisions. 
. . 
1. Decision No 3/74 amending Pr<Jtocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
<· concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative cooperation (1) .. , 
2. Decision No 4/74 laying down the methods of administrative cooperation 
in the customs field for the purpose of implementing the Agreement between 
the European Economic Commun11ty and the Republic of Finland <2>. 
3 .. Decision No 5/74 concerning f'rotocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
methods of the concept of "of'iginating products" and methods af ad•inistrative 
cooperation (3). 
4. Dedsion No 6/74 supplementirtg and amending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of adm1inistrative cooperation (4). 
5. Decision No 7/74 amending Anrtex · II to Protocol. No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "orig,1nating products" and Mthods of 
administrative cooperation (~i). 
6. Decision No 8/~4 supplementing and amending Protocol No 3 concerning the . 
definition of the concept of "originating products~ end Methods of 
adtlinistrative COOperation (Ct) •.. 
. . 
7. De~fsion No 9/74 establishinsJ a &il!lplified procedure for the issue of 
EUR.1 II!Ovement certificates c:n. 
(1) OJ No L 102, 11.4.1974, p .. c~ 
(2) OJ No L 102," 11.4.1974, p .. 9 
( G.!) OJ lt- L ,l't~ .. 11 I "974 ~13 J • r-.u v~.. • ... • , P• · (4) OJ No L 10?., 11.4.1974, P• n 
( 5) OJ No L 1QZ~> 11 "4.1974, P• c!2 (6) OJ No l 224? 13~3.1974, p$ ~~ 
1.'1> OJ No L. 224, 13.,e.l974, P• ~~3 · 
···'··· 
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.8+. Decision Ndi0/74 5Upple"'ent1ng and modi1'ying Lists A <~r.d 8 annexed to 
: Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the concept of ''origin.:~t"ing 
! I products" and methods of administrative cooperation- ·ea) .. 
. I 
9. Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 ~oncerning the 
·: . 'defirdt )on of the concept of ''originating products;" and methods of 
administrative cooperation (9). 
10~ Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol· No 3 eoncerning the definition o1 
the concept of ''originating pr'oducts" and methods of adm'ir;istr.a't·ive 
cooperation and amending Jo;nt Committee Decision No 3/73 ~nd repealin9 
·Joint Committee Decision 4/73 (10). 
11 ~ .. 
I 
Decision No 1/76 amending List A annexed to Protocol No 
the definition of the concept of "originating products'' 
of administrative cooperation (11). 
3 concerning 
and methods 
12. Decision No 2/76 supplementing ~nd amending Lista A and 8 annexed to \ 
1 
; Protocol No 3 concerning' the de.finition of the concept ~f "origin•ting 
· I products" and methods of administrative cooperation and the list 
'. I contained in Article 2S of that· Protocol (12). 
I 
. 13. Decision No 3/76 supplementing Note 11; Article 23 in Annex I to 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "9tiginat~ng 
products" and att'hods of adlftinisttativt coopetation (13>. ·, 
Article 5 •• 
. . ,.. 
' ' 
. This Devision shaLL ente~. intol1o~c~.on·1 ~anuary ~978 • 
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.lMe:,e-s I to III and V to Protocol No 3 concerning the tiefinition of the conc:ep~ of 
··, -·:~inat ing products" and 111ethods of administrtttlve cooperation are t.erei:ly 
replaced by AnnexeJ 1 to III and. 'J' annexed to this teci.sion. 
AnMxcs VI and VUto this dechion shall be added to Protocol No 3 concerning '"e 
definition of the concept of originating products and •e,ho~s of a~inistra,ive 
r.o-operation .. 
4r~icle_!: 
This Decision shall replace the fcHlowing . Joint Co-.itte• eechions. 
. . 
1. Oecis;on No 3/73 laying down the Methods of admini.strative coo~er•tion 
in the customs field for the purpose of iMpleMenting the A!Jreemc:nt 
bl!tween the €uropcan Econoaic ~:Otn11unity and the Republic of· lcel.nd (1)._ 
.,.. \ 2. Decision No 5173 concerning IIIOVOtlent certifi utes A.IS.1 .'and A.\1. 1 contttined in Annexes V .and VI 1~0 Protocol No 3(2). .. 
3. Decision No 7/73 on goods which are en route on 1 April 1973(3) • 
. 
1.. Decision No 8/73 on·A.W.1 cert'lficates contained in Annex VI to Protoco'- ' 
No 3(4). 
. . . 
s. Decision No 9/73 supplementing' and aMending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol No 3 concerning the d,!finition o1 the concept of "o,.;gin•t'ing 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation(S). 
6. Decision No 10/73 amending Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating pr·oducts" and 111ethods of administrative 
cooperation, and Decision No 3173 of the Joint ComMittee layinQ down 
111ethods of administrative cooperation in the custo-s field(6). 
7. Decision No 11/73 amending Annex II to Protocol No 3 'oncerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and •et hods of 
administrative cooperation(?). 
8. Decision No 1/74 supplementing and amending Protocol No 3 concerning 'the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" •I'd aethods of 
administrative cooperation( I).· 
9. Decision No 2/74 establishing • aiap\ified proce~r• fot the ia&ue 4f 
. , . 'UR. 1 •ovement certificates(9')• .. . .• 1 · ... 
' . . '•.: .... .. 
':.o, 
.. ! . . ' ...: 
(1) OJ No L 324, .... 24.11.1973~ 2 ' 
•' .·.'' p. . . . ·' ·' . 
'2> OJ No L 324, . 24.11.1973, p. 11 
' ' (3) O.J No L }2_4., ·24.11.1973, 18 ·• t. p. (4) OJ No L 324,· 24.11.197~, p. 19 , I 
(~,~ OJ Nn l. 347, 17.12.1973, P•19i·-·~ .. 
(6J UJ No L 365, 31.12.1973, P• 152 
(7) OJ No L 365, 31.12.1973, P• .. l66' J 
(8) OJ No t. 224, 13.8.1974, P• 2 J 
(9) OJ Ho L 2241 13.&. 19741 P• ~1 :~,. ,. 
·' 
" 
I I 
I .·•. • ' • . . f 
~··." ... ··-- ~---~~--- ----
Iceland 
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1U. Decision No 3/74 supplementing and modifying.Lists A a~d B annexed to 
Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the ·concept of ''originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation C1Q);. 
,., 
. 
•. 11. Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 'oncerning the 
... 
12. 
·. 
definition of the concept of "originating products" anq mttthods of 
administrative cooperation (11). 
Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol'No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating'proaucts" and 111ethods of admi,istrative 
cooperation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 and repealing 
·Joint Com.ittee Decision 4/73 C12>. 
13. Decision No 1/76 amending ~ist A annexed to Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products•• and methods 
of administrative cooperation C13). · 
14. Decision No 2/76 supplementing and amending Lista A and 9 annexed to ' 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept ~f "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation and the List 
contained in Article 25 of that ProtocoL Cf4). 
15. Decision No 3/76'supplementing ~ote 11; Article 23 in ~nnex 1 to 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "9riginat~ng 
products" and Methods of ldlainistrative cooper•tion (15) •. ~ 
• Article 5 
This Devision shaLL ente, into fo,ce on·1 ~~AUa~ 1978. 
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Norway 
. ,., . 
. . 
An•,e:·e!; : t<i> III 1,nJ v to Protc,col No 3 c~n~erning the tf~finition of the concept of 
.. , ··:ainating products" and methods of adat1nutratwe c:oop~ration are her•by 
replaced by Annexes 1 to IU at,q V annexed to this Decision. 
Annexas VI and' Vllto t~is dec·ision shall be added to Protocol No 3 ·concerning tbe 
definiti~n o1 the concept of 01riginating products and aethods of adainist~a,ive 
co-operation. 
This Decision shall replace th·e following .Joint Couittee dec:ision!t. 
1. Oecis;on tJo J/73 laying down the methods of admini.strative cooperatioft 
in the customs field for the purpose of implementing the A~reement 
between the European Econa-ic ~ommunity and the.Kingdom.of Norway .(1). 
.. 
2. Decision Ne 4/?3 concerning Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the 
concept of ••originating products" and methods of administrative cootitration. (2). 
3.; Decision No,S/73 on·A.W.1 c.ert.ificates contained in Annex VI to Protoco~ 
No ·3 (3). 
. . 
4. Decision No 6/73 supplementing' and amending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol No 3 concerning t~1e definition of the con~ept of "originating 
products" and methods of a~ltlinistrative cooperation (4). 
s~ Decision No 7/73 amending Protocol No 3 concerning t~e definition of 
the concept of "originatin~1 products" and method~ of administrative 
· cooperation, and Decision tlo 3/73 of the Joint Committee laying down 
, methods of administrative •:ooperation in the c:usto•s field (5). 
6.• Decision No,.•V73 amending Annex II to Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating pr~cts" and Methods of 
administrative cooperation· (6). 
' 7 •' Decision No 1/74 · supplemen1~ing and a•ending Protocol No :S concerning "the 
defirdtion of the concept c)f "originating prod.,cta" at\d •ethocis of 
adminiatrative cooperation <7>. 
a.· Decision No 2/74 establish-ing • liiiPU'fied ptoetd\fte fot the iswc of 
~UR. 1 111ovement certi ficat•e•·· <a>,- . . . · . .. ; .'. : 
(1) OJ 
12) OJ 
en o., 
(4) OJ 
C!•> OJ 
C6) u.; 
\7) OJ 
(8) o ... 
No L 34 7, 17.12.1973, .' lh 2 
No L 347, ·17.12.1973,.p. 6 
• I: o; ~ <,I, • ·, f ,• 1, ~. o 
. i· ,• .· 
. . ·~: ,,., ' ''. 
' ~ I "1, I ' • 
io,', .. } '• I' I,,;' #' 
.. 
':.. ., ' 
', : : ~ ' ' I • • 
. ' No I. 347, 17.12.1973, fl• 11 .: · .. . . ;, . 
r·o t.. · • · .. · 
' .. 347, .17.12.1973, .,,. 43 ·-
Nn t 36~ 31.,2.1973, ,,. .144.} 
No L 36>, l1. Z.1973, !)• 110...:~---
No L.224, 13.8.1974, .p .. 27 ..... ·.! · ' 
No~ 224,_13.8.1974, P•. 28_ . 
•• ,-.. ( ''I , ' ' i , ·~ _!'" ;• ""• , ;~,.. j •. , • 
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Norway 
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. 9. D~cision No 3/74 su~~lementing and modifying Lists A a~d B annexed to 
Protoc:ol 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation- (9> ~ 
.10. Decision No 4/74 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 'oncerning the 
· · definition of the c:oncept of "originating products" and methods of 
administrative cooperation (10). 
,'11; Decision No 2175 amending Prot(!col· No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating products" and methods of administrat"ive 
cooperation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 and repealing 
·Joint Committee Decision 4/73 <11>. · 
.·12.11 Decision No 1/76 amending List A annexed to Protocol No 3 concerning 
' ' the definition of the concept of "originating products'' and methods 
of administrative cooperation (12> •. 
. . ' . 13' 
,, ~"· ·". .. Decision No 2/76 supplementing and amending Lista A and B annexed to ' Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept C!f "originating 
products" and methods of administrative coooeration and the list 
contained in Article 25 of that ProtocoL •<13>~ 
. !' 
... 
•, I 
:1~. Decision No 3/76 supplementing ~ote 11; Article 23 in Annex 1 to 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "9riginating 
products" and Methods of adla1niatrative cooperation. (14)~- · ~ · .• 
! 1 • 
Article S 
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'. . . 
;,nnu.e~ I to Ill and V to Protocol No 3 concernin9 tt\e rlefinition of the concept of 
··.- .• ~!Jin<•ting proouc:u" and methods of adltinis.tratwe cooperation are t.ere~y 
replaced by Annexes I to III an~ v.annexed to this Decision. 
Annexes VI and VIIto this decision shall be added to Protocol No 3·concern1ng ~ne 
definition of the concept of originating products and me,hoda of aO.inistra~ive 
co-operation. 
This Dec:i si on at\a ll replace the following .Joint Comcittett decisions. 
1. Decision N~ 3/73 ·Laying down1 the methods of admini.str•tive coo;)er•tion 
in the custo111s field for the· purpose of implementing lhe A~reemc:nt . . 
b~tw,en the European Economic Community and the Portugese Reoublic __ (1) •.. 
2. Decision No 5/73 ·concerning movement certificates A.P.1. ·and A.W.1 ~· 
contained in Annexes V iJnd VI to Protocol No 3(2). ·'" ' 
.. 
3. Decision No 7/73 on goods which are en route on 1 April. 1973(3). 
4. Decision No 8/73 on·A.W.1 cutificates contained in Annex Vl to Protoco" 
No 3(4). 
• : • 0 • 
s •. Decision No 9/73 supplementiing' and amending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol No 3 concerning th•~ definition of the concept of "originat.ing 
products" and methods of ad~•inistrative cooperation(S). 
6. Decision No 10/73 amending l,rotocol No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating products" and methods of administrative 
cooperation, •nd Decision Ne, 3/73 of the Joint Committco laying down 
111cthods of administrative· cc,operation in the custo111s field(6). 
7. Decision No.11/73 amending 1'nnex U to Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept o·f "originating pro9ucts" and aethods of 
administrative cooperation<'7> • 
. 
a. Decision No 1/74 sup~lementing and aaending Protocol No 3 concerning 'the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" al\d aethods of 
administrative cooperation(,B). ! · 
. . 
9. Decision No 2/74 establishitr\9 a liiiPU'fied ~cedure for the issue of 
iUR. 1 movement certificatet(9). ' 
. . . ' .,. ,~. J . ' . 
. . •.·. ··: ...... i . 
. •. ... ' 
-. ·. 
( 1) OJ No L 160, 18.6.1973, p. 21 ~. · 
t 2) OJ No L 160, 18.6. 1973, p. 29 , . · 
n> 0.1 No L 160, 18.6.1973, p. 36 • · ·. · 
(4) OJ No L 160, 18.6.1973, p. 37 i 
<!•) OJ Nn l. 347, 17.12.1973, p.25 j · • 
C6J \l.i No L 365, 31. 12.1973; p.120.1 
\7) OJ Nn L 365, 3i.12.1973, p.1~8~. 
(6) OJ No~ 224, 1l.8.1974, p.t· 
1
. I 
(9> oo~ No"' 224, 13.&.1974, ~.a·. '· ... 
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1U. D~cision No 3/74 supplementing and modifying Lists A a~d B annexed to 
Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the concept of 010I'iginating 
products" and methods of admi~htrative cooperation ·no>". 
11. Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 ~onterning the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and methods of 
administrative cooperation C11). 
12. Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol'No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating pro'ducts" and methods of administr.,t'ive 
cooperation and amending Joint Committee Decision No 3/73 and repealing 
·Joint Co~ittee Decisio~ 4/73 (12). 
13. Decision No 1/76 amending List A annexed to Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products'' and methods 
of administrative cooperation (13). 
14. Decision No 2/76 supplementing and amending Lista A an~ B annexed to ' 
Protocol No 3 concerning' the definition of the concept' ~f "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation an<~ the list 
contained in Article 25 of that ProtocoL <14). 
' . 
15. Decision No 3/76 supplementing Note 11 ,· Arti c.le 23 in ~nn,x I to 
Protocol No 3 concerning the defini.tion of the concept of "9tiginat1.ng 
products" and •ethods of administtative cooperatiop n.J>. ~ ' • 
• Article 5 •• 
. ! . 
This Devision shaLL enter into force Oft·1 ~anuary 1978. 
,• '. 'j 
. 
' 
. ,, · · ·•· ·. · . • For the Joint Co-ittee 
, If . 
.. . ' ,. 
* ' 
.t:·;,';:\·-::··: : .. : ... ' .:: ' ·: ... 
.- .1·: · T~•. Chairt'an · 
~I ~ • ' t 
~:~: .. ·· I·,-: .. .' ~· ;· 
't e f •• .. I '•'o ' ' • ;,1" '' 
·~ , • ;: ' 1 ~ r • ~>! ' , • :'I • '• • f ~ .,. • 
'. . \, 
' '·. ,·.. .... . . : .\ .·.· .. 
• • • ••• !, ', •••• 
• ' •i .• . ', . 
' ...... / • • •. ' ., •• 't, ' ' • (10> OJ No L 352, 28.12.1974, p. Z2' .,.; :; :·.···!\i ·~. ;:·. ··~·> · .: . 
(11) OJ No L 338, 31.12.1975, p; 50. ·.~~ · ·:.:,'····: :·. <· rl· .. 
(12) OJ No L 338, 31.12.1975, P• 5z! . · . • .' ... ;. / ·· .,-. ·:: ,.! 
<13> 0.1 No l. 21s, 7.8.1976, P• ·1o'-:.}'::. ···::-:'·);·:. :·.~ ... ~ .... 
(14) OJ No L 328, 26. 11.1976, P• 34i ·· , · ...... > , ,. -./ l. . 
(15) OJ Ho L 328, 2~·~1·1~76, P• fOl. ·, · .. , ·.': .· ( .. t, .!·::-,. \ , ,' ~ ~ .. 
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Sweden 
.. 
Aru-.e~es I to III a11d V to Protocc,l No 3 concerning the riefinition of the concept of 
··.- -~~inating products" and methods of administratwe cooperation ~re t.ereby 
replaced by Annexes I to lU and V annexed to thh Decisi'o·n:· 
Annexes VI and Vlito this dec:is'ion shall bf' added to Pr~toc:ol No 3 concerning tl\e 
definitiC'In of the concept of oduinating products and me,hods of adlainistraliv, 
co-ooeration. 
"r~ i '~....!:. 
This Decision shall replace the ·following . .Joint Committee decision!i.: 
1. Decision No 3/73 laying down ·the methods of admini.str~tive coo:,>er•tion 
in the customs Held for the I)Urpose of implementing ~he A~reement 
between the European Economic Community and the Kingdom of sweden_C1). 
2. Decision No 5/73 ·concerning m-ovement certific•tes ~.S.1·. and A.W.1 ·:· · 
contained in Annexes V ilnd VI to· Protocol No 3(2). · . .-~.,..., • 
3. Decision No 7/73 on goods which :are en· route on ,-April 1973(3). 
. . . 
4. Decision No 8/73 on·A.W.1 certificates cont'ained inAMtX VI to ProtocoL 
No 3(4). 
S. Decision No 9/73 supplementing; and amending Articles 24 and 25 of 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "originat'ing 
pr<?ducts .. and methods of administrative cooperation(S). 
6. Decision No 10/73 amending Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating P•roducts" and methods of administrative 
cooperation, and Decision No 3/73 of the Joint Committee laying dow~ 
methods of administrative coc~eration in the customs field(6). 
7. Decision No 11/73 amending Artnex n to Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" and methods of 
administrative cooperationC7)'• · . 
a. Decision No 1/74 supplementir~ and amending Protocol No 3 concerning 'the 
definition of the concept of .. originating products••. al\d aethods of 
administrative cooperation(8lt. . . . 
9. Decision No 2/74 establish inn a aiapLified ptocedute fot the issue 6f 
GUR. 1 movement certificates(9)• . . : · , 
t. ,lt 
'• . 
I • ', \1 
. . . 
0 
, 
1 
• ·~ ' l. 1 ' :0 , ot .. 
.• . '· ·' ••· :· • ! . '/·~·. :. ..~ •. . . (1) OJ No L 160, 18.6.1973, p.l9' ~ / .. ~ . ., .... , , ... 
'2) OJ No L 160, 18. 6.1973, p. 47 ... , : ·.,. , -~ -,.-. ·: ·: 
0) OJ No L 160, 18.6.1973, P• 54 ··· . ·, . ·,' , 
(4) OJ No L 160, 18.6.1973, p. 55 .' :.: .' .. ·.-·. ··. ·. ·. '.: ;_ .. 
<!•> OJ N(') L 347, 17.12.1973,·p.31 ::, · .. .- · · · '.' · · .. ;·· 
<6) o.; No L 365, 31.12.1973, p.: 128 . :-~ ' · -.:. : .. . ·.'·; · . ·: .. 
(7) OJ No L 365, 31.1Z.1973, p.:164 .·.··. "· · .. · ... 
(8) OJ No t. 224, 1l.8.1974, P:• 1~12 . •· . -· ·1f · · 
(9) OJ No L 224, 1:S.8.1974, #)• .,;-~ .. -.. ·!. :.'. 
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'IU. Decision No 317' supplementing and modifying Lists' A ar.d a amexed to 
Protocol 3 concerning the definition of the concept of '"originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation~'(10). 
11. Decision No 1/75 amending Article 23 of Protocol No 3 concerning the 
definh ion of the 'concept of "originating products" and methods of 
administrative cooperation C11). 1: 
12. Decision No 2/75 amending Protocol'·No 3 concerning the definition of 
the concept of "originating products" and methods of administra'tive 
cooperation and amending Joint Commit.tee Decision No 3/73. and repealing 
·Joint Committee Decision 4/73 (12). · 
13. Decision No 1/76 amending List A annexed to Protocol No 3 concerning 
the definition of the concept of "originating products'' and methods 
of administrative cooperation (13>. 
14. Decision No 2/16 supplementing and amending Lista A anQ 8 annexed to ' 
Protocol No 3 concerning' the definition of the concept ~f "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation and the list 
contained in Article 25 of that Protocol (14) •. 
15. Decision No 3/76 suppLementing Note 11; ArticLe 23 in ~nnfX I to 
Protocol No 3 concerning the definition of the concept of "9riginat1ng 
products" and Methods of administrative cooperation (15). ~ · . 
• 
Article 5 .. 
This Devision shaLL enter into fo,ce on·1 ~anuatY 1978 • 
. ·, 
.. , 
. 
f ,,, • • I .t • • : '~. ~ • ~ f '•;•• ' * ' •• ·,,', • • 
,. . . 
Done at BrusseLs, . . ~ . .. ' ( ' -· . 
' 1 '• • 
. ... . . 
For the J~int eo..ittee 
t . •' . . . 
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(11) OJ No L. 338, 31.12.1975, P•,74 ·~· ·-< .. .' ',_;':.\(···· ::· · 
(12) OJ No L. 338, 31.12.1975, p.:75 .• .•.'-. ·~·:···. · .• 1 • (13) OJ No L. 215, 7.8. 1976,- P··14 ...... ,,. ·.~_. ·~ .:. ·.~ ,.·~ .. -·· .. · .. 
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·rh.- tern•' "t h.- ""'"''''Jnin•" ,,, " ( 1 ) ·'' •h .. ll ·''"' <uvtr tht t<ttimn.al "''.ah:t" "'-'"". ~~""'N' 
\tJI•'' u/ th~· ( "f\umnut~ nr nl ( 1 )'"'1'\'\'h\tl,-, 
Vc"~'' ,1,..uw•.: un tl!< hi;.:h "'"'• in(hnl•nJl '"""'ry ,)ur,, "" wh1.:h l"h U\•t:l\1 '' w<trlo:rJ ''' 
J'fH\'(\\t'•J •h.oJI l•t \110\IJ\'tt"J "' r~n uf 1ft( tcrftlttt~ n{ th( !lt,UC IV "'~ICh they ~'""t! 
;uuti,lcol 1h11 •her utl'l)' tltc ''"'J,uun\ het ""' "' r.~~rl.anatnrr Nmc $, 
N(t•c 1 - Aru.:ln I, J •n.i .I 
In ""'er "' J,·ttrn•int ,,.hl.'thtt IC'"~' ur•~tin.ttt' in .a Mt'mhft !lt.ttc ''' i" . ( 1 )• nt '" nt'lc nl the 
""""'"f' •r•'"""'' "' ~rudt l, n •h.all "'" he """c'"'' ''' ''""""~h "'ht:thtt the I'''"" et .anti 
lud, rl.anl ""'' ("lnrn•cnt, ·"" mt.:hit•e• and ttiVl ... "' .............. ~,I(J, ~·"..,. "'•.:•n.atc '" 
,..,,"' '"""'"''' .. , "'''· 
N''" .l - Arct.-lc• 1 .anJ .~ 
l-'nt '"" '""f'll\( uf ""r'"''"'"'"'" llrttd(' J. r.u.tjlf.ll'h """''"' ·'"" Cl\)(pJ, •h·· , ... ,,C' ..... ~( ·, .. ,,. .... 
l 
• 
""''' rt ul-wn··" .... r.:l~'"""· fur tht: .t.hl.:tl "·''"" .... ojllhc.t •••• th.: r, .. ,, .... ~. ""'"·""('" '" ln••-- - ·-··-·-
/\ ~n,l 1\, \llwn: th.:' rm..tll\'1\ ulol.llttt~ll .lJ'i'<~·'' 111 l.i\t ,\, the l'tlt .. .:nl.l!=tl rnl.: lho·rdnt(' """''''"'•' , t\ 
:a trncriun o~Jdttnllt,tl 111 lh.tt u( .:h,m)tt: ttl l.uiH ht.t.litl" /ut .lnr 1\ttll•tthj!l!\.lllll~ rmJ11C1 \1\C'J, 1 
1 .• 1. .... t\tl th\' f''"""i''"' "''"'" nut tht f'tl\\iltilny uf tnt'ltttl,tlln" tht: f'th'""'·'t:"' '""• n '" 
Lim A. .anJ B lur •nr '"'c '""Juc1 "'""i'"'" ~re •a•rlic.a"lc in c.a,)l ~"'"'tf l•1t •be ~tdJc.i w.alnt 
ac"""'"'· 'q 
,, 
,, 
I' J(ltin~ •h~ll he "''"''"lcrc.l a\ furntilll( • w.jlnlc with the ~t••"'' Cetnt.a~nt-.1 thcttin, ,.,. PI'" 
vi"""· hu•rcnr, ·h~ll ''"' .arrlr hi r.-.:loil'lll 111\'hi.:h j, ,, .. , •• , lhc n.ttn,.al •rrc l .. r the '""'c 
rHIIc.J :anJ ,.h,,h h.a• inun"it: vulit••••"' v•h•• •n~ I• ttl a ""'""\"'·'''"""• ''"" """' ••• 
luol''"'" .at p~~llin". l 
', 
Tltc tc:rrn "their vc"el•" •hall Apply '"''Y tv •c••cl11 
l•) which trc rclli•tcrcd nr ICC\It.lcJ in a t.l.;mhcr Stact •tl 1hc Comn1uni1r 01 in 
.. C1>; 
(hJ which u•l \lttdc:r the ll.all uf a Mt'ntht:r S..tle nl 1hc <:um•nunic)' nt 111 ( 1); 
(CJ .wh1ch .arc .at lt.a\1 ~tl•i, nw"td tor ll,llitul.al, ul ~lcnthc-r !ltatc\ u( •••e (:untnltttmy or nl ( 1-) Ut h)· .I (llllti'JI\)' Wlln et• nu.J ulft(C in ""C ul lh•"t !\1.11\''• uf wJ~t\h the tn~n.t;:lt 
"' nllRJt:cr\, ,·h.urtn.an ul the ton.tr..l ul tlif.:\'lttf\ tU ul the '''""''''"")' hn.tr.l anJ lh( 
nul""'l' uf 1hc mcn•"c'' uf '"'" ttn.uJ... :uc natittn.a\• nl 1hc Mcntht:t !iulc\ (If dtc 
('n"'munll) 11f u# ( 1 )·, o111d nf whu;h, in a,(Jitittfl, 11\ the U\C nf r.antWf\nll'' Cif lnmtnl 
cun•p.an•t,, " lu\1 h.all the (.apit.al totlun~• to ehmc St.tlet etf ''' pulth~ lt1.Jin ut "''i\llllh 
o( 1hc uiJ !it.uc,, ' · 
I 
• (d)'''· •hi,·h the ""PI.ain a~nal ulli~t',.. .uc .all n.ttiet~\al• ul the Ai('ftthcf Su;n nl 11\c (;.,mmunny 
ur ul ( 1 'f.; : :. ; 
le) uf v.·hi•h at lu,c 7' •t. ~tlchc (rcw ~;c n1tinn•l• ol the Mcmltct Sc.tl~l ol •hf Cct~rul\uniay ot · 
ol (.1). 
•f.~· ... ort.s pttte .. •h.all mun ahe ptilc J'.aial eo the m.anul.accufCt in whou ut~dcre~llu'l •he l.ut 
wuri•~3 or pn>Cmin£: ia carried ovc, prowickd lhc pticc incluJu 1hc val.aa o( •ll •he pco.!ucu 
used '" tnanwfaclluc, · 
., . 
. . 
'•'" '. ' 
.. 
'. 
(1) Austria, F1nland;,~lceland, ~rway, Port~~l, Sweden, Switze~~and • 
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.. 
"CuSUJftll onrnc" tl.all M t:nckntCXHI IS mc.nin~ '"' CU51Clmt value laid down in Jhc Cc\1\Y(R-
tioA conccroi-a .U Valutioe ol GocHb lol C.10• l'wpor.u ti;ae.l ia Jk\aucll o, U D«cme 
"' ltsO. 
' \ 
. .. . ·~ 
I' • I 
'. 
• 
.. 
. ' .. 
Z'o:ntc 7- Art it lc lit { 1) and ~rtfc:lo 2l . .. 
When- " nu•\'tmcnt ccnil•<~tc h.a• N-ett i••nttl "'"'"' the """'Jitimt' lo~i,l d11W1\ in An;.:Jc g 
( l) ~n.l 1dJh'• '" ,:nuJ, rc·urnrtt:tl itt l~c ,,unc ••·"'"· the<:"'''''"' .;u1hnritin ••f fhc C\holllt)' • • 
uf dc•••n~time """' ht ahlc '" t~ht.ain, by means t~l aJ•rtltti•u••i•c ""'I'Ctati.m, triM copit:a ol 
•he movement ccrtific:nc t'f etflili<~tcs ia'ucd prcvimlslt rclatina; 10 l,hctiC ,ooda. 
• • • 
• 
• 
' 
Noh 8 ·' • Article 2l 
-- ----·, --~--------___.___- ---.-------
'. 
. •uravback of custo••' du1y or •• ··• ·axaaptlon fro• c:ustou duty of "hatuor .. -· 
klnd 1 shall aean any arrar.oo~ent · f 
lot rdun.l nr rcmi\\inn, rmi.il nr cnn;rltic: of c\i,·,-;-nild.itlcs 'iarrTic:i'hfi'io r;;.;,j~;.;,; 'uifJ in'. , 
n•.a•m(.,.:curt, rw•idc:J th.u the t.aid ~'"'"'""" cnncc.lc•, cxrrc:\,1)' nr in clit:.:r, tnit tcj'.l)'mcnl • 
"' ncon·ch."I!"'J: ,., the non·in1pn)i1ion v.·hcn t:cw.Jt CJbui.,cd lrun1 the said ptCKlucn arc 
cxpmlcd hut nn1 when they are retained lor home vac. · 
.... 
'Product• used In aanufactura• shall ••an any ~oducts In respect of vhlch a 
1dravback of cwsto;' duty or •••• exaipliOft froa custoas duty of vhatevef kll41 
fs.reGu••tad aa a result of the export of erlolaatlnt ptodvctc for vbl'h lA 
tUR. 1 eonNat ctttlflcate 11 1•••11 tl' • ftta EUA. 2 11 aide out. 
No&.: 9 - Articles U 
. •jaril( .,.,.isiMs In furcc" ahall ""*" ,lht dutr arrlied "" 1 'Janua~r 1973 '" 
O<,naark tho '"'""'' l>:i~t.:Jnnt ,,, ( 1 1 11n 1hc rrChlt~~n n:(.:rNd rA in At~iclc Ulil f'' tht: 
"'"'" "·hich, in "~"'''lance '"i•h the prMtlic.m •I tht A!'tcancnc, will be: au"•cqucl\•lr aj\plicd , 
lit thc uicl rm,lnc" whenever thit thtlf Ja ... ., thaft that tppliN te •t\ct PIMUctl'eri!PII•tin; 
in lite <:mnmt~nact Ot 1ft ( 1 ). ' ' ' \ 
- ~--L. .. ------ --- -- _, - \ 
Norc 10- Article 2J 
• Where ttri~:in:tlin~t rrndttcrt ""' lullillii1J: ••• ~ Ct)n,lillons bid doWft '" Article ~J(I) nn: impt,(ICd 
• · intn l>cnmo1rk, nr 1he United lt:inuJom, the duct which aetvca ,b a "~•i• ior the l.&rin 
tcduction' provided lot in Article J(l) olahc A,rccmcl'lc ia ehac aa\ai,IIJ' applied Oft l jaft~cy 
U7~ llr the imponioa countfJ' 1ft rt6ptcc ., ~Wt.~ cou•tria. 
... •• t • .. ·'· ·,· .. 
- '• 
. . . 
. . ' 
'\te. 
(1) Austria, Finland, Iceland, Nor~ay;-~rt~al, Sweden, Switzerland.• 
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LIST A 
List or working or processing operations which result 
in a change or tarirr heading 
without conferring the.status of 
"originating" products 
on th• products undergoing such operations, or 
conferring this status onl)' subJect to certain conditions 
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Cu:stoms 
Tu•irr 
Headins 
No 
I ex 18~CE 
~ ..... 
ex 19.0 
ex 19.0 
. ·rro..uoh obtlo&lnecS 
De~tcription 
Chocolate and other rood 
preparations containing 
cocoa, excluding products 
othrr than cocoa powder, 
not otherwise sweetened than 
by the addition ?t sucrose, 
ice-creaN (not including ice-
cream powder) and other ices, 
chocolate and chocol~te goods 
whether or·r.ot tilled and 
sugar confectionery and 
aubstituces theretor made tro 
augar substitution producta, 
containing cocoa, in immediat 
packings or a net capacity ot 
more than 500 s 
Malt extract 
Preparations or tlour, meal, 
sta:ch or malt extract, or a 
kind used as infant rood or 
tor dietetic or culinary 
purposes, containing leaa 
than 50S by weight or cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and 
aimilar products 
Workins or procesaing that 4oea 
not conter the atatus ot 
orisinatins products 
Manufacture trom producta ot 
Chapter 17 t.he value or whiCh· 
exceeda 30S ot the Y&lue ot the 
tiniahed product •. 
Manufacture trom producta ot 
beadins No 11.07 
...... 
' 
Manufacture troa cereals and 
derivatives thereof, meat and milk, 
or in which the value ot producta 
or Chapter 17 used exceede 30S ot 
tbe value et tbe tiniJhed product 
Manufacture troa durum Wheat 
· 19.0 Tapioca and sago: tapioca and Manufacture tro. potato atarcb 
aago substitutes obtained 
. 
19.0 
• 
'· 19.0 .. 
.. 
.. 
'· 
, 
.. 
' 
' . 
' 
I 
I .. J 
' I 
tro• potato or other starcbea 
Prepared roods obtained by 
the swelling or roasting ot 
cereals Ol' cereal producta (putted rice, corn tlakea 
and aimilar products) 
Bread, ships' biscuita and 
other ordinary bakers' warea, 
not containing added sugar, 
honey, eggs, rats, cheese or 
truit; communion waters, 
cacheta or a kind suitable 
tor pharmaceutical uae, 
aealing waters, rice paper 
aDd aiailar produota 
. , 
. . \ 
Manufacture trom &DJ product other 
than or CHapter 17 <1>. or in which 
the Yalue or the prodUCtS of 
Chapter 17 uaed exceeda JOS ot tbe 
value ot tbe tiniabed product 
Manufacture tro. products ot 
Cbaptu 11 
·'· 
~ .. ., - .· .. ;.;, .. 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or : 
orisinatins producta when the 
tollovins conditions are ~t 
..... 
·' . . ·~ .. . .~ \ 
.. 
. '. 
·. -.' 
... : .. ;. ~ . ~ .. 
' 
. <1> This rule does not apply wbere the uae ot .alae ot tbe •sea indurata• trP• or "4urua Wheat• is aoncerne4. 
'· 
. 
·.' 
' .. ·'· .. ~j 
l 
. ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
... . ·•.JWft•t' ~ ,, 
Customs 
Tsrift 
Hea.dins 
Ho 
ex 20.02 
(a) 
• Products obtained 
Description 
Pastrr, biscuits, cakes and 
other tine bakers' wares, 
whether or not containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
Tomatoes and olives, prepared 
or preserved otherwise than 
b7 vinegar or acetic acid 
ex 21.05 Soups and broths in liquido 
i aolid or powder r~:m 
I 
22.0<; Lemonade, flavoured 3pa (a/ · waters and t'la·,oured aerated 
waters, and other non-
alcoholic beverages, not 
including fruit and vegetable 
Juices Calling within 
ex 22.02 
(b) 
22.06 
c:r 22.0~ 
ex 23.0 
(o) 
heading No 20.07 
Lemonade, flavoured epa 
waters and flavoured aera.ted 
waters, and other non-
alcoholic beverages, not 
including fruit and vegetable juieea Calling within heading 
No 20.07, not containing milk 
or milk rata, containing 
augar (sucrose or invert 
augar); other 
Vermouths, and other wines of 
rreah grapes na•toured with 
aromatic extracts 
Spirits, excluding rum, arraok 
ta!ia, gin, whisky, vo~a with 
ethyl alcohol content or 45,2° 
or less and plum, peer and 
cherry brand.Y, containing eggs 
or egg-yolk and/or sugar 
(sucrose or invert sugar) 
Flours and meals, or meat 0 
ot'fals, fillll, crustaceans or 
molluscs, unfit for human 
cons~tionJ ~eaves 
' .. 
" 
•· s • 
Vorkins or processins that does 
not conter the status or 
orisinatins pro4uota 
Manufacture trom products ot• 
Chapter 11 
Preserving or trash or frozen oliYe 
and tomatoea 
" Manufacture from products or 
~eacl.i!!S No 20.02 , . 
Manufacture from fruit Juices ( 1 ) 
or in which the value or products 
or Chapter 17 used exceeds 30~ of 
the value or the finished product 
Manufacture fro~ fruit Juices (1) 
or in which the value or products 
or Chapter 17 uoed exceeds 30% o! 
the value or the finished product 
Manufacture from product& ot 
heading No 06,0Q 0 ~0.07 0 22.0- or 
22.05 
ManufactUre from products or 
heading No 08.0~, 20,07 0 22,04 or 
22.05 
• 4 ~ .: ... • :-,. •• "' . •'• : ... ! l'. ' • •• ·."".; .. :-;:.. ~ 
" 
• 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
orisinating products when the 
tollovins conditions are met 
I 
( 1l Thls rule does not appl7 where fruit Juices or pineapple, lime and grapefruit are concerned. 
'. 
'' 
{a) Onl7 for Portugal 
(b) Not for Portugal 
(c) OnlJ Cor the Paroe Islanda 
•. 
.. 
I l-----.--
1 Cu:.tom:. I Tariff Heading 
· No 
-··-------·-
Du cription 
~ ' -
Working or processing that-does 
not confer the status ot 
originating products 
Working or processing that 
confers tl1e status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
1------·+-------·------------~r-------------------------~--------------------~ ex 28.19 Zin~ oxide Manufacture from products ot 
ex ~8.38 ~lum!nium sulobata 
)0,03 Medicamenes (including 
veter~nary •edicamenta) 
31.05 Other fertilisers; goods 
or thc, prusent Chapter in 
tablets, lozenges and similar 
prepared forma or in packinga 
. ' of a groaa weight not exceed• 
ing 10 kg 
)2.06 Colour lakea 
32.07 Other colouring matter; 
inorganic products or • kind 
used u luminophores 
Aqueous distillates and 
aqueous solutions of 
essential oils, including 
aucb products suitable tor 
medicinal uses 
Dextrins and dextrin glues; 
soluble or roasted atarcbeaj 
atarcb glues 
ex 35.0 Preparations'uaed tor 
clarifJing beer, composed ot 
papain and bentonite; 
enzymatic preparations 
I I' ~ 
for deei&inc textile& 
' ,., 
:. ,,·.,· · .... :·· 
or beadins No 79.01 
.• !.: .. ~ .:· 
,L 
' . 
Manufacture from ~aterials ~t 
beadins No )2.04 or )2,05 ( ) 
Mixing or oxidea or aalts or 
Chapter 28 with extenders such aa 
barium sulphate, chalk bar!~ 
carbonate and aatiD white ( ) 
Manufacture from eseential oila (terpeneless or not), coicretea, 
abeolutea or reainoida ( ) 
... 
•,. : .; 
... • ' , ~ • I 
..•. 
.· 
.... 
. ... 
,:~:··:~< ':~::;·~-
: ... 
' l, .. 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does'not 
exceed 50~ or the value or 
the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50~ of the value ot 
the finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot th~ products used does not 
exceed 50~ of the value or 
tbe finiehed prOduct 
Manufacture trom maize o~ 
potatoes 
Manufacture in wbicb tbe value 
or tbe products used does not 
exceed 50S or the value ot the 
tiDiabed pi'Oduot 
.. ,. 
·--
... 
(l) Tbese provisions do not applJ where tbe p~oducta are obtained trom produata Wbiab have 
acquired the etatue ot originatins produota .in accordance wj.tb tbe aonditiona laid down in I.iat B • 
1,, 
. ··'· .. 
. l: 
' . 
: 
I 
' ., 
,, .\. .. , . . , . ...... 
Customs 
Tuitr 
Headins 
No 
37.01 
Products obtained 
Description· 
Photographic plates and fila 
in ehe tlat, sensitised, 
unexposed, or an1 material 
other than paper, paperboard 
or cloth 
37.02 Pilm in rolls, sensitised, 
unexpoeed, perforated or not 
38.11 
38.12 
38.13 
ez J8.t'l 
.·.•· 
J8.15 
i 
I 
I 
38.ST 
Sensi~ised plates and film, 
exposed but not developed, 
negative or positive 
Disinfectants, insecticides, 
rungicid~s, rat poisons, 
herbicides, anti-sprouting 
products, plant growth 
regulators and similar 
products, put up in forms or 
packings tor sale b7 retail or 
as preparations or as articlee (tor example, sulphur-treated 
bands, wicks and candles, tll 
papers) 
Prepared glazings, prepared 
dressings and prepar~d 
mordants, or a kind used in 
the textile, paper, leather or 
like industries 
Pickling preparations tor 
metal &urraces; fluxes and 
other auxiliar1 preparations 
tor soldering, brazing or 
welding; soldering, brazing or 
welding powders and pastes 
consisting or metal and other 
materials; preparations or a 
kind used as cor~s or coatlnga 
tor welding rods and 
electrodes 
Anti-knock preparations, 
oxidation inhibitors, gum 
inhibitors, viscosit1 
lmprovers, anti-corrosive 
preparations and similar 
prepared additives tor mineral 
oils, excluding prepared 
additive• tor lubricant• 
Prepared rubber accelerator• 
Preparations and charges tor 
tire-extinguishers; charged 
ttre-extinguisbing grenades 
·' 
- 1 • 
Vorkins or procesains that doee 
not confer the status ot 
ori&inatins producte 
Manufacture from producis ot 
beadins No 37.02 ( ) 
Manufacture trom product• ot 
beadins No 37.01 ( ) 
Manutaature trom produotl or 
headiftl No J7.01 or 37.02 ( ) 
• 
. 
: -· 
' .. 
.... 
• .. • • 't" 
: 
.... ·, 
.. ~,···.·. •.· :: .... ~ 
..... 
I' •I 
.• . 
. ' . ~ .. ... .....· .. : ."--: ~: : ... ' ... 
•••.•.• a' .• a.,' 
' . 
.. · ..... 
.. 
, . .,:.' f 
•'· 
W9rkins or processing that 
confers the status or 
orisinating products when the 
tollowins conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50' at the value ot the 
tiniaheci;product 
Manufacture in which the value 
·or .the products used does not 
exceed 50' or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50' or the value or the 
tiniebeci pl'oduct 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50' or the value or the 
tiniahed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products use<l ·joes not 
exceed 50J or ~he value ot the 
tinisbed product · 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used doea not 
txceeci 50S or the value or the 
tiniaheci product 
(I) These provisions do not applf where the products are obtained trom products wbich have acquired the 
atatue ot originating producte in accordance with tbe conditione laid down in Liet B, 
.. 
· Prod.ucta obt dned c-
'----.-------_ __.._,-I Cuetoma Taritt 
I Heading No I , •. 18 
' 
ex )8.19 
·. 
Description 
C~mposite solvents and 
thinnerl for varnishes and 
aimilar prod.llCtl 
Chemical products and 
preparations or the chemical 
or allied industries 
(includi~g those consisting· 
or mixtu)·es or natural 
prod~cts), not elsewhere 
specified or included; 
residual products or the 
chemical or allied industries. 
not elsewhere specified or 
included, excluding: 
• Pusel oil and dippel's oil; 
• Naphthenic acids and their 
water-insoluble salts; 
esters or naphthenic acida; 
Sulphonapht~enic acids and 
their water-insoluble aalta 
esters or sulphonaphthenic 
acids; 
• Petroleum sulphonates, 
excluding petroleum 
sulphonates or alkali metal1 , 
or ammonium or or 
etbanolamines, tbiophenated 
sulphonic acids or oils 
obtained from bituminous 
minerals, and their aalta; 
• Mixed alkylbenzenes and 
aixed alkylnaptbhalenes; 
• Ion exchangers; 
• Catal7sts; 
• Getter• Cor vacuum tubes; 
Retractor)' cementa or morta11 
and similar compositions; 
Alkaline iron oxide tor the 
puriticat!on or gas; 
Carbon (excluding that in 
artificial graphite or bead 
ing No J8.01) in oetal-
graphite or other compounds 
in the rorm or small plates 
bare or other aemi-
manuracturea 
• So~bitol other than tbat ot 
beading No 29.0-
• Ammoniacal gaa liquors aad 
apent oxide produced. in. 
coal saa purification . 
Polrmeriaatioft product•· 
., 
8 -
Workins or proce11ing that doe• 
not oonter the 1tatu• ot 
originating producta 
·"'· .·. 
....... 
.. , .. ~·-· 
. .. . 
•• 
•. ~ ~ ... ' 
. ' •lt, ; .. , 
.· 
. ·, 
.·.' 
·.·• ··.··,; 
.. 
•. 
' ... 
.. · .. 
·' ·· .. ~ 
··: 
\ ,· ..... 
...... 
. . \ .... 
.. .· . 
. ; . ·. . "::. : ·.· '· . ' '. ~ 
~::~ ...... j-···=·. r·~:·-< ... .: ... ; . ' 
• • 
. . 
Working or proceaains that 
oonfore t~• statue or 
originating products when the 
tollowing conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does r.ot I 
exceed. ~;o,; or the •alue or t~e 
finished product 
Manufacture in wbich the Yalue 
or the products used 'does no~ 
exceed. 50J ot the value ot tbe 
tiaiabe4 product 
.. 
Manuracture in wbic~ the value 
ot the products uaed does not 
exceed SOJ or the value ot tee 
tiaiabed pro4uct 
.. ·'· .. 
I 
! , 
I 
' I 
' 
' i 
Customs 
Taritt 
Heaclinc 
No 
· Procl.uot.a obta1nec1 
Description 
Articles or materials of the 
kinds described in headings 
Nos 39.01 to )9.06 with the 
exception of tans and hand 
screens, non-mechanical, 
frames and handles therefor 
and parts of such frames and 
handles, and corset busks and 
similar supports for articlel 
of apparel or clothing 
accessories • 
Plates, sheets and strip, ot 
unvulcanised natural or 
synthetic ~~bber, other than 
smoked sheets and crepe sheetl 
of heading No ~0.01 or 40.02; 
granules or unvulcanised 
natural or synthetic rubber 
compounded read7 for 
vulcanisation; unvulcanised 
natural.or synthetic rubber, 
compounded before or after 
coagulation either with carbon 
black (with or without the 
addition of mineral oil) or 
with silica (with or without 
the addition or mineral oil), 
in any form, or a kind known 
aa ll&sterbatch 
,1.08 Patent leather and imitation 
plltent leather J aaetalliaed 
leather 
,. 
. 
,3,03 Articles ot turskin 
ez U.21 
ez --.2~ .
ex 
j 
-5.Q) 
Complete wooden packing casea, 
boxes, crates, drums and 
aimilar packings, excepting 
those made ot fibreboard 
Match splints; wooden pegs or 
pins tor footwear 
Articles ot natural cork 
.. 
. 
. ~ . 
. ..... . 
Working or processing that· does 
not aonter the status ot 
orisinating products 
.: ........... ! 
.. 
.. . · .... 
' ~ : ~ . . 
...... 
j r 
~•·., .. .. . . .. . ..... 
.. 
. ' 
r ...... . :· .. ....... . 
.. 
., 
-
. · . 
.. . 
... 
·~ . .. 
. . 
• 
,• 
,~V 
' 
·~ :.'. 
·. ~ . . 
, . 
... 
.. 
... 
. 
.. 
Making up trom turskin in plates, 
crosaea aad stJ!lar torme (headin& 
No ex ,,,02) t ) 
\ ....... 
· •.. :>' .. ~- ·:·~:.;.~\; :,: • 
, .. 
Manutaotnare troll clrawa woocl 
Working or processing that 
.confers the status of 
originating products when the 
follovil)g conditions are met j 
Kanutacture in which the value , 
or the products used does not , 
exceed 50~ or the value or the 
finished product 
.. 
'. 
I 
I 
Kanutacture in which the value I 
or th~ products used, except I 
that or natural rubbe~, does 
not exceed 50J or the value ot 
tbe tiniehed product 
Varnishing or metallising ot 
leather or heading . 
Nos 41.02 to ~1.07 (other than 
skin leather of crossed Indian 
sheep and Indian goat or kid, I 
not further prepared than 
vegetable tanned, or it other• 
viae prepa~ed obviously 
unsuitable tor immediate use 
in the manufacture of leather 
articles) in which the value or. 
the akin leathe~ used does not 
exceed 50J or the value ot the 
tiniehe4 procl.uot 
Manufacture trom boards not out 
to ehe 
Manufacture from products ot 
beading No 115.01 
(1) Tbese provisions do not applJ where the p~oducta are obtained trom producta·which have ac~uired 
tbe status ot o~iginating product• in accordance with the conditions la~d down in List B. 
. . 
.. · 
- 10 - i :.· 
.............. i 
------------""!"---.,.------------...,------------· .. . 
· Pl'•Jt'uctl obtail'lec1 
1'--
--
Working or proceasing that does 
not conter the status or 
oricinatinc product• 
Working or processing that 
conters ~he sta~us or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
' I ! 
' l 
i, 
I 
I 
I 
Custom:~ 
Tuitt DucriptioQ 
Heading 
No 
ex 
ex 
. 
ex 
ex 
118.07 
-8.111 
118.15 
118.16 
50.011 
(1) 
50.05 
(1) 
50.07 
(1) 
5o.o; 
(1) . 
: 
I 
i 
I 
Faper anri paperboard, ruled, 
lined, l'l!' squared, but not 
otherwise printed, in rolls or 
a he eta 
Writing blo~ka, envelopes, 
letter c~rds, plain postcards, 
correspondence cards; boxes, 
pouches, wallets and vritinc 
compendiums, ot paper or 
paperboarc1, containin!!: only an 
assortment or paper stationerr 
Other ;:Japer and paperboard, 
cut to size or shape 
Boxes, bags and other packinc 
containers, f)f paper or 
paperboard 
Picture postcards, Christmaa 
and other picture greeting 
cards, printed by any procesa, 
with or without trimmings 
.. 
. 
. ' 
... 
• : 
: 
Manufacture trom products of 
headinc No 119.11 
. .. .. 
Calendars or anr kind, or Manufacture trom products of 
paper or paperboarcl, ineludinc headin& No 119.11 
calendar blocka 
Silk yarn, other than 1arn 
of noil or other waste silk, 
not put up Cor retail ule 
Yarn apun troa noil or·otber 
waste silk, not put up fol' 
retail sale 
Silk yun and Jarn spun troa 
noil or other waste silk, put 
up tor retail sale 
.. 
Imitation catcut 
of silk 
·. . 
.. .. . ~ . : .. .:. :, ..... 
• 
...... 
~, •• • : "' & • 
.. 
.. ·. 
f •• • ............ . 
.. -
·' 
. 
.. 
•.'• 
.. 
. ,•.' 
· .... 
·.· 
'· ... ot' i. I 
. . 
~ ............. , .. .. 
·. ~ .. 
... 
....... 
., . 
···. ::.~-.:· . 
\ 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50% or the value or the 
finished prOduct 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the prQducts used does not 
exceed 50% or the Yalue or the 
finished p~oduct 
~ ... 
f' 
Manufacture trom products other 
than those ot beading No 50.0-
Manufacture from products of 
beading No 50,0) 
Manufacture from products of 
beadinc Noe 50.01 to SO,OJ 
Manufacture troa products ot 
beading Ho 50.01 or or heading 
Ho 50.0) neither carded or 
OOIIbed 
... 
.. -Por rarn composed or two or more textile materials, the ~onditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect ot each or the headings under which 7arna or the other textile materials ot which 
tbe mixed yarn is composed would be clasaitied. Tbia rule, boweYer, does not applJ to &DJ one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weiibt doea not exceed 10J or tbe total wei&bt or textile 
aater~als incorporated, 1 
·• 
• • 
- 11 -
•· ProcSucta obtainecS 
Customs 
Tariff 
HeacS.ing 
J)eacript:ton 
Working or proceaains that does 
not confer the atatua ot 
oriainatina procSuots 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following concSitions are met 
No 
51.01 
(1) 
51.02 
(1) 
WoveD fabrics of ailk, ot no11 
or ot other waste ailk 
Yarn or man-made t.ibres (continuous), not put up tor 
retail sale 
Monotil, strip {artifioial 
straw and the like) and 
imitation catgut, ot aan•made 
fibre materials 
Yarn or ~an-made fibres (continuous), put up tor 
retail sale 
Woven fabrics of man•made 
fibres (continuous), 
including woven fabrics ot 
monotil or strip ot headinc 
No 51.01 or 51.02 
Metalliaed yarn, being 
textile yarn spun with metal 
or covered with metal bJ &nJ 
process 
Woven fabrics or metal thread 
or ot metallised 7arn, or a 
kincS uaed in articles or 
apparel, aa turniabina tabrioa 
or the like 
.. 
. 
.. 
• 
'J 
. . 
......... ' 
/ .... 
. ·. 
· ..... .. 
, .. 
.. . 
... 
.. 
. . 
· ..:' ~ . 
.. .. 
\ 
. ( ' 
. . ' 
1 .. , 
Manufacture from products ot 
beacSins No 50.02 or 50.03 
' ..... . 
· .. 
. .. 
.. ' ... 
• Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
. 
' . 
Manufacture from chemical 
procSucta or textile pulp . 
~ 
Manufacture froa chemical 
procSucta 01' textile pulp 
Manufacture trom che:nical 
pl'ocSucta or textile -pulp 
..... 
• Manufacture from che~ical 
products, from textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
' cSiscontinuoua man-made fibres 
or their waste, neither carded 
or combecS 
Manufacture trom chemical 
procSucta, from textile pulp or 
trom natural textile fibres, 
diacontinuoua man•macSe fibres 
or their waste 
. .... 
.. 
.·.··· 
(i) For yarn composed of two or ~ore textil~ materials, the conditions shown in the list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns or the other textile materials or which 
the mixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to ar.y one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight doea not exceed lOJ or the total weight of textile materials 
·.I 
incorporated. • 
Por fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list m~st a~ao be 
met in respect of each or the headings under which fabric of the other textile mat'eriab of which 
the mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
mor~ mixed t~xtile materials whose weight does not exceed lOJ or the total weight of textile materials 
incorporated. This percentage ehall be· increaaedl 
• to 20S where the material in question is yarn made or polyurethane seg~ented with flexible segments 
ot polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
• to 30S where the material in question is yarn ot a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either or a thin strip or aluminium or or a fill:! or artificial plastic material whe~her 
or not covered with aluminium powder,· this core having been inserted and glued by means of a traneparent 
or c~loured glue between two tilma ot· artificial plastic material. 
1' 
I ' I 
·- -···---·· 
- 12 • 
r·--:-p;;c\~~·· ;b~ain";d 
Workins or procui'ins that dou 
no• oonteP the atatua ot 
orisinatins producta 
Workine or p~ocooainz th&t 
oontera the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
I -- ---- ·-- -
I Customs Tariff De~cription 
·Heading 
No 
Yarn. et Cl'.rdP.•l sheep' a or 
lambs' w~ol (~oollen rarn), 
not ~ut liP to" ret.ail sale 
Yarn or combeL' ahe~ep 's or 
lambs' woul (worsted yarn), 
not put up tor retail sale 
Yarn or tine ~nimal hair (carded or combed), not put up 
tor retail sah 
Yarn or horsehair or ot other 
coarse animal hair, not put up 
tor retail sale 
Yarn or sheep's or lambs' wool 
or horsehair or or other 
animal hair (tine or coarse), 
put up tor retail sale 
Woven fabrics or sheep's or 
lambs' wool or or tine animal 
hair 
Woven fabrics ot horsehair 
or or other coarse animal 
hair 
'· 
5,,03 Flax or ramie 1arn, DOt put up 
(1) tor retail sale 
Flax or rami• J&rn, put up 'tor 
retail sale • 
54.0 Woven fabrics ot flax or ot 
(2) ramie 
.. 
" .. : 
( '· 
.. ' 
..•... 
';' ' 
.· 
'' 
I ' 
,•. 
.. ~ . . . . . . 
:. ·: .. 
t· . . 
.. 
.. 
Manufacture trom prod~cta ot 
beading ~o 53.01 or 53.03 
Manufacture trom producto of 
heading No 53.01 or 53.03 
Kanutaoture from raw tine 
animal hair or beading No 53.0« 
Manufacture trom raw coarse 
animal hair or beading No 5).0c 
or trom raw horsehair or 
heading No 05.03 
Manufacture trom materials or 
beading Nos 05.03 and 53.01 
to 53.011 
~Anufacture rrom materials Of 
beading Nos 53.01 to 53 .05. 
Manufacture from products or 
heading Nos 53.02 to 53.05 or 
from horsehair or heading 
No 05.03 
Manufacture either from 
products or heading no 514.01 
neither carded nor combed or 
from products or beading 
No 511.02 
Manufacture from materials ot 
beadins No 54,01 or 5~.02 
Manufacture trom materials ot 
beadins No 54.01 or 54,02 
:·,~~-)--P-or __ y_a_r_n __ c_o_m_p_o-eed or two or more textile materials, the conditions shown n the list must also be 
1 met in respect or each ot the headings under which rarns of the other textile materials or which 
the mixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not applr to any one or 
·I 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed lOS or the total weight or textile materials 
incorporated. 
For fabrics composed ot two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect or each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials or which 
the mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to·any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10S or the total weight or textile materials 
incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
• to 20S where the material in question is yarn made or polrurethane segmented with flexible segments 
ot polrether, whether or not gimped, Calling within headir.gs Nos ex 51.0~ and ex 58.07; 
• to )OS 11here the material in questio'n is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed or a core 
consisting either or a thin strip or aluminium or ot a tilm or artificial plastic material whether 
or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and slued by means or a transparent 
or coloured glue between two films ot artificial plastia material. · 
... / .... 
. . 
~ ., . ;.-. 
' 
~ 13 - . ·~ 
·. 
• Products obtained 
Workins or proceeaing that doe a Working or proces:sing that 
Cue toms not conter the atatue 
orisinatins pro4ucta 
ot confers 
originating 
the status of 
Taritt Description products when the tollowins conditione Heac1ing are met 
-
No 
55.05 Cott.on :varn, not put up tor Manufacture rrol:l materia la 
(1) retail sale .. headins No 55.01 or 55.03 : .. . . 
. . . . . . 
... . 
. , . 
... 
.... .. 
55.06 Cotton 7arn, put up tor retail .. Manufacture tro111 material• 
(1) sale ' beac11ns No 55.01 or 55.03 
. 
. , 
. . 
"'.' .. , . 
·• 55.07 Cotton sauze .; . . . ... .... , . Manufacture trom materials 
. (2) ' .. heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 
... 
·.• 55.011 • 
: 
. 
• '· 55.08 'l'err:v towelling and ai.milar .. Manufacture from materials 
(2) terr:v tabrica, ot cotton heading llo 55.01, 55.03 or 55.011 
. 55.09 Other woven tab rice ot . Manufacture from mater:j.als 
(2) cotton : headins No 55.01, 55.03 Ol' . 55.011 . 
'· .... 
' • . 
56.01 · Man-made fibres Manufacture tro111 chemical (discontinuoua), not carded, .. product a or textile pulp 
combed or otherwise prepared 
.. 
tor apiMing . 
. • . 
5~.02 Continuou:s filament tow tor . Manufacture from chemical 
the manufacture or man-made . procSuota or textile pulp 
fibres (c11acontinuous) 
. . 
.. : 
56.03 Waate (includins yarn waate ·.,. .... ·- . Manufacture from chemical 
and pulled or garnetted raga) . ,produota or textile PlllP . .. 
ot man-made rib res .. : . . (continuous or discontinuous), .. : . ,'• 
not carded, combed or other• . :. ... .. , ·.: -
wile prepared tor epinning : •. : .. I' 
. .. 
·' 
.. 
... 
' ' 
....... ·: .. ), 
.. •: 
··.J: 
'• 
.. 
'· .. 56.011 Man-made tibrea (discontinuous . ~ . ... 
' 
Manutacture from chemical 
or waste), carded, combed or • .. . . . ...... procSIICh or textile pulp 
otberwiae pr~pared tor .. .. . . 
IPinnins . .. 
. 
" 
. : 
. . \ 
: \ .. 
•. 
-: .. . .. ... •' .. .. 
' . 
. 
·.·:.: 
.. 
(i) For yarn composed or two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in the list must also· be 
met in respect or each et the headings under which yarns or the other textile materials or which 
or 
or 
of 
or 
or 
. 
. 
. 
'• the mixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials WhOSe weight does not exceed 10% or the total weight of textile materi?~S 
incorporated. 
'(2 ) Por rabrics composed or two or more textile materials, the conditions showr. in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which fabric or the other textile materials or which 
the mixed fabric is compo:sed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% ot the total weight or textile materials 
incorporated. Thi:s percentage shall be increased: 
• to 20J where the material in question la yarn made or polyurethane segmented with flexible segments 
or pol;vether, whether or not gimped, falling within heading:s Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58,01; 
• to 30% where the material in question ia yarn or a width not exceeding 5 mm termed ot a core 
consisting either or a thin strip or aluminium or of a tilm ot artificial plastic material whether 
r 
•: 
or not covered with aluminium powder~ this core having been inaerted and glued by means or a transparent 
or coloured glue between two lilma ot artificial plastic material • 
.  
I 
. .,.. ·---·--.. 
' 
'I 
r--·------------------...-----------------,.---------..:...------. .. 
• Prod•lct:t obtained 
Customs 
Taritt 
Heading 
Description 
Workinc or processing that does 
not oonrer the status or 
oricinatinc products 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met l' Ho 
56.06 
(1) 
56.07 
(2) 
57.06 
(1) 
ex 57.10 
(1) 
Yarn_o_f __ m_a-n--~-d-e_f_i_b_r_e_s ____ -t--~------------------------------,_M~a-n_u_f~a-c~t~ur--e~f~r-o_m __ c~h-e-a~i-c-a~l-----J 
(dis~ontinuoua or waste), not products or textile pulp 
put up tor retail sale •' · 
Yarn of u.a.n-msde fibres (discontinuous or waste), put 
up for retail sale 
Woven fabrics or man-made 
fibres (discontinuoua or waste 
Yarn of Jute or or other 
textile bast fibres o~ headinc 
No 57.03 
'· 
Yarn of true be lip 
.. ' . 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from products 
or heading No 56.01 to 56.0} 
1 Manufacture from raw jute, ju~~ 
tow or from other raw textile I 
bast fibres or .he~ding lio. 57.0~ 
Manufacture from true heiiiP, ra"J 
ex 57.07 
(1) 
Yarn of other vegetable 
textile fibres, excludin& J&rn 
of true he11p 
Manufacture from raw ~egetable 
textile fibres of beading 
No 57.02 to 57.04 
ex 57.07 Paper 7arn 
Woven fabrics or jute or ot 
other textile bast fabrics or 
beadinc Ho 57.03 
• 
. 
. . ~ ... 
... 
' 
.. 
'.· . 
Man~facture from products of 
Chapter 47, from chemical 
products, textile pulp or troQ 
natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-~de fibres J 
or their waste, neither carded 
nor colllbed 
Manufacture from raw Jute, Jut 
tow or trom other raw textile 
• but tibree or beadinc lio 57.0" 
Por yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the. conditions shown n the list must also be 
~et in respect or each of the headings under which yarns or t~e other textile ~aterials of which 
the mixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10~ ot the total weight or textile materials 
incorporated. ~ • 
Por fabrics composed or two or more textile materials, the· conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect or each or the headings under which fabric or the other textile materials or which 
the mixed rabric is cornpo~-.d would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any ene or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10J or the total weight or textile materials 
incorporated. This percentage shall be increaaed: 
• to 20~ where the material in question is yarn made~r polyurethane sesmented with flexible segnents 
. or polyether, whether or not gimped, talling within headings Noa ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
• to 'OJ where the material in question ie yarn ot a width not exceeding 5 mm formed ot a core 
consisting either or a thin atrip ot aluminium or of a film ot artificial plastic material wheth~r 
or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inaerted and glued bf means or a transparent 
or co~oured clue between two t1las or artit1oia1 plaatio material • 
. 
. . ·'· .. 
. • 
....... 
f•• • -
.. r 
. ·' 
Customs 
Taritt 
Hea4ins 
No 
• Pro4ucta obtaine4 
Description 
Woven Cabrice of other 
vegetable textile tibrea 
.. 
.. 15 .. 
Workins or proce~ains 'that 4oes 
not confer the status ot 
orisinatinc pro4ucte 
....... 
-.. .. 
. . .... .. 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from materials or 
heading No 57.01, 57.02 1 57.0~ 
or from coir 1arn of heading 
No 57.07 
I 
ez 57.11 Woven tabriol ot paper J&rft 
58.01 Carpete, carpeting an4 ruga 
(1) knotted (made up or not) 
:· 
. . 
·' 
•• ~ .. '11' 
• ~ f • •• 
; A, 
Manufacture from paper, fro~ 
chemical products, textile· pul1 
or from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres 
or their waete 
' 
Manufacture from materials or 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
51.01, 5}.01 to 5).05, 54.01, · 
55.01 to 55.0~. 56.01 to 56.0} 
or 57.01 to 57.04 
~ 
. · 
' 
, 
' 
: 
'i 
Other carpets, carpeting, 
rugs, mate and matting, an4 
"Kelem•, "Schumacks" an4. 
"Karmanie" rugs and the like 
(made up or not) 
Woven pile fabrics an4 cheaill 
fabrics (other than terry 
towelling or similar terr.r 
tabrice or cotton Calling 
within heading No 55.08 &n4 
tabrice falling within 
beadiDS Ho 58.05) 
.. 
. 
;· 
.. 
;"-'• 
" .... 
. 
..... ,,. 
::: 
I~ • •, 
·. .. 
.. ~ 
I, 
t! 
.... 
.. 
. .. 
~ ' . . . 
, .. \ t,,' 
' • .~ • • 0 • 
"• 
. 
- .. .; ' 
... ":·.::~:,.. -: .... • 
.. 
•' I ,l; 
• I; •'; •. ~ .... ~:~·; ·.·~ .. \ 
. . .. / ... ~· ... :· .. .. ·- ' 
•' .. 
.. 
. . 
.. 
. . 
\ 
I 
. 
: 
.. 
' ' .. 
Manufacture from materials or 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.0), 
51.01, 5).01 to 53.05 1 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 56.01 to 56.0} 
57.01 to 57.04 or froQ coir 
rarn ot beading No 57.07 
Manufacture from materials of· 
beading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
5).01 to 5).05, 5-.01, 55.01 tc 
55.04 1 56.01 to 56.0) 1 57.01 tc 57.011 or from chelllical. products 
or. textile pulp 
. 
.• 
... · 
.... 
Por products composed or two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in column 4 must be 
met in respect or each ot the textile materials or which the mixed product is composed, This rule 1 bowever, does not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 'OS 
or the total weight or textile materiala incorporated. Thia percentage shall be increased: 
• to 20% where the material in question is yarn rnade of polyurethane se~ented with flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58,011 
- to 30% wher~ the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 v.m formed or a core 
consisting either or a thin strip or aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by 
means or a transparent or coloured glue between two tilms or artificial plastic material. 
( 2) For products composed of two or more text.ila materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect or each of the headings· under which fabric of the other textile materials or which 
the mixed product is composed would be classified. This rule, however, aoes not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% or the total weight of textile cat~riala 
incorporated. This percentage shall b~ increased: 
• to c:o,; where the material in questio'n is yarn made or polyurethane segmented with fleld.ble seo;..ncnta 
ot polyether, whether or not gimped, falling wi~hin headinga Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58,07; 
• to }o,; where the material in question ia yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed or a core 
conaieting either of a thin strip of aluminium or or a tilm ot &rti!'icin.l plastic ma~~rial w11e~:1er 
or not covered with aluminium PO.Wder, this core baving been inserted and glued by meana or a ~~~nsparent 
or coloured glue between two filaa or artitioi&l plaatio. material. 
. 
i. 
I 
I 
\ 
- 16.-
.... ' .... 
_,. _____ ---·-------...-------
· Produc l:s o Jtai.led 
1-----..---- ~---·---- Working o~ processing that doea 
not conre~ the status ot 
o~!ginating producta 
Wo~king or processing that 
~onfers the status of 
originati~$ prcducts when the 
following conditions are met. 
Custo.ns 
Tariff D•;:sc:dption 
H.,ading 
No 
~----~-----------~--------~----------------------~-+~~~--~----~~~~~ 58.05 :iarrC\w .,.,ven fallrics, and Manufacture tro1:1 materials or (1) .1arrbw fabriGs (boldu::) ,,. headings No 50.01 to 50.03, 
~;onsisting oJf werp without 53,01 to 53.05, 511.01, 55.01 to 
·o~ert as:~e:nbled bt means of au · ·, 55.011, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 
ndhe~ive, otner chan goods to 57.011 or fro~ chemi::a! 
tall.i.ng lfith .. n h~ading No 58.0 products or tex1.1le pulp 
lfoven labels, badges and the 
~.ike, not emt-roidered, in the 
~iece, in st ··ipa or cut to 
ehape or size 
Chenille yarn (including 
flock chenille yarn), gimped 
yarn (oth!r than metalli:sed 
y2.rn of h'!!ading No 52.01 and 
glmped horsehair yarn); braida 
and ornamental trimMings in 
the piece; taseela, pompoms 
and the like 
Tulle and other net tabrice (but not including woven, 
knitted or crocheted fabrics). 
plain 
Tulle and other net rabrics (but not includin; woven, 
knitted or crocheted fabrics), 
figured; h~nd or mechanioallf 
made lace, in the piece, in 
stripe or in motita 
58.10 Embroiderr, in the piece, in 
atripe or in motifs 
58.11 Wadding and articles ot 
(1) wadding; ~extile !lock and 
dust and mill neps 
.. , 
• 0 
... 
·. 
'. 
Manufacture from ma~erials or 
headings No 50.01 to 50.CJ, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.0-, 56.0~ to 56.03 or from 
chemical producte or textile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials or 
headings No 50.01 to 50.CJ, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01 1 55.01 to 55.011, 56.01 t~ 56.03 or from 
chemical producte or textile 
pulp . 
Manufacture from materials or 
headings No 50.01 to 50 .03., 
53.01 to 53.05, 5k.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile 
• pulp 
Manufacture rrom materials or 
headings No 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 5k.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products o~ textile 
pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the product used dcea not 
exceed 50S ot the value ot the 
finished product 
Manufacture either frcm natural 
tibres or from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
(i) For products composed or two or more textile materials, .the conditione shown in column - must be i met in rP3pect of each or the textile materials ot which the mixed product is composed. 
This rule, however, does not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight 
does not exceed lOS of the total weight or textile materials incorporated. This pe~entage ehall 
be increased: 1 
• to 20S where the material in question is 7arn made ot pOlTUrethane segmented with flexible aegmenta 
ot polfether, whether or not st.ped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
' ·. • to )OS where the mat"!rial fn '1'.iel!tion b :;a:-:'1 or a width not exceeding 5 1t.111 rormed or a co~e 
consisting either or a thin strip or aluminium or or a tilm or artificial plastic material whether 
or not covered with alllminium powder, thia core having been inserted and glued bi meana or a transparent 
or coloured glue between two tilma or artificial plaatio aate~ial. 
•. 
I 
I! 
t ', 
···'··· 
• 
. ' 
~' : ·. 
I. 
; 
" 
• 17 -
r---~~~~~--~.-------------~-r--------------· • Producta obtain•  
. 
cuatoms 
W~king or procssaing that doea 
not confer the statua ot 
orisinatina pro4ucta 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Taritt Description 
Haading 
No 
ex 59.02 
(1) 
ex 59.02 
(1) 
.• .· 
Felt and articles ot telt, wit 
the -xception ot needled felt, 
whether or not impregnated or 
coated 
Needled telt, whether or.not 
impregnated or ooated 
Bonded fibre fabrics, similar 
bonded yarn fabrics, and 
artiolea or such tabrica, 
whether or not impre;nate4 or 
coated 
Twine, cordage, ropes an4 
cables, plaited or not 
Nets and nett.in; made of twine 
cordage or rope, and made up 
fishing nets of yarn, 'twine, 
cordage or rope 
Other articles made trom 1arn, 
twine, cordage, rope or cables, 
other than textile fabrics ~d 
articles made from such fabric~ 
Textile fabrics coated with 
with gum or amylaceous sub-
stances, of a kind used tor t!l!f 
outer covers. of books and the 
like; tracing cloth;·prepare4 
painting canvas; buclcram and 
similar fabrics tor bat toun4• 
ationa and aimilar usea 
' . 
' . ' 
I \ 
\ ' 
. 
,. 
I 
' 
...... 
.. 
.. 
l':"'mu cu; .,..,, . ., ""' .... ., •. • ·.~• .......... ..__ 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical product! 
or textile pulp or from fibre 
or continuous polypropylene 
filament or which the denominat ~ 
or the filaments is less than 8 
denier and of which the value 
does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the tinist'!ed. p2'oduct 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical productf 
or textile pulp , 1 · 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical product1 
or textile pulp or from coir 
yarn of beading No 57.07 
Manuracture either from natural 
• fibres or from chemical product1 
or textile pulp or from coir 
ram ot heading No 57,07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical product 
or textile pulp or trom coir 
7&rn ot heading No 57.07 
Kanut'acture tr0111 7arn 
. : 
.. 
(i) Por products composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in column 4 must be oet 
,. 
in respect of each or the textile materials of which the mixed product is composed. This rule, however, 
does not apply to any one or more mixed taxtile materials whose weight does not exceed 10S ot the total 
weight of textile materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased; 
-:to 20% where the material tn question is yarn made or pol7urethane se3=ented with flexible segments 
or polyether, whether or not gimped·, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
' 
• to 30S where the material in question is rarn ot a Vidth not exceeding 5 mm formed or a core consisting 
either of a thin strip or aluminium or ot a tilm ot artificial plastic material whether or not covered 
with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and slue4 b7 means ot a tran.parent or coloured 
clue between two films or·artifioial plaatio ~terial. 
·' 
". ·'·.,. 
' ' . 
. . 
,-.----------------,.-------------..,-------------, 
•· Procluolle ·)"i)tu:'.necl 
r--·~--~llllt<lDll 
'l'ari:r Dascription 
Hu.dins 
No j 
59.08 
., 
Textil~ fabrics impregnated, 
coa~ed, covered or laminated 
with p~eparations or cellulose 
derivativee or or other arti-
ficial plastic materials 
Linoleum and materials prepare< 
on a textile b<>.se in a similar 
manner to linoleum, whether'or 
not out to shape or or a kind 
used as floor coverings; floor 
coverings consisting of a 
coating ap~lied on a textile 
base, c~t to shape or not 
ex 59.11 Rubberised textile fabrics, 
other than rubberised ~itted 
or r.rocheted goods, with the 
exe~ption of those consisting 
or fabric of continuous syn-
thetic textile fibres, or or 
tabric composed or ~arallel 
yarns or continuous ssnthetio 
textile fibres, impreg-
ex 59.11 
nated or covered with rubber 
latex, containing at least 
90S by weight or textile 
materials and used ror the 
manufacture or tsres or tor 
other technical uses 
Rubberised textile fabrics, 
other than rubberized knitted 
or crocheted goods, consisting 
or fabric of continuous syn-
thetic textile fibres or or 
fabric composed or parallel 
yarns or con~inuous synthetic 
textile fibres, impregnated or 
covered with rubber latex, con 
taining at least 90S by weight 
of textile materials and used 
tor the manuf~cture of trres or 
tor other technical uses 
Textile fabrics otherwise 
impregnated or coated; painted· 
canvas being theatrical 
scenery, studio back-clothe 
or the like 
. 
Vork~ns or procesaing that 4oet 
. not oontar the atat.1.11 ot 
·~ri&inaoins produota 
. 
• 
: 
. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
'· 
. 
" 
I 
f 
.. 
. , ~ 
. 
.. 
: . 
'!.• 
.. '. ···.~.:: ~ ... -~ .. 
• \'' ' • I 
. . .. ~ .. : ~;,": ·.~-· :. ;':' 
' 
.. 
... . • 
··.\ . ( ' •.. 
•.. ' .. 
. ' 
. 
' 
. 
. 
:.·· 
• ... • 
. . . .. ... ~ 
. : ·.· 
.. · 
... -·. < 
Elastic fabrics and trimmings 
(other than knitted or crocheted 
goods) consisting or textile 
materials combined with rubber 
threads 
Working or procesainc that · 
contort the at&tua or 
orig~nating products when the 
. tollowing conditions are met 
Manufacture trom yarn 
' 
Manutacture either from 7arn or 
tro• textile fibres 
.. 
Manufacture trom yarn 
. 
. 
Manutacture troa chemical 
producta 
~utaoture trom Jam 
Manufacture. trom. single yarn 
<1> Por product3 composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in column 4 must be met in 
respect or each or the textile materials or which the mixed product is composed, This rule, however, 
does not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 101 or the to~al 
weight or textile materials incorporated, This percentage shall be increased; 
·I 
... 
• to 20~ where the material in question is yarn made or polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of 
polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Noa ex 51.01 and ex 58,07; 
• to )OS where the material in question is yarn ot a width not exceeding 5 mm formed ot a core consistin; 
either of a thin strip or aluminium or ot a tilm or artificial plastic material whether or not covered 
with al·~inium powder, this core having been inserted and glued bf meana ot a transparent or coloured 
glue between two films ot artiticial·plastio material, · • 
• 
. . . I .. 
. . 
. ··.· r I 
:· 
t : .. 
I .. 
r---------~ ..~p:ro-d7u-c~t-s_.o~b~t-ai~n-e-d~~-------r--------------------------------~--------------------------~ 
Customs 
Taritt 
HeacSing 
Description 
Working or processing that does 
not conter the status ot 
ori&inating produ~ta 
.... 
. 
Working or processing that 
confers the status ot 
originating produc~s when the 
following conditions are met 
No 
59.15 
(1) 
59.16 
(1) 
59.17 
(1) 
•• 60.02 
Textile bosepiping and similar 
tubing, with or without lining 
armour or accessories ot other 
materials 
. 
Transmission, conveyor or • 
elevator belts or belting, or 
textile material, whether or 
not strengthened with metal or 
other ll&terial 
Textile fabrics and textile 
articles, or a kind commonl7 
used in machinery or plant 
Knitted and crocheted goods, 
excluding knitted or crocheted 
goods obtained by sewing or by 
the assembly of pieces of 
knitted or crocheted goods (cu 
or obtained directlY to shape) 
. 
Oloves, mittens and mitts, 
knitted or crocheted, not elas io 
nor rubberised, obtained by 
sewing or by the assembly or 
pieces of knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or obtained directl 
to shape 
Stockings, understockings, 
socks, ankle-socks, sockettes 
and the like, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic nor 
rubberised, ~tained by sewing 
or by the assembly ot pieces o 
knitted or crocheted goods (cu 
or obtained directly to ehape) 
-
. 
. • 
., 
... 
,. 
. . 
.... (~"' ... -;,:", •· 
: 
.. 
.. ·. ~ 
' .;. ·.:. ... 
H ~: '• 
. . . ~· 
. . 
I 
-· : 
. 
. 
' .. 
' 
~.· .... 
... 
. 
i 
• • 
.. 
~ . 
-
' 
. 
• 
,, 
; : 
. , . .. 
, . 
, ... 
. . 
... . .. 
•, 
•...... 
.. 
: 
-
. 
,, . 
. ' 
.: .• ~ 
. 1: 
; :• ... 
:-·,.: ... 
... 
...; . .. . ·. :· , ... ,' '. 
~:·: .. •. ·:- .. ···· .. -.·~! 
.. . , 
Manufacture trcm materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 tp 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp ' 
Manufacture trom materials or 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 1 
to 57.04 or from chemical product . 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials ot 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, I 
53.01 to 53.05, 5~.01, 55.01 :o 
55.04, 56.01 to ~6.03 or 57.01 
to 57.0- or from cheftical product 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from natural fibres, 
carded or combed, from materialsb 
ot headings Nos 56.01 to 56.0) 
trom chemical products or t'eztil 
pul~. • 
... I 
• 
"-· .. 
Pt!y~-)---------------------------Por products composed or two or more.textile materials, the conditions shown in column • must be met in • 
.! ; 
respect of each or the textile materials ot which the mixed product is composed. This rule, however, does 
not apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 101 ot the total weight 
ot textile materials incorporated. Tb~s percentage shall be increased; l 
• to 20S where the product in question is yarn made ot polyurethane segmented with flexible se~ents of 
polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
• to )0% where the product in question is yarn ot a width not exceeding 5 mm formed or a core consisting 
either or a thin strip or aluminium or ot a tilm ot artiricial plastic material whether or not covered 
with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued bJ means ot a transparent or coloured 
~lue between two rilma or artirioial plastic material. • 
C2> Trimmings and accessories used (excluding linings and interlining) which change taritt beading do not 
remove the originating status ot the product obtained it their wei;ht does not exceed 101 or the total 
weight or all the textile materials inoorporated •. 
. . . .. 
. . 
-~ ~ ~--- -----.. ------.... ._.._.... ___ ..,.._....,._ __ ~""-~~---
···'··· 
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r--·--:p;:;,~s-";bt''•--in-ed--,.-~--'"1'"'-------
L--,--------------1 WOI'ldna: or proceasina; that c!oea 
cuatoms not conter the status ot 
Tariff Description oria;inatina; proc!ucta 
Heading 
No I ex 60,011 Under garments, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic nor 
rubberised, obtained by sewing 
or by the assembly or pieces 
or knitted or crocheted goods (r.ut or o~tained directly to 
shape) 
ex 60,05 Outer ga~ents and other ·• 
articles, knitted or crocheted 
not elastic nor rubberised, 
obtained by sewing or by the 
assembly or pieces of knitted 
or crocheted goods (cut or 
obtained directly to shape) 
ex 60.06 Other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, elastic or 
rubberised (including elastic 
knee-caps and elastic stocking ), 
obtained by sewing or by the 
assembly or pieces or knitted 
or crocheted goods (cut or 
obtained directly to shape) 
ex 6i.ot Mens' and boys' outer garmenta 
excluding tire resistant 
equipment or cloth covered 
by Coil or aluminiaed polyeate 
ex 61.0~ 
Fire resistant equipment of 
cloth covered by foil of 
aluminised polyester 
Womens•, girls' and infanta' 
outer garments, not embroiders 1 
excluding fire resistant 
equipment or cloth covered b7 
toil ot aluminiaed polfeater 
.. 
. 
'• ... 
., : ........ 
•' ...... 
•. .. 
" 
: . .. 
.. 
. 
I· . ' 
. . ... .. 
,. 
.. 
. 
.. , .. 
.. 
. 
.. 
......... ... 
-~ ·., . · .. ~ 
..... 
... 
. l •• 
. . . .. · .. : ~-:·:. :.\ .. _:... ·. 
... .. ,. ,.. .......... ... .. 
~ . . '. : . 
I '•· 
. 
. 
: 
.. 
. 
... " .... ·.: .. · .. , r~ f·.... 1 ... 't • •• , 
. 
Working or ~rocesaing that 
confers the status or 
originating products vhen the 
tollo~ing conditiona are met 
Manufacture i:'rom rarn ( .. ) 
.. 
' Manufacture trom yarn ·(1 ) 
. • 
~ 
Manufacture from rarn (1) 
. 
·-
.. 
. . . 
I 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth ! 
ot which the value does not 
exceed 40J ot the yal~e of the 
tiaiabed product ( )( ) 
.-.. 
\ ·~ . ·' .. 
... 
(1) Trimmings and accessories (excluding linings and interlining) which change taritt heading do not 
remove the originating status or the product obtained it their weisht doea not exceed 10% ot the total 
weight of all the textile materials incorporated, · · 
(2) These provisions do not appl7 where the produote are obtained trom·printad tabrio in accordance with 
tbe conditions shown in Lia~ B. 
I· 
.. '·'· ' . 
. ' 
,-.,..~··- r 
I 
. .  
I 
customs 
Tarit't 
Heading 
No 
ex 61.02 
ex 61.02 
.• 'Proc1ucta obtainec1 
Description 
Pire resistant equipment ot 
cloth covered bf roil ot 
aluminieed polrester 
Womene•, girle' and infants' 
outer garments, embroiderec1 
61.03 Mens' and boys' under garments 
incluc1ing collars, shirt front 
and currs 
61.0' Womens', girls' and infanta' 
unc1er garments 
IX 61.05 
ex 61.05 
•• u.o6 
.. . 
•. .. 
Handkercbieta, not embroidered 
Shawls, ecarves, mufflers; 
mantillas! veils and the like, 
not embro derec1 
Shawls, scarves, mutt1er11 •.. 
mantillas, veil1 and tbe ~. 
ellbroiderld 
··~ 
•• 
. . ~ 
.. :· .. 
: 
'· 
• 21 • 
Working o~ processing that c1oea 
not conter the status ot 
ori;inating proc1ucta 
•', I 
'~ .... ' ...... . 
.,. 
·'•'•. .. ..... ·"' "' ...... ! ... 
' '• 
.. -. : 
. .. 
.. 
'', .. 
... •''·-· ..... 
.. 
' :· '' . 
~ I o, • • 
. '·· 
.. - . . -. . .... 
.. 
... 
. . ······ 
,I" 
. .. 
. ... : . ; 
.. 
"' .• ·.:. ~:.-. >~ :· ~--· :_ •:.· .. ,. :"' 
. ' . . .~= '-r .. 
. -. 
.... 
• ~ f ' ,..,,J, .', '• I • 
. .• ... ,. 
. . .. . 
:. , ... . 
. . 
'· . . . . . .. . ··::.:,!· :., .. -~· . 
·-
. -y 
( 
. 
.. . 
-.. 
• 1 .. ~ 
.... --:• .. 
..... 
·:: ~ i,J.: ;·.;: 
·.• ,: 
• .. 
.. ' 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth 
ot which the value does not 
exceec1 40J ot the yal~e or the 
tiniahed product ( )( ) • 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value ot which 
does not exceec1 40J ot the 
Yalue ot the finished product ( ) 
I 
Manufacture ~om2un~leached einale rarn ( )( )( ) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value or which 
does not exceed IIOJ or th'e •alue 
ot the finished product ( 6 ). 
• Manufacture from unbleached 
single 1arn of natural textile 
fibres or discontinubus man-
made fibres or their waste or 
from chemical iro~ucta or 
textile pulp ( ) ( ) . 
Manufacture trom fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value or which 
does aot exceed 'OS or th! •alue 
ot tbt.tiaished proc1uct ( ) 
, .. 
I 
f .. ,""1)________ ( 
Trimmings and accessories used excluding linings anc1 
remove the originating status ot the product obtained 
weight or the textile materials incorporatec1. 
interlining) which change taritt heading do not 
it their weight does not exceed 10J or the total 
C2> These provisions c1o not applr where tbe products are obtained trom printed fabric in accordance with 
the conditions shown in List 8. 
C3) Por products obtained trom two or more textile materials, this rule c1oes not applJ to one or more 
ot the mixed textile material• it it1 or tbelr weiaht doe• not exceed 10S ot tbe total weiant ot 
all the textile material• incorporated• 
{. · .. · .. 
.. 
r· 
I 
I 
! 
i 
! 
t 
r 
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----------------------~---------------------~--------------------~ • rroch1.ot.e •>bt.r·inecl. , , 
----~~------·----------------·---- Working or processing that doea Working or processing that .• 
not conter the statu& ot eonters the atatus or 
r.uat.oms ori·~natins produota originating products when the Taritt Jeacription ... 1 i Heading to low ng conditione are met 
H.-, 
61.07 Ties, bow ties and cravats 
61.09 Corse~s, corset-belts, 
suspehder-belts, brassi~res 
braces, suspenders, gartera an 
the li~e (lncluding such 
ar~icles or knitted or crochet d• 
fabric), w~e·ther or not elasti 
ex 61.10 Gloves, mittens, mitts, 
stocki~gs, socks and sockettes 
not being knitted or crocheted 
goods excluding fire resistant 
equipment of cloth covered by 
foil of aluminised polyester 
ex 61.10 Pire r~sistant equipment or 
cloth eover~cl. by foil or 
aluminised polyester 
ex 61.11 
ex 61.11 
.· .. 
Made up accessories ror articl a • 
or apparel (tor example, dress 
shields, shoulder and other 
pads, belt:, muffs, sleeve 
protectors, pockets) with the 
exception of collars, tuckers, 
tallals, bodice-fronts, jabots 
cuffs, flounces, yokes and 
similar accessories and trim• 
mings tor wocen's and girls' 
garments, embroidered 
Collars, tuckers, tallals, 
bodice-fronts, Jabots, currs, 
flounces, yokes and similar 
accessories and trimmings tor 
women's and girls' garments, 
embroidered 
62.01 Travelling r~gs and blankets 
ex 62.02 
I·:: i I 
I 
! 
Bed linen, table linen,· toilet 
linen and kitchen linen; curta ne 
and other furnishing articles; 
not embroidered 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet 
linen and kitchen linen; curta na 
and other furnishing articles; 
embroidered 
... 
,, 
.. 
: ..... . 
. 
; 
; 
.. 
~ 
' 
. 
11 ... 
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'· 
.•-
I .' 
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.. 
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.. 
' . 
\ 
. • ( • I •" ·•· • 
,•. 
'· '\ .: .. 
. -: i 
·• 
.. , .. 
'.' . . , 
Manufacture trom 7arn (~)(~) 
Manufacture ~ro~ uncoated cloth 
ot which the value does not 
exceed •os or the yal~e or tbe 
finished product ( )( ) 
Manutacture t.roa 7arn (1 )(2) 
Manufacture trom fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value or which 
does not exceed 40S or th! value 
ot the tiniehed product ( ) 
Manufacture trom unble~eh~d 7arn 
or Chapters so to 56 ( )( ) 
Manufacture r~om,unbleacbed 
eingle 7arn ( )( ) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value or whicb 
doee not exceed -OS or the value 
ot the tiniehed product 
( ) Triccings and accessories used (excluding lining and interlining) which change taritr heading do not 
remove the originating status or the product obtained it their weight does not exceed lOS or the total 
wei&ht of all the textile materials incorporated. 
<2> These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained t~m printed tabrio in accordance with the 
conditions ahown in List s. t 
··()) Por products obtained trom two or more-textile materials, this rule does not applJ to one or •ere or 
the mixed textile materials it ita or their weight 4oea not exceed 10J ot the total weight or all the 
teztile materials incorporated. · 
···'··· · .. .: 
.... , 
• 2::5 • I:. ... ., .. 
: 
.. 
r---~~~~~.--~----·-·_ ..._ .. _ ... _ .. _. ~~----~----~~!. 
·rroduots obtained 
Customs 
Taritt' 
Heading 
Ho 
62.03 
Description 
Sac~s and bags, or a kind used 
tor the packing of goods 
62.0' Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, eu • 
blinds, tents and camping g~od 
ex 62.05 Other made up textile a~:l.olea (including dress patterns) 
excluding tans and band-screen , 
non mechanical, trames and 
handles tberetor and parts or 
such trages and handles 
Working or processing that doea 
not oonter the status or 
or:L&inat:l.nc produota 
.. ·,. ' f ;. 
' 
" 
.. 
··. 
!" '. 
.... 
; 
.. 
.. 
Footwear with outer soles and 
uppers of rubber or artificial 
plastic material 
Manufacture trom assemblies of upper 
attixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without .outer 
aolea, or &nJ material except.metal 
Footwear with outer soles or 
leather or composition leather 
footwear (other than tootwear 
falling within headin' Ho 
64.01) with outer aolea of 
rubber or artificial plaatio 
material ' 
Manufacture trom assemblies,of upper 
aftixed to inner soles or to other 
sole components, but without outer 
aol~a, or &nJ material except metal 
Vork:l.ng or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture trom chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
natural textile tibres, die• 
continuous ma¥-~de tibree or 
their waste ( )( ) • 
, 
Manufacture trom !infle 
unbleached 7arn ( )( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the ~roducts uaed does not 
exceed' 0% of the value or the 
t:Lniahed product 
.. 
• • 
,,,03 Footwear with outer aolea ot 
wood or or cork 
Manufacture trom assemblies or upper • 
affixed to inner soles or to other 
1ole components, but without outer 
aolea, or &nJ material except metal 
"·O' 
' 
" 
.. 
: 
·• 
.. 
'· 
.. 
. . 
;·~· .• 7' . 
Pootwear with outer 101e1 ot 
other .. tar:l.ala 
Manufacture trom assemblies or upper 
att:l.xed to inner soles or to other 
" aole oomponenta, but without outer 
:· · · aol .. , ot &DT material exoept Mtal 
.. 
• 
... ' ·.·-: . 
: ::: · ... ·).~ ~ ~:~~3 :,,(:;~ ·.'(:; . 
',t •. 
. ,.:·-~ . 
.. . . . ·
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.. 
.. 
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( 1) Por producta obtained trom two or more textile materiala, thil rule does not applf to one or more or 
tbe mixed textile materials it ita or their we:l.ibt doea n9t exceed 10% or tbe total weight or all the 
textile materiala incorporated. 
C2) Theae provision• do not applJ where the produota are obtained trom printed labr:l.o in accordance with 
the conditione lhOWD in Liatl a • 
. . ! 
. . • 
--------·--~------~~--------------~-------------------~ C-· · P~;;;;~~ine4 ----~--------~--------·---
Cusl:oms 
Tarirt 
Heading 
Description 
Working or procesaing that doee 
not oonter the status ot 
orisinating produote 
' 
No 
Pelt hats and other felt head-
gea~, being headgear made from 
the felt hood~ and plateaux 
Calling w:i.thiu heading No 65,0 , 
whether or not lined or trimme 
.. 
•.. ' .. 
Hats and ~ther headgear (including hair nets), knitted 
or crocheted, or made up trom 
lace 1 felt or other textile tabrlo in tho piece (but not 
rrom strips), whether or not 
lined or trimmed 
66,01 Umbrel1as and sunshades (including walking-stick 
• umbrellas, umbrella tents, and 
garden and similar umbrellas) 
ex 70.07 Cast, rolled, drawn or blown 
glass (includir.g Clashed or 
wired glass) cut to shape 
other than rec~angular shape, 
or bent or otherwise worked (tor example, edge worked or 
engraved) whether or not 
surface ground or polishedi 
multiple-walled insulatinc 
glasa 
70.08 Safety glass consisting or 
toughened or laminated glass, 
shaped or not 
Manufacture trom drawn, cast or 
rolled glasa ot beadina;a Hoa 70.0' 
to 70.06 
Manutacture trom drawn, cast or 
rolled glasa ot beadinga Noa 7~,04 t1 
70.06 
. . 
70.09 Glass mirrors (including rear-jManutaoture trom drawn; oast or 
view mirrors), untramed, jrolled a;lase ot beadinge Hoe 70.04 t• 
framed or backed 70,06 
71.15 Article~ consisting or, or 
incorporating, pearls, precious 
or semi-precious stones (natural, synthetic or 
reconstructed) 
7).07 • 0 \ Blooms,.billets, slabs and ~~taoture\·tro• products ot bea4ins 
sheet bars (including tinplate toro 7),06 . • 
bars), or iron or steel; pieces 
roughly shaped by torgins, ot 
n.oa 
i 
' j 
I 
iron or steel • 
Iron or steel ooila tor 
re-rolling 
. ····· 
.: :_ ··/:·=:: .. ~:: •. ·. -~ 
;, 
· ~ ~mataoture tro. pi'Oduota ot beadias 
.. ~ 7J.07 . 
. ;. ~ -:-·:· .. ~- .. · ...... . :,.~-· .:~ ... ;"~~: .. ·-
Working or processing that ' 
confers the status or 
originating products when the ' 
following eon4itions are met 1 
Manufacture from textile tibr~• 1 
Manufacture either trom J&rn or 
from textile tibres 
Manufacture in which the value c~ 
the products used does not execej 
50J Of the Y&lue Of the finished!: product • 
~utactur• in which the value o 
~he product& used does not exceed 
50J or t~e Yalue or the tiniabed 
product( ) 
~<4'~)~Tb~e~a~e~p~r~o~v~i~a~i~o~n~a-d~o~not apply where the producta are obtained trom produota wbicb have ac~uired the 
atatua or ori&inatina; producta 1n aoool'dance ·With tbe conditione laid down in List 8. 
~ . 
·. . . ·'· .. ,\.! 0 
I 
~ 
•· ~ 
I 
I 
I. 
~ 
' .. 
- as -
r---------~.~P~r:o:d~u~o~t~a~o:b:t:a~i:n:e;d~---------r--------------------------~--~--,-----------------------------~· 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
Description 
Wor~n~ or processing that does 
not confer the status or 
originating producta 
No 
, 
73.09 Universal plates of iron or 
et eel 
Manufacture from products or 
heading No 73.07 or 13.08 
73,'10 Bars and rods (including wire 
rod), of iron or steel, hot• 
rolled, forged, extruded, 
cold-formed or cold-finished (including precision-made); 
hollow mining drill steel 
Manufacture from pro4uota ot-·· · •· 
heading No 73,07 
Angles, shapes anc1 sections, 
or iron or steel, hot-rolled, 
forged, extruded, cold-formed 
or cold-finished; sheet piling 
of iron or steel, whether or 
not drilled, punched or mac1e 
from assembled elements 
73.12 Hoop and strip, of iron or 
ateel, hot-rolled or cold• 
rolled 
Sheets and plates, of iron or 
steel, hot-rolled or colc1• 
rolled 
73,1t Iron or steel wire, whether 
or not coated, but not 
insulatec1 
I 
Railway and tramway track 
construction material of iron 
or steel, the following: rails~ 
check-rails, switch blades, 
crossings (or frogs), crossi~g 
pieces, point roda, rack rails, 
sleepera, fish-plates, chaira, 
chair wedges, aole plates 
Manufacture trom producta ot 
headings Nos 7),07 to 73o10, 73.12 
or 73.13 
Manufacture trom producte of 
headinsa Noa 73.07 to 73.09 or 7).13 
Manufacture trom producta ot 
headings Noa 73.07 to 73,09 
Manufacture trom produota of 
beading Ho 73.10 
.. ,. ... 
' ,. 
.. ,· 
. • ..
•.- : •. .j # : 
·. :: ·: ~.~ ..... ~ ~ 
(base plates), rail clips, bee 
platea, ties and other materie a 
apecialised ror Joining or fi, ne 
rails 
.. Ill , •••• 
73.1 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
thereror, or iron (other than 
or cast iron) or ateel, 
excluding high•presaure h74ro· 
electric conduits 
Wrought bars, rods, angle a,. 
shapes and section•• or ooppezJ 
copper wire · · 
... 
.... 1' ••• 
" • ·,1, 
•' 
: ;. ... • 
~ .......... . 
. -.. . .. -
.,& ,. 
Working or processing that 
confers the status ot 
originating products when the 
following conditione are met 
,. 
Manufacture from products or 
bea41nc Ho 73,06 1 
Manufacture trom products or 
headings Nos 7).06 and 7).07 or 
heading No 73.15 in the forma 
apecified in headings Noa 73.06 
and 73,07 
Manufacture in which the Talue 
of the producta uaed does not 
exceed SOJ or the yalue or tbe 
finiaba4 product ( ) 
i () Tbeae proviaiona do not apply where. the products are obtained rrom products which baTe ac~uired the 
atatus or originating products in accordance witb the conditione laid down in List B. i 
I 
I 
I 
I •.r .. 
f .... ; 
···'··· 
CustOLlll 
Taritf 
Heading 
No 
•· Produc :a olol:air ed 
------·-
OP.acription 
T•.o• ~rought plates, sheets and 
Dtrip, or copper 
Copp~r foil (whecher or not 
embossed, cut to shape, 
perforated, coated, printed, 
or backed with paper or other 
t·einforcing lllaterial) 1 ot a 
thickness (e~cluding any 
backing) not exceeding 0.15 ma 
1•.06 Copper powder.s and flakes 
1•.01 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of copper; hollow 
bars or copper 
.·~ T•.oa Tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, 
sockets and flanges), or 
copper 
Stranded wire, cables, 
cordage, ropes, plaited banda 
and the like, of copper wire, 
but excluding insulated 
electric wires and cables 
1•.11 Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, 
tenci~gt reinforcing fabric 
and s~lar materials 
(including endless bands), ot 
copper wire; expanded metal, 
or copper 
1• .15 Nails, tacks, .staples 1 book-
nails, spiked cramps, studs, 
spikes and drawing pins, or 
copper, or of iron or steel 
with heads or copper; bolts 
and nuts (including bolt ends 
and screw studs), whether or 
not threaded or tapped, and 
screws (including screw hooks 
and screw rings), or copper; 
rivets, cotters, cotter-pine, 
washers and sprin& waahera, 
ot copper 
- 26 .. 
· .•.•.••••• 0. 
Working or proceaa1ng that does 
not confer the status or 
orisinating products 
.. 
....... 
'. , ... • / I ... .~ . '
'• 
.· 
. .. . ; . ~ ·.• 
..... ' .. 
\ ( :, .... "' .. 
, .. 
.. ~ .. ·: ,;· •' 
.... 
. : ... 
... 
,., 
...... . ...
Working or processing that ' 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditiona are ~et 
~anufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
~xceed 50~ of the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
·. 
~nutacture in vhich the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50~ of the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50J of the yalue of'the 
r~ished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the yalue or tho 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50~ ot tbe vilue ot the 
tiDiabed proclucta ( ) · 
' 
( ) These provisions do not applr wbere the products are obtained trom products which have acquired the 
statue or originatin& products in accordance with the conditione laicl down in List a. 
o I 
I I 
••• 1 ••• 
. . • 
I, 
Customs 
Tarit'r 
Heading 
No 
• Products obtained 
Description . 
7-.16 ~prings, or copper 
1-.11 ~ooking and heating· apparatus 
~t a kind used Cor domestic 
purposes, not electrically 
~perated, and parte thereof, • jot copper 
7-.18 ~ther articles or a kind· 
commonly used tor domestic 
purposes, sanitary ware Cor 
~.· indoor use, and parts or sucb 
articles and ware, or copper 
1-.19 Other articles ot copper 
., 
75.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, or niokelJ 
nickel wire 
75,03 Wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, or nickel; nickel toil; 
nickel powders and flakes 
i 
I 
I 
! 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
theretor, or nickel; hollow 
bars, and tube and pipe 
fittings (tor example, Joints, 
elbows, sockets an4 flanges), 
ot nickel 
Electro-plating anodes, or 
nickel, wrought or unwrought, 
including those produced b7 
electrolJeie 
.. , 
.. . .:.. 
•' 
. ' 
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Working or prooeaaing that doee 
not oonter the status ot 
or1cinat1ns produota 
. 
.. 
. 
: 
' 
' 
. I 
. 
. . 
. 
... 
\ 
:•· 
~ • • r 
.,;··· ..... . 
... 
...... 
· .. · .. ~~ 
' -~ 
0 .. • • '. ~ •• 
.. 
,. : 
~ . . ,. 
: 
.. 
. 
• 
: . 
. 
• 
. ·~ 
; .. !· 
·.,\f.:'· 
. • . 
. . . .. 
. 
I • }, 
. '. . ~ 
"• 
. .. . .. 
'pI _, ,.._ •;I ' : 
.> .· ~: ~ ·.· · .. <. >:. <~ •• • 
. ~· 
.. , ··-
. .. ·, 
.. 
.. 
. . .. 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the yalue ot the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the yalue ot the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S of the value or the 
finished product (•) 1 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S ot the yalue ot the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the 1a1ue ot the 
tiniahed product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 501 or the Ialue ot the 
tiniabed product ( ) 
Manufacture in which tbe value 
ot the p~oducts used does not 
exceed 50S or the yalue ot tbe 
finiebed product ( ) 
. ; 
.. 
... .: . 
. .. ·.·.,. ... 
(l) These provisions do not applJ Where the.produots are Obtained from prodUCtS which h&Ye acquired tbe 
atatus ot oris1natinc producta 1n aocordance with the oon41tions laid down in List a. 
. 
: •• • I ... . 
., . 
. . 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
No 
•'ProcSucts .:~btt.ined 
Description 
75.06 OthJ~ articles of nickel 
76.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, or 
aluminiWII; aluminiWD wire 
76.03 Wrought pl~tes, sheets and 
strip, or aluminiuM 
76.0~ Aluminium toil (vhother or not 
~mb~Rsfd, out to shap~ 
perforated, coated, pr!nted, or 
backed vlth paper or other 
roinforcing·~aterial), or a 
thickness (excluding any 
backing) not exceeding 
0,20 DIDI 
T6.os AluminiWII powders and tlakes 
76.0E Tubes and pipes and blanks 
thereror, or aluminium; 
hollow bars or aluminium 
76.0 Tube and pipe fittings (tor 
exaople, Joints, elbows, 
sockets and flanges), or 
aluminiWII 
76.0 Structures ar.d parts or 
structures (for example, 
hangars and other buildings, 
bridges and bridge-sections, 
towers, lattice ~sts, roofs, 
roofing frameworks, door and 
window frames, balustrades, 
pillars and columns), or 
aluminium; plates, rods, angles, 
shapes, sections, tubes and th 
like, prepared tor use 1n 
structures, ot alUM!niwa 
- aB -
Working or procuaing that does 
not confer the status or 
originating products 
'· 
·,'I' 
'>. 
.. 
.· 
.· .. 
, . 
. 
., 
; . 
·. 
" . 
... ·'· 
. : :..· .. 
•, ... 
....... 
' .. ' 
.· ... 
.. 
.,. 
' •H • t' ~ t • 
Working or processing that' 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following cond!tions are a~t 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50% or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which ~he value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the value or the 
tinished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50~ of th~ value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products'used does no~ 
exceed SOS or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products uaed does not 
exceed 50% or the value or the 
• riniahed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used doea not 
exqeed 50% of the value or the 
tinisbed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed SOS or the value or the 
tiniabed product 
(i) These provisions do not applJ where the products are obtained trom products vbich have acquired the 
status or originating procSucta 1n aooor4ance with tbe conditione lai~ down in List B • 
.. 
. 
.. ·'· .. 
., 
... - ...... .,.... ... ~ 
- 29 - I·: . 
..---------:.---r-~--···-··-···-··-·· ---,-----~1· . 
• Product.~ obtained 
CUstoms 
Tarirt 
Heading 
Description 
Ho 
76.09 ~eseryoirs, tanks, vats and 
imilar containers, tor any 
~terial (other than compressed 
~r liquefied gas), or aluminium, 
·· ~r a capacity exceeding 300 
itres, whether or not lined or 
~eat-insulated, but not fitted 
~ith mechanical or thermal 
quipment 
. 76.10 asks, drums, cans, boxes and 
imilar containers (including 
~igid and collapsible tubular 
ontainers), or aluminium, or a 
escription commonly used for 
he conveyance or packing or 
oods 
76.11 ontainers, or aluminium, tor 
ompresaed or liquefied gaa 
76.12 tranded wire, cables, cordage, 
opes, plaited bands and the 
ike, or aluminium wire, but 
xcluding insulated electric 
ires and cables 
76.15 ~rticles or a kind commonly 
~sed tor domestic purposes, 
~anitary ware Cor indoor use, 
~d parts or such articles and 
~are • ot aluminium 
76.16 ~ther articles ot aluminium 
71o02 
. ·.· 
jrought bars, ;ods, anglea, 
hares and aections, or 
~1.:1UiU~l l'lilt\Ut\11'.1 W\1''8\ 
\\'•'•1.~1 \'\AI•-, ~~'""U An,\ 
~t~li', o)t l:IA~:,uiulll; magnuiua 
oil; raspings and shavings or 
~irorm size, powders and ~lakes, or magnesium; tubes and 
~ipes and blanks theretor, ot 
~gnesium; hollow bars or 
~gnesium; other articles or • 
~peai1111 
78.02 ifrought bare, rods, angles, 
hapes and sections, or lead; 
ead wire : 
Working or proces•ing that does 
not conter the status or 
orlgiftatins products 
. . 
;1 i 
. 
....... 
....... ~~, ........... . 
.... 
'· 
.... t,· •. 
•• I I 
. ' . 
··' 
' ..•.. 
.. 
• 
. 
: 
. 
' 
I •' 
',;.., 
.. 
' i .. . 
-·· 
. 
" 
i 
. 
.. • 
. 
.. 
' 
c.' ;.· . . . . ~ . .t' _., • ,.. "~ ·• o<l> ..... • • 
·<:·~.:~·:/:.·///~:~;- .:.<:.· ·.: ·.•: 
~o : '•': • I 
: • ..... 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
tollowipg conditione are met 
Manufacture in which the value pt the products used does not 
exceed 50% or the value or the 
iniahed product 
~anutacture in which the value 
~t th~ producta used does not 
~xceed 50% or the value or the 
riniahed product 
~anutacture in which the value 
t the products used does not 
xceed 501 or the value ot.the 
inished product 
anuracture in which the value 
r the products uaed does ~ot 
xcee~ 50~ or the value or the 
inished product 
~nutacture in which ~he value 
t the products used does not 
xceed 50~ or the value ot the 
iniahed product 
~uracture in which the value 
t the products used does not 
xceed 50S or the value or the 
iniahed product 
anutaoture in ;hich the value 
t the preducts used does no~ 
xceed 50S or the value or t~e 
1niahe4 product 
.. ~ . 
anutacture in which the value 
r the products used does not 
xceed 50S or the yalue or the 
iniahed product ( ) 
<1).Tbese provisions do not applf where the produota are obtained trom products which have aquired the 
atatus or·oricinatin& produota in accordance with tbe conditione laid down in Liat a. 
···'··· f I .. 
" 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I· 
l , . 
I 
! ! .......... _. 
I 
I 
I i . 
.• 
- }0 -
r--------·---,-~-o-d-u;;;-~b-t-a-~-n-.-d----.----_j---r------------~ 1-----...... -----·------~ Worldna: or proceesing th&t does 
Customs 
Ta.ritt 
ileadina: 
No 
Description 
78.0J Wrought plates, sheets and 
lstrip·, or lead 
78.011 Lead foil ('fhether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, 
perforated, coated, printed, or 
backed with paper or other 
reinforcing material), or a 
weight (excluding any backing) 
not exceeding 1700 kg/m2; lead 
powders and flakes 
78.05 Tubes ar.d plpes and blanks 
thereror, or lead; hollow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings (for example, joints, elbows, 
aocketa, flanges and S-bendel, 
or lead 
78.06 Other articles or lead 
79.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, or zinc; 
zinc wire 
79.0J Wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, or zinc; zinc foil; 
zinc powders and flakes 
79.011 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, or zinc; hollow bare, 
and tube and pipe fittings (tor 
example, jointe, elbows, 
aockete an4 trances), or zinc 
79.06 Other artiolea ot aino 
..... 
... 
·' 
... 
'' 
. 
.. 
not oonter the status ot 
ori;inatina: products 
. ' 
... 
··' 
.... ·. 
t •• · 
.. ' 
· . 
.·' I·~ .:. ·:. ·• ' 
.. ' 
('·~· · ..
...... · 
Working or processing that 
confers th~ status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which th~ value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50~ or the yalue or the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the Ialue or the 
tiniehed product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the val~e 
or the products used does no~ 
exceed 50S or the yalue ot the 
finished produc~ ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed SOS or the yalue or the 
t1Diahed product ( ) . 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used ~oes not 
ex~eed 50S or the value or the 
finished p:-oduct 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed ~OS ot the value ot ~be 
t1nisbe4 product 
.. 
( ) These provisions do not applf where the produota are obtained trom producta which have ac~uired the 
atatua or oria;inating products in accordance with the conditione laid down in Liat 8. 
. . . I ... 
• )1 • 
r-----~----------_.----~--------------------~----------------~ • Produo111 obtained 
Cuato111a 
Taritr 
Keac1ing 
Ho 
Description 
80.02 Wrought bars, roc1s, angles, 
ahapes and sections, or tina 
tin wire 
80.03 Wrought plates, sheets and 
strip, or tin 
80,04 Tin roil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, 
perforated, coated, printed, 
or backed with paper or other 
reinforcing material), or a 
weight (excluding an~ backing) 
not exceeding 1 kg/m ; tin 
powders and flakes 
80.05 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
ther~ror, or tin; hollow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings (for example, joints, elbows, 
aockets and flanges), or tin 
Interchangeable tools tor 
hand tools, for machine tools 
or tor power-operated hand 
tools (for example, tor 
pressing, stamping, drilling, 
tapping, threading, boring, 
broaching, milling, cutting, 
turning, dressing, morticing 
or screw-driving), including 
dies tor wire drawing, 
extrusion dies ror metal, and 
rock drilling bite 
82 .oE · Knives and cutting blades, 
tor machines or for mechanical 
appliances • 
Boilers, machinery and 
mechanical appliances and 
parts thereof, excluding 
refrigerators and retrigeratin5 
equipment (electrical and . 
other) (No 84.15) and sewing 
machines (lock-stitch only) 
with heads or a weight not 
exceeding 16 kg without motor 
or 17 kg including_the motor , 
(ex 811.41) 
Working or processing that doee 
not conter the atatus ot 
orisinating produota 
. 
' 
. . . .. 
••• I •• 
. 
. ~' .. .. 
~ .. 
. , . ... 
' 
.. 
• 
: ·. 
' 
. . . 
.. 
.. 
. 
• . 
.. ,. 
. . . ., 
Y' 
.. 
·· .... 
'· 
.,., .... 
0 ,' 
0 
4 I •,. , ' ~ 0 ., 
.• ' ( '~ ... 
· .. ~/.::.;· •.... 
. . .. ,~ . : . . . . . . . .. 
... 
• • J 
' 
.•. 
. 
. 
Working or processing that 
tontera the statua or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50~ ot the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products used dces not 
exceed 50~ or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot thlt products used doe:s not 
exceed 50S or the value or the 
tiniahed product 
Manufacture in which th~ value 
or the produet:s used do~s not 
exceed 50S or the value or the 
finished product 
Working, processing or a:ssembly 
in which the value or the 
materials and parte used does 
not exceed 40~ ot the yalue or 
the finished produc~ ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value or the 
materials and parts used doe:s 
not exceed 40~ or the yalue or 
the tinisbed product ( ) 
Working, processing or assecbl7 
in which the value or the 
materials and parts used doe:s 
not exceed •o~ ot the value ot 
the tiniahed product 
<1> These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained trom products which have acquired the 
atatus or originating produc~a in accordance with the conditions laid dovn in List B. 
<2) Thaae proviaiona aball not applJ to tuel elements ot heading Ho 84,59 until 31 December 198•. 
'· 
.. ·'· .. 
. '. 
I:. 
' I 
I 
.. 
'I 
I, • 
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r-------------------·------~----------------------~~------------------~ fX'Od\'01ls Clbtlined 
Customs 
Taritt 
Heading 
No 
Uesnription 
84.15 1 Ref~igerators and retrigeratin 
equipment (electrical and 
other) 
ex 84.41 Sewing machines (lock•stitch 
onlr) with heads or a weight 
not excee1ing 16 kg without 
motor or 17 kg including the 
motel" 
' 
Electrical machinerr and 
equipment; parts thereof; 
excluding products ot heading 
No 85.14 or 85.15 
;, 
Working or processing that doea 
not confer the statue ot 
originating producta 
. 
; 
. . 
.. 
.· ... 
·. 
.. 
. 
; 
' 
I 
; 
' 
' 
·. 
.. 
. . 
·. '. 
.. 
i, 
: 
I 
'· 
. 
- -
: 
. 
., 
: 
. 
t . 
"' 
... . .
0. .. •• -
·... .. •'' 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of 
originating pt•oduc~s wt-.en the 
following conditions are met 
Working, 9rocessing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed uos of ~he 
value of the finished proquct, 
and provided that at least SOS 
in valuf ot the materials and 
parts ( ) used are originating 
products 
Working, processing or assemblr 
in which the value or the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed uo~ of the 
finished product, and provided 
that: 
• at least 50S in value1or the materials and·parts ( ) used 
tor the assembly or the ~ead 
(motor excluded) are orig-
inating products, and 
• the thread tension, crochet 
and zigzag mechanisms are 
originating products 
Working, processing or assemblr 
in which the value or the non-
originating material and parts 
used do not exceed bO' or the 
Yalue ot the tiniehed product 
• 
' ~~--------------------------(1) In 4eterminiog the value ot products, material• and parte, the following must be taken into account: 
.· 
_. 
. : 
. . 
(a) in respect ot originating products, materials and parte, the tiret Yeritiable price paid, or the 
price which would be paid in case ot sale, tor the said products on the territorr or the countrr 
where working, processins or asdemblr is carried out; 
(b) in respect ot othe~ products, materials and parte, tbe pi"'Yisiona or Article 6 ot this Protocol 
determining: 
• the value ot imported products, 
• the value or products ot undetermined orisin. 
•' 
···'··· 
.. 
.. 
.. 
c~stoms 
'rarirt 
Head.ins 
No 
85.111 
Pro4~ots obtained. 
Description 
Micr9phones and stands thereto ; 
loudspeakers; audio•frequencJ ~ 
eleo~rio amplitiera 
85.15 Radiotelegraphic and radio-
telephor~c transmission and 
reception apparatus; radio-
broadcasting and television 
transmission and reception 
.apparatus (including receivers 
incorporating sound recorder• 
or reproducers) and tele-
vision cameras; radio navi-
gational aid apparatus, radar 
apparatus and radio remote 
control apparatus 
Railway and tramway locomotive 1 
rolling-stock and parts thereo ; 
railway and tramway track 
fixtures and fittings; trarrio 
signalling equipment or all 
kinds (not electricallJ powerec ) 
Vehicles, otKer than railwaJ 
or tramway rolling-stock, and 
parts thereof, excluding 
products or heading No 87 .0.9 
'' . .. 
Working or processing that does 
not conter the stat~s or 
originating prod.~cta 
' 
\ 
" 
. ' 
.: 
\ 
'" '· ' ~· J \ I 
' ... 
I 
: 
r;, •. •: ','' 
: 
... _: 
...... 
. 
' 
Working or processing that. 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Working, processing or asse~bly 
in which the value or the non• 
orig!nating materials and parte 
does not exceed bOS or the 
value or the finished. product, 
and. provided that: • 
- at least 50S in value ot 
the aaterials and ~arts ( 1 ) 
used are originating products, 
and 
• the value or the non-orig• 
inating transistors used 
doe~ not exceed }S or the 
value or 2he finished 
product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value or the non-
! originating caterials and parts 
does not exceed bOS or the 
value or the finished product, 
aod provided that: 
• at least 50S in value o~ 
the materials and parts ( 1 ) 
used are originating products, 
and 
• the value or the non-orig• 
inating transistors used 
does not exceed }~ or the 
value or the finished 
product {") 
Working, processing or assecbly 
in which the value or the mate• 
rials and parts used does not 
exceed bOS or the value ot the 
finished product 
. 
Working, processing or asse~bly 
in which the value or the mate• 
riala and parts uaed does not 
exceed ~os or the value or the 
tiniabed product 
~~) In determining the value ot products, materials and parte. the following muet be taken into account: 
I :I . , (a) in resp~ct or originating products, materials and parte, the tiret Teritiable price paid, or the price which would be ~aid in case or aale, tor tbe &aid pro4uote on tbe territor,r ot tbe country 
wbere working, processing or aeeembly ie carried outa · . , 
. (b) in respect or other products, material• and parte, the proTiaiona o~ Artiole 6 ot tbie Protocol 
determining: 
• the value or imported products, 
• the Yalue ot products or undetermined. oristn. 
C2) Tbie percentage ie not ouaulative witb the -os. . · .. 
'. 
.. 
' ···'··· 
. . 
pR---------.-,-~o-4-~-~~-~--~-b-ta-tned ----.--·---~------------------------------~----------------------------~I 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
Ko 
Desrription 
87.09 Motor-cycles, auto-cycles and 
cycles fitted with an 
auxil~ary motor, with or 
without side-,arel aide-care 
or all kinde 
ex 
Cbapter go 
ex 90.07 
Optical, photographic, 
cinematographic, measuring, 
checkir.g, precision, medical 
and surgical instruments and 
apparatus a~d parts thereof, 
excluding products or heading 
No 90.05, 90.08, 90.12 or 
90.26 as well as photographic 
cameras, photographic Clash-
light apparatus and flash 
bulbs other than electricall7 
ignited photographic Clash-
bulbs and discharge lamps or 
beading No 85.20 (ex 90.07) 
Refracting telescopes . 
(monocular and binocular), 
prismatic or not 
Photograhic cameras, 
photographic flashlight 
apparatus and flashbulbs other 
than electrically ignited 
photographic flashbulbs and 
discharge lamps or beading 
Ko 85.20 
Working or processing that does 
not contor the status ot 
orisinatins pro4ucta 
' 
. .. 
. 
\ 
\. 
~ 
.. .. 
. ' 
.. .... 
' •:. 
. . 
·u 
. 
.. 
t •• ' , 
. ·-· . .. 
' ' .. 
·'. 
.. 
,, '' I 
. . 
. . 
.. 
Working or processin~ that 
confers the status of 
originating products when ~he 
following conditions are Get 
Working, processing or 
assembly in which the value ot 
the non-~riginating materials 
and parts used does not 
~xceed 40~ or the finished 
product, and provided that at 
leaet 50~ in value or the 
materials and parts <1> used 
are originating products 
Working. processing or assembl~ 
in which the value or the 
materials and parts used does 
not exceed ~Of or the value of 
the finished product 
Working, processing or assembl7 
in which the value or the 
non~orig!nating materials ar.d 
• parts used does not exceed ~0~ 
or the finished product, ar.d 
provided that at least 50f in 
value of the materials and 
parts ( ) used are originating 
products 
Working, processing or assembl7 
in which the value of the 
non-originating Daterials and 
parts used does not exceed qos 
ot the finished product, and 
prov$ded that at least 50~ in 
value or the materials and 
parts ( ) ueed are originating 
product a 
··.,,_.._ ________________________________ ___ 
fi) In determining the value or products, materials and parte, the following must be taken into acoounta 
(&) in respect or originating products, materials and parts. the tirat verifiable price paid, 
or the price which would be paid in caae or sale. ·tor the said produota on tbe territorr ot 
.• i 
the country where working, processing or assemblJ ia carried out; 
(b) in respect or other products, materials and parts, tbe proTisiona ot Article 6 ot thia 
Protocol determining: 
• the value of imported products, 
• the value ot products or undetermined origin. 
. . 
···'··· 
.. 
:55 -
r---------------------------------------~------------------------------------,-------------------------------~0 Produota obtained 
Customs 
Tarirt 
Heaciing 
No 
Description 
90.08 Cinematographic cameras, 
projectors, sound recorders 
and sound reproducers but not 
including re-recorders or 
film editing apparatus; an1 
combination·or these 
articles 
90.12 Compound optical microscopes, 
whether or not provided with 
means tor photographing or 
proJecting the image 
90.26 Gas, liquid and electricitJ 
aupplJ or production meters; 
calibratinc meters thereror 
Working or processing that doea 
not conter the status ot 
originating products 
~· .. 
• 
' 
.. 
.. 
. 
-
.. 
~· ,., 
' 
,. 
• 
...... 
. 
" 
. . .. 
. 
'· 
~ 
.. 
. .. 
. , . I 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products ~hen the 
following conditions are met 
Working, processing or asse~bly 
which the value or the non-
originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed ~OS 
or the value or the finished 
product, and provided that at 
least 50S in value or the 
materials and parts <1> used 
are originating products 
Working, processing or assembl1 
which the value or the non• 
originating materials and 
parts used does not exc~ed bOS 
or the value or :he ~in:s~ed 
product, and provided that at 
least 50S in value ot the 
materials and parts C1) used 
are originating products 
Working, processing or assembl7 
which the value or the non· 
originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed ~OS 
or the value or the finished 
product, and provided that at 
least 50S in value or ~he 
materials and parts ( 1) used 
are originating products 
' ! 
ex 
Chapter 
91 
Clocks and watchea and parte 
... 
.... ·"'' 
'; 
... . : . ~ ... 
' . Working, processing or assembl7 
in which the value or the 
materials and parts used does 'I 
not exceed 'O~ ot the value ot 
tbe t1niabed product 
: ... 
thereot, excluding producta ot 
beading No 91.0' or 91.08 
•' 
\ 
.•. 
.. 
.. 
. . 
. ·. 
,! 
\ (1) In determining the value ot products, aateriala and parte, tbe tollowing must be taken into account: 
~ ' 
. · .... (a) .in respect ot originating producta, uterials and parta, the tirst verifiable price paid, 
. 1 ·•: ·. or the price which would be paid in case ot sale, tor the said products on the tel'ritOI'J ot 
tbe countrr where vorkinc, proceaeing or aaaembl7 ia c&l'ried out: 
(b) .in·respect or other products, materiala and parte, tbe proviaiona ot Article 6 ot tbia 
Protocol determining: . _. . 
... · • the value or imported products, •·· ,.,.··. ~ .•: . ..; ~· . . !.~ ···' ,;.-.: • ·· · ·· ·' ... ·., -
• the value or products ot undete~ined origin. 
. •, 
., 
·,·. 
···'··· 
• )I .. 
____________ P_r_o_d·u~-a-t-s -~:-in_e_d----~------~-------------~-----------------,--------------------~----------, ~ 
}-----,.----·------·--1 
Customs 
TariU 
Heading 
No 
u.oa 
ez 
Cbapter 
92 
Description 
Otller olooka 
Clock.movementa 1 aaaembled 
Musical instruments, sound 
recorders or reproducers, 
television image and sound 
recorders or reproducers; 
parts and accessories or 
such articles, excluding 
products or heading No 92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machine 
and other sound recorders or 
reproducers, including record~ 
players and tape decks, with 
or without sound-heads; tele-
vision image and sound 
recorders or preproducera 
Worldng or processing that doea 
not confer the atatus or 
orisinating products 
'• .. . .. ., 
.. 
, I • 
...... 
..... ,, ...... '· 
'. 
·I 
•· 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Working, processing or asse~bly 
in which the value or the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 401 or ~he 
value or the finished product, 
and provided that at leas~ so: 
in valu! or the materials anc 
parts ( ) used are originating 
products 
Working, processing or assecbly 
in which the value or the non-
originating materia~& and pe:~a 
used does not exceed 40% of the 
value or the t1r.ished produc~. 
and provided that at least 501 
in valu! or the Dateria:s and 
parts ( ) used are ·ori&inating 
product a 
Working, processing or asaemblf 
in which the value or the -
materials and parts used does 
not exceed 401 or the value or 
the finished product, 
Working, processing or assemblr 
in which the value or the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed •o1 or the 
.... 
. 
··· .. · ·• · ·· value or the finished product, 
and provided that: 
... 
' 
\ 
-·. 
•': 
. 
'• 
• at least 501 in value or 
the materials and parts (1) 
used are originating products, 
and . . 
• the value or the non-orig-
inating transistors used 
does not' exceed 31 or the 
value ot 5be riniahed 
product ( ) 
.. 
·' • I 
,
1( 1). In determining the value ot products, materials and parte, the tollowins muat be taken into account& 
;· .. 
. 
(a) in respect or originating products, materials an4 parts, the tirst verifiable price paid, 
or the price which would be paid in case ot sale 1 tor the said products on the territor7 or the 
countey where working, processing or aaaembl7 il carried out; 
(b) in respect ot other producta, material• and parta. the proviaionl or Artiole ' or this Protocol 
deter:aining: 
• the value or imported products, 
- the value ot products or undetermined origin • 
. ( 2) Tbia percentage is not cumulative with the 'OJ, 
i. 
t. 
•I, 
I 
i. 
···'··· 
l 
• 'J7 • 
r-----~~--~------~~----------------~----------------~ Products obtained 
Customs 
Tariff 
Heading 
·oeacription 
No. 
Chapter Arms and ammunition; parts 
93 thereof 
ax 96.01 Other brooms and brushes (including brushes or a kind 
used as parts or machines);. 
paint rollers; squeegees (other than roller aqueegees) 
ancl mops 
97.03 Other toys; working models 
or a kind used for recreation& 
purpoaea 
98,01 Buttons and button moulds, 
studs, curt-links, and press• 
fasteners, including snap• 
fasteners and press-studa, 
blanks and parte ot aucb 
article a 
98.08 Typewriter and aimilar ribbons 
whether or not on spoola; ink-
pede, witb or witbout boxee 
. ;
.... . ~ . 
. ' 
.. 
. 
• 
.· 
. ' . 
... . . ~· ....... : 
.. "'. '··"' ;,·,,· 
. ' 
Working or processing that doee 
not conter the status ot 
orisinatins produata 
•' 
;, ' I,' ~··' • ,•', 
.. · .. 
,• 
.. 
.. 
•' 
. ·.
'· 7 •. 
. . ,. ;• 
"' : ~ . 
' . 
. "t ,: .: ~_: __ .• •.• ~-·' ·:. . 
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: : ".-.:~-~- . ... -~ 
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-· ·, 
·:.'>':·);··.?ifi:z~:f:\···:· .·.,:· ~ · 
• •• J· •• -~- ·~--~~·: :::;.~,: ·-~~! ~:~L~ ~=;: :: _: ...... 
Working or processing that 
confers the status or 
originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used dcea not 
exceed 50% or the value or the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the valu• 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50% or the value or the 
tiniahed product · 
Manufacture in which the value 
or the products use: does net 
exceed 50J or the value ot 
the tiniahed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the products used does not 
exceed 50% ot the value ot the 
tiniabed product 
Kanutaature in which the Y&lue 
or the products used does not 
exceed 50S or the Talue or the · 
tiniahed product 
.. ~ . 
.. 
I 
1: . 
,. 
·,· 
..... 
ANNi:X III 
.. 
... . .. 
r· 11 
LIST B 
I 
List of working or processing operations which do not result 
in a change of tariff heading, 
but which do confer the status of 
·"originating" products 
on the.products undergoing such operations 
... 
•', I 
J' ·. ·_: · •. ~ ··~ .. ·,'.-r.:':···_,:·. 
• 
. ' 
... ~ :-' ' '. \ 
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Customs 
'I'ari!'t' 
Heading 
No 
• r. .. 
Finished products 
Description 
ex 25.15 Marble squared by sawing, ot a thickness not 
exceeding 25 cm 
ex 25.18 
G~anite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and other 
mon~•cntal and building stone, s~uared by 
sawins, ot' a tnickness not exceeding 25 cm· 
Calcined dolomite; agglomerated dolomite 
(including tarred dolomite) 
·ex 25.1~ Other ~agr.esi~ oxide, whether or not 
chemically pu:"e • 
• ex 25 •• 24 
, 
ex 25.26 
ex 25.32 
ex Chap. 
28 to 37 
ex 28.13 
ex 32.01 
ex 35.07 
~atural =aonesi~ carbonate (magr.esite), 
whether or not calcined, other than ~gnesium 
oxide, cr~shed and put into bermetic&lly 
tealed containers · 
Natural asbestos fibres 
'Milled and hOQOgenised mica wast~ 
• Earth colo~r~, calcined or powdered 
?rcd~ct3 of the chemical and allied industries 
excluding sulphuric anhydride (ex 28.13), 
tar~ins (ex 32.01), essential oils, resinoids 
and terpenic b~-prod~cts (ex 33.01), 
preparations used tor tenderising Qeat, 
preparations used tor clarifying beer and. 
preparations tor the desi&ing or textiles 
(ex 35.07) · 
Sulphuric anhydride 
Tar~ins (tannic aci~s), including water-
ex~racted ~a::-r.~t ~a:~~!n, a:.G t~~ir salts. 
ethers, esters and other derivati?es 
Essential oils (terpeneless or not), concretes 
~~d a~solutes; resinoids; terpenic by-products 
or the deterpenation ot essential oils 
IPre:;.a:oatior.s' ~;sed !'or tenderising ceat, prepa:oations \;Sed !'or clarifying beer, composed of papain and bentonite, enzymatic preparations tor the desizing or textiles 
Working or processing 
that oonfor~ the status 
ot originating product• 
Incorporation or non-originating materials 
and parts in boilers, machinery, mechanical 
appliances, etc., ot Chapter 84 to 92 in 
boilers and radiators or heading No 73.37 
and in the products contained in headings 
No 97.07 and No 98.03 does not aaKe such 
products lose their s·tatus or originating 
products, provided that the value o: these 
products does not exceed 5% ot the value ot 
the finished prOduct 
Sawing into slabs or sections, polishing, 
grinding and cleaning of marble, including 
marble not further worked than roughly split, 
roughly squared .or squared by sawing, or a 
'thickness exceeding 25 cm 
Sawing ot granite, porphy~y, basalt, sand-
stone and other building stone, including 
such stone not further worked than roughlY 
split, roughly squared or squared b7 sawing, 
or a thickness exceeding 25 ~~~ 
Calcination ot unworked dolomite 
Manufacture trom natural magnesium carbonate 
(magnesite) 
Crushing and putting into hermetically sealed 
containers ot natural magnesium carbonate 
(~agnesite), whether or not calcined, other 
than magnesium oxide 
Treatment ot asbestos concentrate 
Milling and homogenising of mica wa1te 
Crushing and calcination or powdering ot 
earth colours 
Working or processing in which the value ot 
the non•originating products used does not 
exceed 20% or the value or the finished 
product 
Manufacture trom sulphur dioxide 
Manuta~ture trom tanning extracts ot 
vegetable ori&in 
Manufacture trom concentrates of essential 
oils in fats, in t'ixed oil1, or in waxes or 
the like, obtained by cold absorption or by 
maceration 
Manufacture tro~ enzymes or prepared enzymes 
ot which the value does not exceed 50% of 
the value or the finished product 
.. ·'· .. 
.· 
' I j. 
I' 
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I 
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I 
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i 
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l 
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·l 
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I 
c·o~.:.tor..ll 
~arit! 
Heading 
No 
Finished ~roducts 
Description 
ex Chap. 
)8 
Miscellaneous chemical products, other than 
reti~ed tall oil (ex )8.05), spirits Gt' 
f. .. sulphate turpentine, purified (ex ::S8.07) and 
wood pitch (wood tar pitch) (ex )8.09) 
ex ;:s8.05 Re!ined tall oil 
ex 38.07 Sulphate turpentine, purified 
ex ::S8.09 Wood pitch (wood tar pitch) 
ex Chap. Artificial plastic material's, cellulose 
::S9 ethers and esters, arti:icial resins and 
articles made or these aat~rials, exceptinc 
ti~ ot ionomers (ex )9.02) 
ex 40.01 
ex 110.07 
ex lil.O::S_ 
Ionomer film 
Slabs or crepe rubber tor soles 
Vulcanised rubber thread and cord, textile 
covered 
. 
Sheep- and lamb-s~ina without the.~ool 
!!.etaru"led bo•tine cattle leather (including 
but:alo leather) and e~uine leather prepared 
but not parch:r.ent-dressed except •leather 
falling within heading No 41.06 and 41.08 
Retanr.ed sheep and lamb s~n leather, 
prepared but not parcr~ent-dressed, except 
leather tallin& within neading No 111.06 and 
41.08 
~eta:~ed goat and kid skin leather, prepared 
but not parch:r.ent-dressed, except leather 
tallir~ wit~~n heading No 111.06 and 41.08 
ex 41.05 Other kinds or retanned leather, prepared but 
not parchment-dressed, except leather falling 
Mithin heading No 41.06 and 41.08 
Working or processing 
that oonters the atatus 
ot origina~ing products 
Working or proceasing in which the value or 
the non-ori.;inatine; materials used does not 
exceed 20~ ot the value or the finished 
produot 
Refining ot crude tall oil 
Purification consisting or the distillation 
or refining or raw sulphate turpentine 
Distillation or wood tar 
Working or processing in which th~ value or 
the nor-originating Materials used does not 
exceed 20~ or the value or the finished 
product 
Manufacture' trom a thermoplastic partial 
salt which is a copolymer of ethylene and 
metacryl:l.c acid partly neutralized with 
metal ions, mainl1 zinc and sodium 
Lamination or crepe sheets or patural 
rubber 
'Manufacture trom Vulcanised rubber thread 
or cord, not textile covered 
Removing wool trom sheep- and lamb-skins 
in the wool 
Retanning ot bovine cattle leather (including buffalo leather) and equine 
leather, not further prepared than tanned 
Retanning ot sheep and lamb skin.leather, 
not further prepared than tanned 
Retannine; or goat and kid skin leather, not 
turth_;r prepared than tanned 
Retanning of other kinds or leather, not 
further prepared than tanned 
ex 4).02 Assembled tursk~ -· Bleaching, dyeing, dressing, cutting and 
assembling or tanned or dressed turskina 
ex 44.22 Casks, barrels, vats, tubs, buckets and other 
coopers• proeucta and parte thereof 
ex 47.01 Sulphate pulp derived by mechL"lical or 
che~cal =••"la :rem any fibrous vegetable 
~terial, bleached 
M~~utacture from riven staves et wood, not 
further prepared than sawn on one ~rinc!~al 
surface; sawn staves of wood, ot ~h:l.ct. at · 
least one principal surface has been 
cylindricallf sawn, not further prepared 
than sawn 
Manufacture rrom unbleached sulphate pulp 
derived by mechanical or chemical means 
from any fibrous vegetable ~aterial, provided1 that the value or the non-originating product. 
~sed does not exceed ~0~ ot the value ot the 
t1AiaiM4 pr«Wot 
••• ! .... 
. , 
--
. : 
I 
I 
~--..!.-
-" . 
' 
CuGtorus 
'tar it!' 
·Heading 
No 
ex 50.03 
": 
ex 50.09 
ex 51.04 
ex 53.11 
ex 5}.12 
ex 54.05 
ex 55.07 
ex 55.08 
ex 55.09 
ex 56.07 
ex 59.14 
ex 67.01 
ex 68.03 
ex 68.04 
.. 
Pinished'products 
neaoription 
Silk waste carded or combed 
Printed fabrics 
Incandescent gas mantles 
Feather dusters 
Articles of slate, including articles of 
agglomerated slate 
Hand polishin& stones, whetstones, oilstones, 
hones and ~t.e like, of natural stone, of 
agglomerated natural or artificial abrasivea, 
or of potter:t 
ex 68.13 , A:ticles of asbestos; articles of mixtures 
with a basis of asbestos or of mixture& with 
a basis of asbestos and ma;nesi~ carbonate 
ex 68.15 Articles of mica, including bonded mica 
splittir~s on a support of paper or fabrio 
ex 70.10 Cut-6lass bottles 
ex 70.20 
ex 11.02 
ex 11.03 
Glassware (other.than a:ticles falling in 
heading No 70.19) of a kin4 co~only used tor 
table, kitchen, ~oilet or office purposes, 
tor indoor decoration, or similar uses 
Articles made from glass fibre 
Precious and semi-precious atones, cut or 
otherwise worked, but not mounted, set or 
strung (except ungraded stones temporarily 
strung !or convenience of transport) 
S~nthetic or ·reconst~cted precious or semi-
precious stones, cut or otherwise worked, but 
not mounted, set or s~rung (except ungraded 
stones temporarily strung tor convenience ot 
transport) 
Working or processing 
that confers the atatua 
of originating produots 
Carding o~ combing waste silk 
Printing accompanied by finishing operations 
(bleaching, dressing, drying, steaming, 
burling, mending, impregnating, sanfori:ing, 
mercerizing) of fabrics the value of which 
does not exceed 47.5S or the value of the 
tiniahed product 
Manufacture from tubular gasmantle fabric 
Manu~acture trom feathers, parts ot feathers 
or down 
Manufacture of articles ot'slate 
Cutting, adjusting and gluing ot abrasive 
materials, ~hich, owing to their sha~e, are 
not recognisable aa being intended tor hancl 
uae 
Manufacture of articles of asbestos or ot 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos, or ot 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture ot articles ot mica 
Cutting of bottles the value ot which does 
not exceed 50S of t~ value of the finished 
product 
Cu~ting of glasswa:e the value of which does 
r.ot exceed 50~ of the value of the tiniahed 
product or decoration, with the exception 
or silk-screen ~rinting, ca:ried out entirely 
'b7 hand, or band-blown glassware the value 
.ot which does not exceed 50S of the Yalue 
ot the finished product 
Hanutacture from unworked glass fibre 
Manufacture from·unworked precious and 
semi-precious stones 
Manufacture from unworked synthetic or 
reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
atones · 
···'··· 
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Cust.,ms 
'l'ari!"t 
Heading 
No 
ex 71.05 
r. •• 
ex 71.05 
ex 71.06 
ex 71-07 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.08 
ex 11.09 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.10 
ex 7).15 
ex 73.29. 
ex 74.01 
ex 75.01 
Finished products 
Description 
Silver and silver ailoys, including silver 
silt and plat1num•plate4 oilver, oemi• 
manufactured 
Silver, including silver gilt and platinum• 
plated Rilver, unwrought 
Rolled silver, semi-manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, semi• 
manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, 
unwrought 
-Rolled gold on base metal or oilver, semi• 
manufactured 
Platinum ar.d other metala of the platinu.a 
group, aemi·M&nutactured 
Platinum and other metals of the platinum 
croup, unwrought 
Rolled platinum or other platinum group 
metals, on base ~etal or precious metal, 
aemi-manufactured 
Alloy steel and high carbon steei: 
. 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
ot originating pro4ucta 
Rolling, drawing, boating or grinding ot 
unwrought oilver and oilver alloyo 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwrought silver and silver alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
u.nwrought rolled silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or 'grinding ot 
unwrought gold, including platinum-plated 
gold 
' Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
u.nwrought gold or gold alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought rolled gold on base metal or· 
silver 
Rolling, drawing, ·beati~g or grinding ot 
unwrought platinum or otner metals of the 
platinum croup 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
• unwrought platinum or other metals ot the 
platinum group 
Rolling, drawing, beating or gri~ding ot 
unwrousnt rolle~ platinum or other unwrought 
platinum group ~etale, on base metal or 
P':eci~ua metaJ. 
. 
• in the torma mentioned in heading Noe 7).07 
to 73·13 
Manufacture from products in the forma 
mentioned in heading No 73.06 
• in the forms mentioned in beading No 7).14 
Skid chains 
Unrefined copper (bliater copper an4 other) 
Refined copper :. :. '~. 
Copper alloy 
I Unwrought nicke~ (excluding electro~plating anoaes of heading No 75.05) 
I 
I 
Manufacture from ~roducts in the torms 
mentioned in heading No 73.06 or 73.07 
Working or processing in which the value of 
the non-originating products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value ot the finished 
P':ociuct 
Smelting or copper matte 
: Fire-refining or electrolrtic refining or 
.unrefined copper (blister copper and other) 
copper waste or scrap 
Fusion and thermal treat~ent ot refined 
copper, copper was~e or scrap 
Refining bf electrolysis, bf fusion or 
chemicallJ, ot nickel mattes, nickel speiss 
and other intermediate products or nickel 
• metallurQ 
... , ... 
·. 
i 
i 
I 
·I 
.! 
i 
I 
! 
I 
i 
:I 
j. 
I 
C~storns 
'!'ari!! 
Heac!ing 
No 
Piniahed p~od~ots 
t)eacription 
ex 75,01 !unwrou~~t nickel excap' niokel alloya 
•' !:. •• 
ex 77.04 
ex'78.01 
ex 81.01 
. 
ex 81.02 
ex 81.04 
. 
ex 8].06 
ex 84.05 
84.06 
Unv:rought aluminium 
Other articles of alu~nium 
Other article• ot ma&neaium 
Ber;(llium wrou;ht 
itetined lead 
Tungsten, ltrOUght 
Mol:fbc!enum, wrought 
Otter base metals, wrought 
Knives with cutting blades, serrated or· not 
(including pruning knives) other than knivea 
talling within heading No 82.06 
Indoor ornaments made trom base aetala other 
than statuettes 
Stem en6ir.es (including mobile engines,, but 
not steam tractors talling within heading 
No 87.01 or mechanicallY propelled road 
rollers) with self-contained boilera 
Internal combustion piston enginea 
Working or processing 
that confers the stat~s 
ot originating products 
ftetining of WAate by elec~rolyois, by melting 
or b:l' chemical means of waste and scrap 
Manufacture b:l' thermal or electrol~tic 
treatment or unallo;(ed aluminium, waste~and 
scrap 
Manufacture in which gauze, cloth, grill, 
netting, fencing, reinforcing fabric and 
similar materials (including endless bands) 
ot aluminium wire, or expanded ·metal· ot 
alulllinium,, are used the value 'ot which does 
not exceed 50~ or the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from wrought tars, rods, ansles, 
shapes and sections, plates, sheets ar.d 
strip,·wire, toil, raspings and shavin;s of 
uniform si:e, powders and flakes, tubes and 
pipes and bl~~ks tnere!or, hollow bars, ot 
magnesium, the value of which does not exceed 
50~ of the value or the finished product 
Rolling, drawing or 6rir.d!n; or unwrou&ht 
ber;(llium the value of which does not exceed 
50~ ot the value of the finished product. 
Manufacture b:l' thermal refining troa bullion 
lead. 
Manufacture from unwrousht tungsten the 
value ot which does not exceed. 50~ of the 
value or the finished procl.uct 
Manufacture from unwrought mol:fbdenum the 
value or which does not exceed 50~ or the 
value of the finished. product 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum the 
value or which ~oes not exceed. 50~ or the 
value or t~e finished product 
Manufacture from other base metals, 
unwrought, the value of which does not' 
exceed 50% or the value ot the finished 
product 
Manufacture trom knife blacl.es 
Working or processing in whicb the value of 
the non-originating materials used does not 
exceed 30% or the value or the finished. 
product · 
Working, processing or assembl:l' in which 
the value of the products used does not 
exceed 40% ot the value et the finished. 
product 
Working, processing or·assembl:l' in which 
the value of the materials and parts uaed 
does not exceed 40~ or the ·val~e or the 
tiniahecl. product 
.. ·'· .. ' 
···-··--
-,-- ------------------~--~--------------------~--~~=-
--7. 
.. .._ .. __ _ 
C~ Pinished'products ------------------~ Working or process~ng that confers the status 
or origina~ins; products 
L.. 
. 
j' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
Cus\.orns 
'!'ari!"t 
Kead.!.ng 
No 
ex 04.0~ 
•' ~ .. 
ex 84.17 
84.)3 
ex 84.41 
Description 
Er.Qinea and. motors, exolud.ing reaocion en;1nea 
and. gaa turbines · 
Calendering ar.d similar rolling machines . (otht!r than u:etal-w'orking and metal-rollinc 
machines and glass-working machines) and 
cylinders theretor 
Mac~ir.ery, plant and similar laboratory 
equipment, whether or not electrically heated,_ 
tor the treat~ent of materials by a process J 
involving a change or temperature, tor wood, 1 paper pulp, paper and paperboard manufacturing 
induatries 
Machinery tor making or finishing celluloaic 
pulp, paper or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard cutting machinea or all 
kinds; other machinery tor making up p~per 
pulp, paper or paperboard 
Sewing machines, including furniture specially 
designed tor sewing :achines with the 
exception of sewing machines (lock-stitch only 
with heads o~ a weight not exceeding 16 kg 
without motor or 17 kg including the motor 
Sewing machines (lock-stitch only) with heads 
ot a weight no~ exceeding 16 kg without motor 
or 17 kg including the motor 
~forking, processing or assembly in which the 
value or the non-originating ~ateriala and 
parts u~ed does not exceed 40~ or the value 
ot the finished product, and provided that 
at leasi 50% in value of the materia!a and 
parts ( ) used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value or the non-originating.materiala and 
parts used does not exceed 25S or the value 
ot the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value or the n'on-originating materiala and 
parts us~d does net exceed 25S of.the value 
or the tin:sihed product. 
Working, processing or assembl7 in whica the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed 25S or the value 
or the tiniahed product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value or the non-originating cateriala and 
parts used does not exceed 25S of the value 
or the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed qOS or the value 
or the finished. product 
Working, ~recessing or assembly in which the 
value or the non-originating materials and 
parts used does not exceed ~os ot the value 
or the finished product, and provided that 
~ at least 50i in value ot the materials 
and parts ( ).used tor assembl7 or the 
head (motor excluded) are originating 
products 
and the. thread tension, crochet and 
zigzag mechanisms are originating products 
(i) In dctefmining the value or products, materials and p~ta, the following must be taken !nto account: 
(a) in respect or originating products, materials and ~arts, the first verifiable price paid., or 
the price which would be paid. in case or sale, tor 1the said products on the territory ot the 
courtry where working, processing or assembl1 is carried. out; 
(b) in ;espect or other products, materials and parts, lthe provisiona ot Article 6 or this Protocol 
determining: -
- t~e val~e or iQported products,· 
- t!e value or ;~roducts or undetermined origin •• 
I 
.I 
• 
···'··· 
• 
----------------------------------,~~-~----------- ------------~---------------·· . 
,.. .... 
Customs 
'ra.ritt.' 
Heading 
~0 
85.111 
·~ .. 
Piniahed products 
Deacription 
•acropnonea ana stands thoreror; lou4eptakera, 
audio-fre~uenc1 electric amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic trana• 
mission and reception apparatus; radio-
broadcas:ing and television transmission ·and 
reception apparatus (including receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or reproducera) 
and television caceras; radio navigational 
aid apparatus, radar apparatus and radio 
remote control apparatus 
I Parts and accessories of the motor vehiclee 
I falling within heading )io 67 .01, 87.02 or 
87.03 O M 
Working or processing 
that confers the status 
ot originating pro4ucta 
Working, procooaing or asse=bl1 in wnich the 
value of the non-originating ~aterials and 
parts used does not exceed ijQ% ot the value 
or the finished product and provided that at 
least 50% of the materials and parts used are 
originating products ( ) 
Working, processing or a.ssembl1 in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and 
part's used does not exceed iiO~ ot the value 
ot the finished product and provided that at 
least 50~ ot the materials and parta used are 
originating product• ( 4 ) 
Working, processing or assembl1 in which the 
value ot the materials and parts used does 
not exceed 15% ot the value or the tinished 
product · 
Chairs and other seats (other than those Working, processing or assembl7 !n which 
falling within heading No 9ij.02) whethe~ or , unstuffed cotton cloth is used or a weight 
not convertible into beda, made or base metals or )00gr/m2 or less in the :orm read7 to 
use, of which the value does not exceed 
25J of the value or the finished product (2) 
ex ~11.0) 1 Other furniture ot 'base metal Working, processing or assembly in which' 
unstutted cotton cloth is used of a weight 
ot )00gr/m2 or less in the rorm read1 to 
use, of which the value does not excee~ 25J 
of the value or the finished product ( ) 
. ex S5-05 Articles in tortoise shell, mother or pearl, 
ivory, bone, horn, coral (natural or 
agglocerated) and other animal carvin; 
material 
Manufacture from tortoise shell, mother or 
pearl, ivory, bone, horn, coral (natural or 
agglomerated) and other animal carvinc 
material; worked 
( 1) The ap~lieation or th!s rule must not have the effect t allowing the exceeding of the percentage 
of 3J r~r the originat~ns transistors laid down in Lisf A for the aame tariff heading. · 
c2~ This r~le does not apply when the general rule or change or tariff heading is applie4 ~o ~he o~her· 
·non-originating P.~ts which are .P~t ot tbe comp?aitio ot the final pr?4~Gt• 
• ,- .J : 
" ' 
'' ~ .· 
I 
I 
..... 
'' 
·-
·. ; 
" 
-----------
________ ._ __ .,... ___________ _.~ ...... ~-------:- _._. -·· __ ::--··--~ .. 
.. 
I 
r-~-~-~·--------·------7.---·--------------·~--~--------------------------------~ I Finished products ;.----.....,..-·-
1 
Customs 
~ar!.!~ 
Heaci!ns; 
I ~o 
ex 95.08 
Description 
t. •• r reconatitutea, jet (and mineral aubatitutel 
Articles in vegetable carving material (tor 
.-,~ampl~ oorozo), meoracnaum ana &mDer, natural 
· or Jet) 
ex 96.01 jrusbes_and broo.a 
ex 98.11 
ex 97.06 
I ~ Golt club beada, ot wood or other material& 
I Smoking pipes, pipe bowla, ot wood, root or 
tber materiala 
..... 
Working or process!ng 
that confers the status 
ot originating products 
t!anufacture rroCI vegetable car•1ins; material 
~tor ex~ple corozo), meorschau~ and a~ter, 
ratural Ol' reconstituted, jet (&nci aUneral 
~atitutes tor Jet); worked utacture using prepared knots and tufts broom or brush making the value of wbicb 
oes not exceed 50~ or the value of the 
iniahed product 
anutacture torm roughl1 ahaped.blocka 
~utacture tro~rous;hl7 ahaped block& 
• 
•. 
____________ ....,_ _______________ ~--~·,-,., ..........,; __ _ 
(I) ll:t••n.Jt 
.arc""' 
r•ckr-d, in-
tJ·c~rc 
num~rot· 
anadrt o1 , 
''"c •an 
bulk' .. 
epjJfOpfier• • 
·-' 
~~ C:c•r.'l;"lrtc 
. (,.,:y "'hC'tc 
lht rc.;u· ;.,,.,,.,of 
•~>c u.,.,,. 
un;; C""'l\• 
1ry nr c.:r-
ritnry re• 
"~"''C. • 
ANNUX. V 
MOVEM~ CERTIPICA TE 
3. Cuns.i~;ncc (Ne~M,llliiiHitl~ct~o -url' 
(Opcion.U) 
'· Transpon derails (OplioeaQ 
. . 
, ________ E __ u_~-~~--~-~_· __ N_o_~ __ o_o_o_.o_o_o _______ 'l 
See llotct overlrol btlott co111plctil\• a hit lvrm 
.. 
. ·l 
... . .., ... 
... 
l. Ccrrificalc uJc.i in prd.:rcnriai Uo1.ic b.:&wccn 
_____ .... _ .. ____ ... _ .. ·--·-·····----=------
and 
-··········"''''""'' .............................. - ......... -.......................... . 
'· 
(in~f'rl .arrr .. rri.ur .;t•unU1C'a, r.r11ur' nl ruuntrtC'IIII ••r trtt•lt•t•r'' 
4. Country, r,tour of 
counrric:s or &c:rtirory 
in which rhc producca 
arc considered a1 
originarinst 
. . 
S. Coun1ry, ~rbup of 
cnunrri.:, or rcrciruty 
of dc•cinacion 
.... 
8. Item number; W ..uks and aumbcta; N11mbcr and ki.nd of paclcajj;CI ('); '· Crou 
wcijlhr (k;l 10. Invoices (Oprional) Ducripcion ol ;oocb ' · 
.. 
.. 
,. 
' .. 
•. 
, ~ . 
; . 
·, . 
.. 
•, ,I 
. ·~·· 
.. 
.. 
' .. 
' . 
\ . 
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···:·l· 
'• 
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, . \ 
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11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Dc:clarariM cc:nilic:il 
Exporr Jocumc:n& (') 
: . 
·,• 
F<•rm- ... _ ....... ---·-No-----
Cusroms oUicc:. ----·-----·-----
Is~uin& counu·y or cerritory -----......:.---
. ......... __ -·-----------
l'>.uc - .. ·····--------------
...... _,_ .. ,_. ___ .:":----:-------
ISianalllt~) 
. 
• 
• 
... 
.·, 
. .. 
,. 
.. 
OCI)thct MC.&• 
sure (litrca, 
· m•, ccc.) 
•#\o 
• I 
'· 
\ 
12. DECl..ARATlON aY THE EXi'ORTER 
I, rbc undcrsisncd, declare char rhe ~ooJs 
described above meet rhc condition~~ re• 
q\Ured for the iasu~ ol chis ccrciiic.uc. 
... 
~lace and ciacca -----------
IS~nalutcl 
~-·--------~-------·---·------·-..... ~ .. ----,--.: ... ,..._ ... ___ ~·---~ .... ------~ ....... ~ •. 
_________________________ ...... ____ ____..- •. ·-- ------~-~-. . . ·······~-- ·-----~--...-..-
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~ ------------------------~--"-----~~--------------------~ a. ''~Qt:~,-; ~~OP Vf.R1P1CA110N, lO 14. R~Ul."'' O;. V£RiflCA110N, 
' 
Vcrilication c.arric~ our 'how~ tho.r chi~ cccci(iure (1) 
0 was is~ued by the cusrons oifi.:e inJicau:d and &hac the information eoncaino:d therein i~ a.:curarc, 
1--------------------------------------- 0 
does nor meet the requircmenu .u to authenticity 
and accuracy (sec remark• appcn.Ud), 
1. 
2.. 
.l. 
Vctc(ic~ti\)n of •he :~uchenricity and accuracy of this cerci• 
ii.:atc is te~ue•tcJ, 
., 
-·----------------~~~~OM~·~-----------------
.kanl# 
..: 
I) 
I 
·: 
----------·~----··~---------(Si ... ~c .. rcl 
('I lnM"n X on chc appropriate box. 
NOT.ES 
Cari(i..:.u~·s muM not .::onco~in cr.uurcs or wonls written ovc:r one Another. Any nlrcr:uions must he n;ade by ddcring chc 
incorrc..:t l'•mi.:ul.u' and :adJin1: .cny nccc,~.uy corrections. Any 6uch ah.:r.uion must be initialled by the person who 
''Hnplc:r~·,JthC' 'o:rufic:uc aod c:ntlnno:J by the customs authorities of the issuing counrry or territory. •· · . 
No sp.1CC~ lliUSI he lc:ft between rhc il.:ms entered on the eccci{ic:ue and each item must be preceded by an item number. A 
hMi:t:onr:lllinc mu&t be drawn immediately below chc lan item, An'/ unuse,ci •pace mun be .cruck throu;h in \ucA a mannc&" 
as eo mnke any l:1rcr addicion$ impos~iblc. 
Cood' muse be dcs.:ribcd in accordance wid' commcrc:ial pt"acticc: and with aul£ic:ienc detail ro enable them eo be iclcntilicd. 
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